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ABSTRACT

Code-Carrying Theory (CCT) is an alternative to the Proof-Carrying Code (PCC)

approach to secure delivery of code. With PCC, code is accompanied by assertions

and a proof of its correctness or of other required properties. The code consumer

does not accept delivery unless it first succeeds in generating theorems, called ver-

ification conditions, from the code and assertions and checking that the supplied

proof proves these theorems. With CCT, instead of transmitting both code and

proof explicitly, only assertions and proofs are transmitted to the consumer. If

proof checking succeeds, code is then obtained by applying a simple tool called

CodeGen to the resulting theory. This thesis first explains the design and imple-

mentation of CCT and shows how it can be used to achieve secure delivery of code

with required correctness or safety properties. All the tools used in the verifica-

tion steps are implemented in Athena, which is both a traditional programming

language and a deduction language. In addition, we present examples of generic

and nongeneric proofs, which play an important role in our design. We show how

critical it is to organize theories and proofs to reduce the amount of information

transmitted between the code producer and consumer and to ease the development

of code-carrying theories.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Today’s ever increasing trends toward pervasive computing include the phenomenon

of mobile code, which must be installed and run on a computer host even though it

is delivered through an insecure network or from an untrusted source. Important

examples of such mobile code include Web applets, actor-based distributed system

software [32], and updates to embedded computers. During delivery, code might

be corrupted, or a malicious hacker might change the code. Potential problems

can be categorized as security problems (i.e., unauthorized access to data or system

resources), safety problems (i.e., illegal operations or illegal access to memory), or

functional incorrectness (i.e., the delivered code fails to satisfy a required relation

between its input and output). Proof-Carrying Code (PCC) [23] and Code-Carrying

Theory (CCT) are two alternatives among other solutions to these problems. In com-

parison with other solutions, these two alternatives can generally provide stronger

assurance of secure delivery of code with all required security, safety, or functional

correctness properties preserved.

A quick picture of the main idea of the PCC approach can be seen in Figure 1.1

and Figure 1.2. The basic idea of PCC is that a code consumer does not accept

delivery of new code unless it is accompanied by a formal proof of required safety,

security, or correctness properties that can be checked by the code consumer. One

way of doing this is to attach to the code an easily-checkable proof at the code

producer’s site. This proof must be checked by the code consumer and should prove

that the code does not violate predefined requirements.

The transmitted proof can be regarded as a form of certification that it is safe

to execute the code. In Necula and Lee’s PCC approach [23], code is annotated

with assertions and a program called a verification condition generator is applied to

produce a set of verification conditions (VCs), which are propositions whose validity

implies that the code satisfies the stated assertions. Both the annotated code and the

proof of its VCs must be sent to the consumer, who regenerates the VCs, checks that

1
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Figure 1.1: Proof-Carrying Code, Successfully Checked and Delivered

the proof proves them, and accepts delivery of the code only if this proof-checking

step succeeds. In Appel’s PCC approach [1], which, like Necula and Lee’s, is focused

on safety properties, definitions of safe machine instructions are encoded within a

suitable logic. The safety conditions are included in these definitions implicitly.

Therefore, a VC generator is not necessary, resulting in a smaller “trusted code

base,” i.e., a smaller amount of code subjected only to manual inspection, not formal

checking. A program is simply defined as a sequence of machine instructions which

are represented by integers. Then a safety theorem can be constructed based on

the idea that the program counter points to an illegal instruction if any unsafe

instruction is encountered during the execution of the code. As in Necula and

Lee’s approach the proof of the safety theorem is transmitted with the code to the

consumer.

Code-Carrying Theory (CCT), is a new alternative to PCC with similar goals

and technology, but it is based on the idea of proof-based program synthesis [21, 9, 12,

8] rather than program verification. That is, instead of starting with program code in

a conventional programming language, annotating it with assertions, generating VCs
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Figure 1.2: Proof Carrying Code, Tampered-With But Checked and
Prevented from Acceptance

and proving them, one instead starts with axioms that define functions (generally

with equations and induction) and proves that the defined functions obey certain

requirements. The form of the function-defining axioms is such that it is easy

to extract executable code from them. Thus all that has to be transmitted from

producer to consumer is a theory (a set of axioms and theorems) and a set of proofs of

the theorems; there is no need to transmit code explicitly or to apply a VC generator.

An obvious concern with this approach is preventing the acceptance of new axioms

that could introduce a logical inconsistency (after which anything could be proved).

To this end our approach only admits new axioms if they are of a form that defines

new functions and obey a “definitional principle” [28] that guarantees, in essence,

that they only define total mathematical functions.1 The consumer checks that the

proofs actually do prove these theorems, and only if that step succeeds does the

consumer apply a “code extractor” to the function-defining axioms to obtain the

1There are some exceptions permitted to the requirement that functions be total, as discussed
in Section 3.1.3.
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Figure 1.3: Code-Carrying Theory, Successfully Checked and Delivered
(FDA stands for Function Defining Axioms)

executable code. A variant on this approach would be to extract code directly from

proofs based on their structure in terms of how inference rules of different types are

used [21]. In this thesis, we do not explore this second possibility of code extraction

further. Figure 1.3 illustrates the basic CCT approach.

As previously mentioned, requirements on a program can take the form of

functional correctness requirements (e.g., an algorithm sorts its input), safety re-

quirements (e.g., no out-of-bounds array-indexing), or security requirements (e.g.,

no unauthorized access to classified data). In the case of safety, the requirements

are stated as a set of “safety rules” and are also called a “safety policy.” One can

define different safety policies for accessing memory or other system resources. PCC

has been developed and applied primarily as a method for achieving safety, but in

principle it can be used with other forms of requirements (though, under the cur-
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rent state of the art of program verification and theorem proving technology, with a

lesser degree of automation than is achievable with safety properties). CCT could

also be used with any of the three forms of requirements, but in this thesis we focus

on applying CCT to functional correctness (also called “input-output correctness”).

In conjunction with either PCC or CCT, one could employ additional certification

techniques, such as encrypted signatures or check-sums; Devanbu et al. [13] discuss

such combinations as well as the use of “trusted hardware.”

We have implemented a code extractor program called CodeGen that is ca-

pable of producing code that implements both memory-observing and memory-

updating functions. By memory-observing functions we mean ones that examine

data structures but do not make any changes, such as searching or element-counting

functions. In contrast, memory-updating functions make in-place changes to data

structures, a simple example being a reverse function that replaces a sequence of

elements in memory with the same sequence in reverse order.2 We first present in

Chapter 4 a simple example of theories, proofs, and extracting code from function-

defining axioms, one that results in a memory-observing function named sum-list

that computes the sum of the natural numbers in a (Lisp-like) list. We present

axioms defining an embedded-recursion version of sum-list that can be viewed as

the specification (the requirements) of a function that a code consumer would like

to have. We then present the theory of a tail-recursive (and therefore more efficient)

sum-list function that can be viewed as the implementation to be delivered and

from which code is extracted. This example is also used to outline the CCT “proto-

col” between a code producer and a code consumer that is designed to ensure secure

code delivery.

In Section 6.1 we introduce a version of the sum-list example that is generic,

2This example is presented in Chapter 5. Some authors use the terms “nondestructive” for
memory-observing and “destructive” for memory-updating, but “destructive” can leave an im-
pression of undesirable behavior that is at odds with the actual usefulness of such operations.
Another issue of terminology is whether memory-updating “functions” should be called functions
at all, since they do not obey all the requirements of functions as defined in traditional mathe-
matics. We chose to stick with calling them functions since this usage is widespread in computer
science, but in stating axioms and proving theorems about memory-updating functions we must
be careful to address the issue that they can violate one of the most basic principles of the logic
we use, the substitution principle of equality. How we handle this issue is discussed in Section 5.5.
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in that the list elements may belong to any type that models a monoid theory

(i.e., having an associative binary operation and an identity element). This generic

sum-list can be instantiated with other numeric types besides natural numbers, or

even with nonnumeric types such as sequences (such as lists of lists, with append

and the empty list as the Monoid operations). In doing this, we simulate type-

parameterization simply by parameterizing functions and methods by functions that

carry operator mappings.

Another important dimension with generic functions is generalizing to work

with a family of data structures, as popularized in the C++ Standard Template Li-

brary (STL) [29, 22]. We have defined a generalization of sum-list called sum-range

that is parameterized by STL-like iterators (objects with abstract properties gen-

eralizing pointers). It can be applied to any sequence representation that obeys a

certain range theory that captures the essential properties needed by this function

and many useful functions similar to those included in the STL, such as accumulate,

max element, copy, find, etc. Rather than present the details of sum-range, we

illustrate the issues and complications involved with this kind of genericity with a

reverse-range function for reversing the order of elements in a sequence delim-

ited by iterators. Since reverse-range is an in-place operation, this example also

serves to introduce our approach for dealing with correctness of memory-updating

functions, and, to a limited extent, with memory safety properties.

Another principle that the STL illustrates is that small, well-designed, and

interoperable library components can be easily composed to construct more com-

plex components of an application. Thus, although the examples of theories and

extracted functions presented in this thesis are quite small, their generality and

other STL-like design characteristics enable a degree of usefulness that goes far be-

yond actual code size. Chapter 7 presents a case study of a code extraction of a

partitioning function composed of calls of several of the functions whose correctness

has been formally proved and whose associated theories should provide a practical

basis for its more complex correctness proof.

The implementation tool we use is Athena [2], which provides a language both

for ordinary computation and for logical deduction. As a functional programming
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language, it provides higher-order functions and is lexically scoped in the tradition of

Scheme and ML. As a deductive programming language, Athena makes it possible

to formulate and write proofs as function-like constructs called methods, whose

executions either result in theorems if they properly apply rules of inference, or

stop with an error condition if they do not. This high-level abstraction of proofs

allows the user to call the functions and apply methods defining them in many

different ways. Therefore, the same proof does not have to be redeveloped for

different parameters. A generic library of proofs can be constructed with this ability.

Especially in systems like PCC and CCT, proof size is a major problem which

may cause to slow transmissions between the producer and the consumer. In some

cases, the size of the proof may grow exponentially with respect to the functions

being constructed. Writing generic proofs and organizing them properly via theories

can help to overcome this problem. Once the generic proofs are available at the

consumer’s site, proper instantiations of them may reduce the amount of extra

transfers from the producer. In Section 6.1.6, we present a working example of

instantiating generic proofs and show how it can dramatically reduce proof sizes by

multiple instantiations of the same general property and its proof.

1.1 Contributions

Correctness and safety of software obtained from remote systems has become

a major problem. Especially with the heavy use of mobile code, it is vital to have an

efficient, general, and flexible mechanism to verify the correctness of code, which is

generally transferred through an insecure network or from an untrusted source. Code

consumers need assurance that the software is not corrupted or harmful, whether in-

tentionally or inadvertently. Furthermore, requirements should be satisfied without

requiring run-time checks, if possible, in order to avoid performance degradation.

In this thesis, we propose a general framework called Code-Carrying Theory

(CCT) to provide strong assurance to code consumers who receive, install, and

execute new or updated code. CCT is flexible and general. Code consumers can

decide on and define correctness requirements without reference to the specifics of

machine instructions or architectures or any language-specific type systems.
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In CCT, the code producer constructs axioms that define the functions re-

quired by the consumer. In addition to axiomatic definitions, the producer is also

responsible for providing proofs of termination, consistency, and correctness con-

ditions. In CCT, the producer does the time-consuming and hard work. Proof

checking is relatively easy and can be done very quickly. The consumer only checks

the proofs and extracts code automatically using a small code extractor program.

If proof checking fails, the consumer does not extract code. Since CCT is simple

and has a small trusted computing base it requires only modest amounts of memory

and computing power, in comparison with approaches that require automated proof

search. The relatively small memory and computing-time requirements for checking

proofs and executing the code extractor are especially important in cases where the

code consumer is a small embedded system, such as heart pacemakers, cell phones,

PDAs, military-related systems, etc.

Some code consumers, including some embedded systems, require frequent

updates. An important issue in CCT and previous approaches is the size of the

proofs being transmitted. Proofs can be very large. The second contribution of this

thesis is to provide a methodology that makes it easy to write generic proofs. The

producer defines axioms with parameterized generic property functions. Similarly,

generic proofs are constructed in the form of parameterized programs. Once the

consumer receives these generic property functions and proofs, they can be instan-

tiated over and over, reducing the need for further transfers from the producer. In

CCT this does not impose any additional burden on the consumer. Once again, the

hard work of writing the generic definitions, theorems, and proofs is done by the

producer.

Previous approaches in the area are based on automatic generation of proofs

which are not human readable. While writing both generic and nongeneric proofs

we also aimed to write proofs that are both machine checkable and human readable.

We tested our approach by constructing numerous generic and nongeneric proofs,

which are easy to understand and are maintainable. For this to be possible, selecting

the right theorem prover that suits our goals became an important task. We believe

Athena provides more help than any other existing interactive theorem prover for
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writing readable and generic proofs that are also machine checkable.

In a system like CCT, code producers prove hundreds of theorems about pro-

grams resulting in thousands of lines of proof. Generally they prove some reusable

lemmas and use them in the proofs of other theorems when needed. The last con-

tribution of this thesis is to present a set of functions that can be used in organizing

generic axioms, theorems, and proofs. In this way, related properties can be grouped

together under the same theories, with properties that are common to several theo-

ries represented only once. An important benefit of this organization is that searches

for a stored theorem and its proof are usually limited to a small fraction of the proof

library.

1.2 Outline of the thesis

The next chapter reviews existing PCC approaches and discusses different

approaches to formal proof, especially relating to human-readability of proofs. In

Chapter 3, we discuss the CCT approach in detail. Chapter 4 illustrates the CCT

steps with a nongeneric example: sum defined on lists, sum-list. In Chapter 5

we first show how we define, access, and update memory in CCT. We then present

a nongeneric memory-updating function that reverses the order of elements in an

STL range, reverse-range. After discussing how to construct generic proofs and

organize theorems and their proofs in Chapter 6, we show another application of

CCT with a generic reverse-range function. We formally prove the correctness of

more functions with CCT in Chapter 7. In this chapter we first develop formally

correct components of a complex function and then we show how the main function

can be constructed afterwards with the use of the definition of its components. In

Chapter 8 we give a brief summary of our research. Finally, our future goals with

open problems to be solved in this project are discussed in Chapter 9.
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Figure 1.4: Necula and Lee’s Type-Specialized Proof-Carrying Code



CHAPTER 2

Related Work

2.1 Proof-Carrying Code (PCC)

2.1.1 Type-specialized proof-carrying code

Figure 1.4 shows the original proof-carrying code approach developed by Nec-

ula and Lee. Appel refers to this type of PCC as type-specialized PCC [1]. The

architecture is composed of a compiler, verification condition generator (VCGen),

theorem prover and a proof checker. This technique is fundamentally based on the

idea of defining the safety policy in terms of types and achieving safety by type

checking.

In general the predefined safety policy consists of memory safety rules, typing

rules, predicates defining the semantics of the machine instructions, and rules of

first-order logic. Some examples of the rules which could be defined to achieve

safety would be: specific memory regions are readable, specific memory regions are

writable, if a variable’s type is natural numbers then it is readable, and so on.

All the rules in the safety policy are expressed by using the higher-order LF

syntax [17]. Representing the rules of safety policy in a formal logic is crucial to

generate and check the safety proof during the later steps. Since type checking is

used to decide the safety policy, all the typing rules are required to be introduced

as predicates by using the LF logic. An example of such a predicate is “expression

e has type t.”

An important note is that both the code producer and the consumer will obtain

the safety policy before the code transfer. In the remaining part of this section we

explain the details of type-specialized PCC.

2.1.1.1 Creating the native code with annotations

In the first step, the source code written in a type-safe subset of C is translated

by a compiler called Touchstone [24] into annotated native code and type specifi-

cations. Touchstone is an optimizing compiler whose target language is assembly.

11
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The native code will be transferred to the consumer along with a proof of safety.

The code annotations provide more information about the code to be sent by the

producer. This extra information can be used to make the VCGen’s job easier, to

enable optimizations, or to resolve ambiguities.

2.1.1.2 Generating the verification condition

The next step is to construct a verification condition as the safety theorem.

The code producer applies the VCGen to the code and the annotations to construct

a predicate in the LF-style first-order logic, defining the meaning of the source code.

While doing this it uses the loop invariants, function preconditions and postcondi-

tions as well as the typing rules. Each of the created verification conditions is a

Floyd-style verification condition [15] which is a predicate expressed in first-order

logic.

The VCGen is a simple and fast program written in C. The code consumer

will use the VCGen and create the same verification conditions later for the purpose

of checking the proof of safety.

2.1.1.3 Finding a proof of the verification condition

After the VCGen generates the verification condition, the code producer uses

a theorem prover to get a proof of this condition. As it is seen from Figure 1.4, the

theorem prover uses the axioms defined as part of the safety policy. The proof is

the certification that the code is both type safe and memory safe which means it

can be executed safely.

The proof must be encoded formally so that it can be checked by the consumer

automatically. In type-specialized PCC, the proofs are done by using the Elf [26]

theorem prover which produces LF-style representation of proofs. It is important

that the proofs are represented in LF because when the consumer uses the proof

checker to check the proof it assumes this pre-negotiated framework.

In general, proving the verification condition is a time-consuming and complex

process to be done by the producer. But it is the beauty of this technique that this

difficult job is not being done by the code consumer during any steps of PCC.

Finally this proof is submitted with the native code to the consumer.
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2.1.1.4 Verifying the proof

The code consumer is required to check the proof before loading the executable

submitted by the producer. He runs the VCGen to find the verification condition as

the producer did previously. The next step is to see if the submitted proof is really

the proof of the verification condition. After the proof check succeeds the consumer

can load the executable safely.

One important reason for using LF-style encoding of proofs is to use the type

checking in LF to verify the proofs. To be able to use this facility one should

define all the predicates as LF types and write the proof as an LF expression. More

formally: let P be a predicate and pf P be a proof of this predicate. Assume also

that we have the following declarations:

pred : Type

pf : pred-> Type

Having pf P means that we actually have the proof of P and this proof should

have a type. Based on this information we use the verification condition as the

predicate P and want to see if LF type checks the proof of the verification condition

pf P provided by the code producer. If it succeeds then the proof validation is

completed. After this step the code can be executed safely.

2.1.2 Foundational proof-carrying code

Even though a VCGen is simple and fast, Appel points out that its size is too

large [1] and it needs to be verified itself. If there were a bug in either the VCGen or

the typing rules then the trusted base would be vulnerable. In fact League [19] found

an error in the typing rules of Special J [11], which is another certifying compiler

that generates machine code from Java source code. Needless to say this bug affects

the overall safety in type-specialized PCC. Since Appel avoids using a VCGen the

trusted base is smaller.

Foundational PCC is based on the idea of defining the semantics of the machine

instructions and the safety rules using only a foundational mathematical logic (i.e.,

a logic that itself has no programming-language–specific axioms or safety rules).

This approach does not rely on a particular type system since it does not introduce
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any type constructors as primitives or prove lemmas about these constructors as

in type-specialized PCC. As in type-specialized PCC the code producer must send

both the executable code and its safety proof.

2.1.2.1 Defining and proving safety

A specific von Neumann machine such as a Sparc processor is required to

be modeled for a program P implemented in a machine-language, with the model

consisting mainly of a register bank and a memory. Each of these can be thought

of as a function from integers (addresses) to integers (contents). The foundational

logic used to define instructions and instruction executions is a higher-order logic.

Each execution step is specified by a step relation (r, m) 7→ (r′, m′) where r and r′

are registers and m and m′ are memory units. Then by executing one instruction

the machine state is changed from (r, m) to (r′, m′). As an example (from [1]), one

could define the add(r1, r2, r3) instruction (r1 ← r2 + r3) as

(r, m) 7→ (r′, m′) ≡ r′(1) = r(2) + r(3) ∧ (∀x 6= 1.r′(x) = r(x)) ∧m′ = m

An important property is that some steps do not have any successor steps. In

these cases the program counter points to an illegal instruction which should never

exist in a safe program. In addition, if there is an undefined instruction it will be

considered to be an illegal instruction that violates the safety policy. Having this in

mind the safety policy is defined as: A given state is safe if, for any state reachable

in the Kleene closure of the step relation, there is a successor state. Here is the

formal definition:

safe-state(r, m) ≡ ∀r′, m′.(r, m) 7→∗ (r′, m′)⇒ ∃r′′, m′′.(r′, m′) 7→ (r′′, m′′)

where 7→∗ denotes zero or more steps.

Note that this definition is used for formulating the verification condition for

each program. The code producer should decide on an invariant which should hold

during the execution of the code satisfying safe-state(r, m) for each step. If any step

reaches an illegal instruction then the safety policy is violated and the program will
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not be accepted by the consumer.

Defining different safety policies is possible by using a different form of step

relation. Let us define a policy saying “only the contents of memory addresses

between 0 and 1000 are readable.” We first define the predicate readable as follows:

readable(x) = 0 ≤ x < 1000

We next define a general load instruction ri ← m[rj + c]

(load(i, j, c) ≡ λr, m, r′, m′.(r′(i) = m(r(j) + c)) ∧ (∀x 6= i.r′(x) = r(x)) ∧m′ = m

Now we just need to change the semantics of the load with an extra conjunct:

load(i, j, c) ≡ λr, m, r′, m′.

r′(i) = m(r(j) + c) ∧ (∀x 6= i.r′(x) = r(x)) ∧ m′ = m

∧ readable(r(j) + c)

When executing the program if the program counter points to a load instruc-

tion which wants to read the content of memory address 1001, the state relation will

not relate this state to any other state.

In order to prove that a program P is safe what we need to do is to prove

safe-state(r, m) for steps = S0, S1, . . . , Sn for n steps. This can be done by using

proof by induction on n. Note that if we succeed in finding a proof this means that

after executing the program P we get a safe state.

In foundational PCC the proofs are currently done by hand and represented

using the LF syntax. Therefore if one has the proof of a program P the proof

validation would be achieved by just type-checking the given proof in LF. The

theorem prover used in this process is Twelf [27].

2.1.3 Language-level differences between PCC and CCT

We are working in a higher level programming language than one finds being

used in most of the PCC work. Of course, in the case of CCT the “source language”
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is actually a logic as defined and implemented in the proof checking system, so when

we talk about the programming language involved we mean the language in which

the extracted code is expressed. Previous research such as Necula and Lee’s [23] and

Appel’s [1] has been carried out with very low level languages (machine code or Java

byte code). We believe the best support available for CCT or other proof-based pro-

gram synthesis approaches is a Denotational Proof Language (DPL) [2, 3, 4], which

provides separate but intertwined languages for ordinary programming and logical

deduction. The DPL system we are using, Athena [5], provides an ML-like pro-

gramming language (but with Scheme-like syntax3) in which programs are typically

expressed as collections of recursive function definitions, and a structurally similar

language for expressing deductive methods whose executions carry out proofs using

both primitive inference methods of first order logic with equality (of which there are

about a dozen, such as modus ponens, existential generalization, universal special-

ization, etc.) and “calls” of other deductive methods previously defined by the user

or imported from a deductive-method library. Both of these languages are high level

by most programming language standards, offering, for example, higher-order func-

tions (and methods)—the ability to pass functions/methods to a function/method

or return them as results.

Moreover, we are experimenting with the use of both of these programming

and deductive language facilities at a substantially higher level of abstraction than in

most programming activity. We have already found elegant ways to use higher-order

functions and methods in Athena to express generic requirements specifications

much like the theory specifications of research languages such as Isabelle [34], Imps

[14], or Maude [10]. There are two major benefits that stem from expressing proofs

at this high abstraction level. First, once a proof of a theorem is written at this level,

the functions and methods defining it can be called in many different ways, which

means that the proof does not have to be redeveloped when its conclusion is needed

3A friendlier syntax is in the works for Athena as outlined in [6], where Arkoudas notes,
“. . . some find it odd that a language whose primary design goal was proof readability would use
s-expression syntax. In fact there is nothing odd about it, provided that one appreciates the
important distinction between concrete and abstract syntax. Most of the effort in the design
of Athena went into the development of the abstract syntax and the formal semantics of the
language. Concrete syntax was viewed as something that could be settled later.”
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in a different setting.4 Second, such high-level theory or concept specifications serve

as a replacement for template or other generic parameterization mechanisms in

programming languages, in that one can extract from a single source “code” many

different useful specific versions by plugging in other suitable components. Thus

the substantial effort required in constructing such proofs can be amortized over the

many repeated uses of both proofs and the generic software components that can

be extracted from them.

2.2 Machine-checkable and human-readable proofs

Some theorem proving systems strive for complete automation—as in resolu-

tion provers or in Boyer-Moore provers that use highly developed heuristics to con-

struct induction proofs—while others strive mainly for human readability of proofs

and require the human user to provide almost all of the proof structure and only

check for following rules of the logic—the Mizar system [30] being perhaps the

extreme case. In the spectrum between these extremes, there is always a tension

between automation and human-readability goals. In our opinion, Athena deals

with this tension better than any other system we have encountered. Its format of

methods operating on an assumption base provides an elegant framework for ex-

pressing proofs in great detail where that is desired—and we believe it is desirable

for proofs in generic theories, since then one can learn much about how such proofs

work and often use them as guides to construction of other proofs. It is also de-

sirable for proofs that must be efficiently checkable, without resorting to extensive

search, as is likely to be the case for the embedded system type of code consumer.5

On the other hand, the hooks that Athena provides to Vampire (and to other

highly-tuned resolution provers such as Spass [33] and Otter [20]) support more

productive human activity and could serve well even in the CCT setting in cases

where the consumer has sufficient computational resources.

Athena method bodies are both human-readable and efficiently machine-

4In a system supporting higher order logic, it wouldn’t be necessary to rerun the proofs, but
rerunning them in Athena is not expensive anyway.

5Note, however, that even the detailed Athena-only proofs do not require the reader to examine
each step in terms of a small set of primitive axioms and inference rules; it is easy and natural to
use previously proved theorems as lemmas.
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checkable. Another possibility might be Isabelle/Isar’s format [34], which is im-

plemented as a front end to Isabelle [25]. Isabelle itself provides executable proof

methods called tactics, which operate on a sequent representation of propositions.

Both tactics and the sequent representation are typical of a large number of formal

proof checking systems but unfortunately they fail to provide readable proofs; to

understand such a proof, one has to replay it and examine the intermediate goals

produced as it executes step by step. Isabelle/Isar proofs are intended to be human-

readable, but this is achieved by an extra level of mechanism that does not always

prevent the underlying tactic and sequent issues from surfacing when writing and

debugging proofs, so one still has to learn to deal with them.

Also crucial to the soundness and expressiveness of Athena’s proof checking

capability is its strong type system for terms and propositions, which allows dec-

larations of domains, structures, and arity of symbols (operators), with subsequent

type-checking via the same Hindley-Milner style of type inference used in ML.
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Code-Carrying Theory (CCT)

Figure 3.1 illustrates the basic Code-Carrying Theory approach in detail. With

CCT, instead of transmitting code, assertions, and proofs explicitly, as in PCC,

only assertions and proofs are transmitted. The assertions transmitted are limited

to axioms that define new function symbols and can be readily checked by the

software consumer to do so properly as discussed in the next section. The proofs,

expressed in a Denotational Proof Language [2, 3, 4], take the form of executable

methods, which, when executed in the presence of the new axioms and ones already

held by the consumer, prove additional propositions as theorems.

From the resulting theory—axioms and theorems—code is extracted by a sim-

ple process that perfectly preserves the semantics expressed in the theory.6 While

PCC can be said to be a variation on the traditional program verification approach,

CCT can be viewed as a variation on the traditional proof-based program synthe-

sis approach. When compared to ordinary methods of software development, the

proof-based synthesis approach has much higher demands on human time and ex-

pertise than seem justified for most software. However, in light of the new demands

of mobile code with high-stakes requirements, such as those of safety-critical em-

bedded systems or code to be distributed to millions of consumers, investing in the

time and resources required to write theorems and generate the proofs is much more

justifiable.

3.1 Code-Carrying Theory steps

3.1.1 Step 1: Defining Requirements (Code Consumer)

The code consumer is responsible for the construction of requirements, which

are of two types: general and application-specific. General requirements contain

declarations and axiomatic definitions of some common symbols which are being

6An exception to the exact semantic correspondence is the code for memory-updating opera-
tions, as explained in Section 5.5.

19
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Figure 3.1: Code-Carrying Theory (CC stands for Additional Consis-
tency Condition, TC is Termination Condition, CTC is Correctness Con-
dition, and FDA is Function Defining Axioms)

used frequently in CCT. We have also proved new theorems from this initial set and

built theory libraries which are ready to be loaded as part of the general require-

ments. Both consumers and producers have the same set of general requirements

initially. This reduces redundant transfers of a large set of definitions and proofs

between them.

Code consumers use application-specific requirements to describe new func-

tions. These requirements include a new symbol for each new function and propo-

sitions specifying its correctness property or properties. Initially code producers do

not have these types of requirements and receive them from the consumers later in

the process. After a code consumer specifies a function by using application-specific

requirements he sends them to the producer.
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3.1.2 Step 2: Defining a New Function (Code Producer)

After the code producer receives the specifications of a function requested by

the consumer, it enters the symbol declarations into the theorem prover (Athena[2]

in our case) and sets up the specified properties as goals to be proved.

The code producer wants to send to the code consumer an efficient implemen-

tation of the specified function and a proof that it satisfies the required specification.

Rather than sending the efficient function as actual code, the producer will send only

definitions and proofs.

3.1.3 Step 3: Proving Termination (Code Producer)

Looking ahead, after the consumer receives the function definition in the form

of a set of axioms, he must decide whether to accept the axioms or not. In general

the consumer cannot accept and assert arbitrary axioms and propositions. If this

were allowed, the producer or a hacker would be able to use them to prove anything.

Now the question is, how can the consumer recognize certain kinds of propo-

sitions as constituting a definition of a function, and accept them and add them

to its assumption base? It is the producer’s responsibility to show that the new

definitions do not introduce any inconsistency into the assumption base. This can

be done by proving that the new function-defining axioms satisfy a definitional prin-

ciple. In logics in which a function is defined by a single recursive equation, such as

the Boyer-Moore computational logic [28], the definitional principle takes the form

of a requirement that the equation defines the function totally, i.e., the function

terminates for all inputs. We enforce this requirement also for function definitions

in the form of a set of axioms, but in this case there is an additional consistency

requirement: that the axioms together do not impose such strong requirements that

there could not exist a function satisfying them. Here we discuss how we deal with

termination; the additional consistency requirement is discussed in the next step.

We will show a very simple example of how we deal with termination, but

first we give a very brief introduction to Athena’s term and proposition languages.

Terms can be either constants, variables, or function applications, where the latter is

of the form (f x1 . . . xn), in which f is a function symbol and each xi is a constant,
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variable, or function application. Each term has a type, which is some domain (a

type without prescribed constructors) or datatype (a type with a fixed set of con-

structors for which a corresponding induction principle is automatically generated

by Athena). Function symbols are declared to have specific domain and range

types with declarations of the form (declare f (-> (d1 . . . dn) r)) corresponding to

the usual mathematical notation f : d1× . . .× dn → r. Constants are just functions

of no arguments, declared (equivalently) as (declare c (-> () r)) or (declare c r).

For example, if Nat is a datatype (one which, in fact, we have axiomatized to repre-

sent the natural numbers), then (declare f (-> (Nat) Boolean)) expresses that

f is a function taking a natural number argument and returning a Boolean, and

(declare one Nat) expresses that one is a constant of type Nat. Types of argu-

ments in a function application must match the corresponding types in the function

symbol’s definition, and the type of the application is the declared range type of the

function symbol.

Athena propositions are then either constants or variables of type Boolean,

function applications of type Boolean, or expressions of one of the following forms:

(not p) (negation, conventionally written ¬)

(and p1 p2) (conjunction, ∧)

(or p1 p2) (disjunction, ∨)

(if p1 p2) (implication, ⊃)

(iff p1 p2) (equivalence, ≡)

(forall x1 . . . xn p) (universal quantification, ∀)
(exists x1 . . . xn p) (existential quantification, ∃)

where p, p1, p2 are propositions and the xi are variables (which in this context are

always written with a preceding “?”). For example the proposition that would be

written in traditional logical notation as

∀x, y(p(x, y) ⊃ ∃z(q(y, z) ∨ ¬r(z)))

would be written
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(forall ?x ?y

(if (p ?x ?y)

(exists ?z (or (q ?y ?z)

(not (r ?z))))))

(where we have used line breaks and indentation, which, though unnecessary, helps

show the structure of the expression). Appendices A through C explain Athena in

more detail and describe the term rewriting and specialized induction methods we

have implemented.

Returning now to CCT, it is the code producer’s responsibility to define new

functions by means of axioms from which a terminating function can be extracted.

Although termination is in general undecidable, it is easily proved in special cases by

showing there is a well-founded ordering, such as < on the natural numbers, such

that the size, length or any other similar measure of the arguments decreases in

the ordering with each recursive call of the function. One approach to mechanizing

proofs of termination is to require that each new recursive function definition be

accompanied by a ordering relation such as < and a formal proof that each step

in the recursion produces a smaller value in the ordering. Since the ordering is

well-founded, by definition any sequence of decreasing values is finite; hence any

sequence of recursive steps from the initial function arguments is finite, and the

function computed is total. In systems supporting automatic proof search, such as

the Boyer-Moore provers, this proof can in many cases be found automatically, or

with help only in the form of guiding lemmas. In the CCT context, however, where

we try to avoid the need for automatic proof search, it is up to the producer to

construct a termination proof in sufficient detail that the consumer needs only a

limited proof-checking capability.

The approach we have adopted for proving termination is similar to the ordering-

relation approach, but instead of requiring a separate order relation we construct

the proof of termination as a proof by induction that mirrors the recursion struc-

ture in the axioms. That is, we generate for each new function being defined a

termination condition (TC), and from each axiom of the function’s definition we

generate a corresponding termination axiom. Using the resulting set of termination

axioms, we construct a proof of the TC, with the structure of the proof being a
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proof by induction on the function’s arguments. That these proofs have essentially

the same form as proofs by induction of correctness properties (as will be seen in

the examples in the next chapter) is perhaps the main advantage of our approach

over the ordering-relation approach, which has to introduce the extra complication

of an ordering relation and a somewhat different style of proof.

We wrote a program called TCGen which takes a list of function-defining

axioms and produces the corresponding termination axioms. In addition to these

predicates, it creates the termination condition (TC). We now give the steps of how

TCGen transforms the given axioms and constructs the termination axioms and

condition from the axioms defining a new function symbol f .

We require each axiom to be either an equation or conditional equation in

variables that are universally quantified. (As a special case the axiom might contain

no variables and no quantifiers.) For a function f : d1× . . .× dk → r, an equational

axiom must have the form

∀x1 . . . xj (f(t1 . . . tk) = e),

where each ti is a term of type di and e is a term of type r, and a conditional axiom

must have the form

∀x1 . . . xj (p ⊃ f(t1 . . . tk) = e),

for some Boolean expression p; x1 . . . xj are the free variables in the equation (and

in p, if present).

Corresponding to each function or predicate symbol f : d1 × . . .× dk → r we

introduce a new predicate symbol f t : d1 × . . . × dk → Boolean for the specific

purpose of asserting that f terminates.7 The termination condition (TC) for f is

then expressed as

∀x1 . . . xk f t(x1 . . . xk).

In order to define the termination axioms for f , we first define a function τ

that maps any term u into a proposition τ(u) that asserts that computation of u

7The t is mnemonic for termination, and we assume the underscore character is not otherwise
allowed in function names so that there is no conflict with this naming convention.
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terminates. The definition of τ is by induction on the term structure of u, and

assumes there is a predefined set of function symbols S that represent known total

functions.

• If u is a constant or variable, τ(u) is true.

• If u is a function application, f(t1 . . . tk), where f 6∈ S, then τ(u) is the

conjunction

τ(t1) ∧ . . . ∧ τ(tk) ∧ f t(t1 . . . tk),

• If f ∈ S, the τ(f(t1 . . . tk)) is just τ(t1) ∧ . . . ∧ τ(tk).

• If any subexpression of τ(u) has the form Q ∧ true or true ∧ Q, replace that

subexpression by Q.

Then the termination axiom corresponding to an equational axiom

∀x1 . . . xj (f(t1 . . . tk) = e)

is, in the most general case,

∀x1 . . . xj (τ(t1) ∧ . . . ∧ τ(tk) ∧ τ(e) ⊃ f t(t1 . . . tk))), (3.1)

In the most common case, where each argument term ti is composed of constructors

for its type and each of these constructors belongs to S (i.e., they are assumed to

be total functions), formula 3.1 simplifies to

∀x1 . . . xj (τ(e) ⊃ f t(t1 . . . tk)))

This is the case for all of the CCT examples we present in this thesis.

For example, for the following axioms for an exponentiation function with a

natural number exponent ?n,
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(forall ?x

(= (power ?x zero) one))

(forall ?x ?n

(= (power ?x (succ ?n))

(Times ?x (power ?x ?n))))

we get the following termination axioms:

(forall ?x

(power_t ?x zero))

(forall ?x ?n

(if (and (power_t ?x ?n)

(Times_t ?x (power ?x ?n)))

(power_t ?x (succ ?n))))

Or, if we assume Times is a total function, the second termination axiom would

simply be

(forall ?x ?n

(if (power_t ?x ?n)

(power_t ?x (succ ?n))))

For defining the termination axiom for a conditional axiom we also need to define a

function T similar to τ but for application to propositions instead of terms: for any

proposition P , T (P ) asserts that computation of P terminates. Again, the definition

is by induction on the structure of P .

• If P is a constant or variable, T (P ) is true.

• If P is a predicate function application, p(t1 . . . tm), where p 6∈ S, then T (P )

is the conjunction

τ(t1) ∧ . . . ∧ τ(tk) ∧ p t(t1 . . . tm),

where p t : d1 × . . .× dm → Boolean is a new predicate symbol.

• If p ∈ S, the T (p(t1 . . . tk)) is just τ(t1) ∧ . . . ∧ τ(tk).
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• If P is P1 ◦P2, where ◦ is one of the logic connectives ∧,∨,⊃ or ≡, then T (P )

is the conjunction T (P1) ∧ T (P2) ∧ P .

• If P is ¬Q, then T (P ) is T (Q) ∧ P .

• If any subexpression of T (P ) has the form Q ∧ true or true ∧Q, replace that

subexpression by Q.

Then the termination axiom corresponding to the conditional equation

∀x1 . . . xj (p ⊃ f(t1 . . . tk) = e)

is, in the most general case,

∀x1 . . . xj (T (p) ∧ τ(t1) ∧ . . . ∧ τ(tk) ∧ τ(e) ⊃ f t(t1 . . . tk))), (3.2)

but under the same assumptions as before about constructors, formula 3.2 simplifies

to

∀x1 . . . xj (T (p) ∧ τ(e) ⊃ f t(t1 . . . tk)).

For example, suppose now that the type of the variable ?n in the exponentia-

tion function introduced earlier is integer rather than natural number, and we have

these axioms:

(forall ?x

(= (power ?x zero) one))

(forall ?x ?n

(if (>= ?n zero)

(= (power ?x (succ ?n))

(Times ?x (power ?x ?n))))

From the second, conditional axiom we obtain (assuming as before that Times is

total) the following conditional termination axiom:
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(forall ?x ?n

(if (and (>= ?n zero)

(power_t ?x ?n))

(power_t ?x (succ ?n))))

Although in some cases we will have conditional termination axioms with opposite

conditions and thus can prove totality of the function, here we only have termination

for nonnegative integers. To maintain our stance that we only allow definitions of

total functions, we view this in terms of functions that are total on a restricted

domain, a subset of the whole domain which is well-defined by a predicate. In other

terms, we say that (>= ?n zero) is a precondition for termination, and we will

allow such partial functions to be used in CCT as long as we can prove that the

precondition for termination is satisfied in every call of the function. This point is

discussed further in Section 5.3.

The next step is to construct a proof of the termination condition, after as-

serting the termination axioms into the assumption base. If the producer cannot

construct a proof of the termination condition, the function definition might not

terminate for all inputs, and it must be revised into a definition for which a proof

of its termination condition can be constructed.

A natural question to ask is, why is it any safer to assert the termination

axioms into the assumption base than it would be to go ahead and assert the original

axioms? Why couldn’t the termination axioms themselves be inconsistent? To see

why they can’t be, first note their form: under the given assumptions about the

form of the original axioms, the termination axioms are horn clauses, i.e., of the

form

∀x1 . . . xn (p1 ∧ . . . ∧ pm ⊃ f t(x1 . . . xn))

where the consequent of the implication is a positive literal. From the conjunction

of horn clauses, it is impossible to derive false and thus impossible to derive a

contradiction. The only other possibility is that a pre-existing axiom could be

combined with these horn clauses to derive false, but that is ruled out by the fact

that f , and therefore f t, is a new symbol and thus there can be no interaction with

pre-existing axioms.
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Thus, if the definition of f does not terminate then we wouldn’t be able to

prove the TC but there still wouldn’t be any way of deriving false from the ter-

mination axioms. Just consider the single axiom ∀x(f(x) = f(x)), from which we

get the termination axiom ∀x(f t(x) ⊃ f t(x)) (which is tautological and thus use-

less for proving anything else). We can’t prove the termination condition ∀xf t(x),

but there is nothing falsifying it either. To be able to falsify it we’d have to intro-

duce additional, non horn-clause axioms for the purpose of proving nontermination.

But even in cases like this where we can see that a function as defined would be

nonterminating, we do not need to prove that it’s nonterminating; we just need to

replace the original axioms with ones that do define a terminating function and from

them—that is, from the corresponding termination axioms—prove termination.

3.1.4 Step 4: Proving the Additional Consistency Condition (Code Pro-

ducer)

We also wrote a program called CCGen which takes a list of function-defining

axioms and produces a predicate that we call the (additional) consistency condition

(CC). As with the termination condition, the producer must construct a proof of

this condition.

CCGen introduces new variables w1 . . . wk to transform an equational axiom

∀x1 . . . xj (f(t1 . . . tk) = e),

into an equivalent proposition in which the application of f on the left hand side is

only to variable arguments:

∀x1 . . . xjw1 . . . wk (w1 = t1 ∧ . . . ∧ wk = tk ⊃ f(w1 . . . wk) = e).

A conditional equational axiom

∀x1 . . . xj (p ⊃ f(t1 . . . tk) = e)
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is similarly transformed into

∀x1 . . . xjw1 . . . wk (w1 = t1 ∧ . . . ∧ wk = tk ∧ p ⊃ f(w1 . . . wk) = e).

Having thus normalized the left hand side of the equation in each axiom, we can

uniformly replace f(w1 . . . wk) by an existentially quantified variable y and combine

the resulting propositions into the following single proposition:

∀x1 . . . xjw1 . . . wk∃y (

(w1 = t11 ∧ . . . wk = t1k ∧ p1 ⊃ y = e1) ∧
(w1 = t21 ∧ . . . wk = t2k ∧ p2 ⊃ y = e2) ∧
. . . ∧
(w1 = tn1 ∧ . . . wk = tnk ∧ pn ⊃ y = en))

where ∧ pi is not present when the i-th axiom is unconditional. This is the additional

consistency condition produced by CCGen, except that it is simplified when an

argument term tij is a variable (it must be one of the variables x1 . . . xj), since

no new variable needs to be introduced for it, and thus no corresponding equation

either; other simplifications are done by renaming variables.

This condition expresses that it’s possible to define a function that satisfies

the conditions in the axioms, because it says that corresponding to every sequence

of values x1 . . . xk in the function domain there exists a range value y that we can

associate with x1 . . . xk to form a function (considered as a set of ordered tuples

(x1 . . . xk, y)). That is, the axioms are not so strong that they rule out the existence

of a function satisfying them.

As a simple example, suppose we define a function f of two arguments by the

following two axioms:

(forall ?x (= (f ?x zero) one)))

(forall ?x ?y (if (not (= ?y zero))

(= (f ?x ?y) two)))

The first axiom is transformed into
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(forall ?x ?w (if (= ?w zero)

(= (f ?x ?w) one)))

and the second (just by renaming ?y to ?w) into

(forall ?x ?w (if (not (= ?w zero))

(= (f ?x ?w) two)))

Then (f ?x ?w) is replaced by ?y and the consistency condition is formed as

(forall ?x ?w (exists ?y (and (if (= ?w zero)

(= ?y one))

(if (not (= ?w zero))

(= ?y two)))))

The proof of this consistency condition is just a simple case analysis, and even for

more complex sets of axioms the consistency condition proof is usually straightfor-

ward (but tedious) to construct. For these proofs in our CCT experiments to date,

we have relaxed our requirement of proofs that can be checked within Athena’s

own inference system; instead, we fall back on Athena’s ability to dispatch propo-

sitions to an external automatic resolution prover, Spass or Vampire. To enable

the consumer to entirely avoid using this capability, the producer would have to

construct Athena-only proofs, but the assumption that the consumer could use

Spass or Vampire just for this purpose is not as big an assumption as it would be

to rely on such resolution provers to do more complex proofs.

Both the termination and additional consistency proofs have to be done before

proceeding with the next step. If they cannot be done then the producer has to

return to Step 2 (Section 3.1.2) and revise the function-defining axioms or write

new ones. But if both of these conditions are proved then the new axioms can be

asserted and used safely.

3.1.5 Step 5: Proving Correctness (Code Producer)

Even the consistency and termination requirements are satisfied, the new def-

initions will not be accepted by the consumer without a correctness proof. The

code producer has to convince the consumer that the new function satisfies the

correctness conditions that the consumer requires.
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In this step, after asserting the function-defining axioms, the producer at-

tempts to construct a proof of each of the required correctness conditions using

those axioms, along with any axioms and theorems in the theory library that are

known by the producer to be available also in the consumer’s theory library. Some-

times the producer needs to state some intermediate properties as lemmas and prove

them too before proving the correctness condition. In this case he has to send the

consumer the proofs of these lemmas too.

Once all the proofs are ready, the producer can send them to the consumer

along with the function-defining axioms and proofs of the termination and additional

consistency condition. Thus the producer does not send actual code but the theory

which carries it.

3.1.6 Step 6: Termination Checking (Code Consumer)

On receiving the theory and proofs for a new function the consumer first

runs TCGen to obtain the termination condition (TC). Since both the consumer

and producer use TCGen to get this condition, the termination proof sent by the

producer must prove it, unless it has been corrupted in transmission or hacked by an

intruder, in which case the consumer will reject the theory immediately, not allowing

code to be generated from it. If the termination proof checks, the consumer proceeds

to the next step.

3.1.7 Step 7: Additional Consistency Checking (Code Consumer)

The consumer next runs CCGen and recreates the same additional consis-

tency condition as the producer did; again, unless it has been changed in trans-

mission, the consistency proof provided by the producer will prove this condition.

(In our current CCT experiments, the transmitted “proof” just takes the form of a

single command to the external Spass prover to automatically search for the proof.)

Otherwise, the function-defining axioms will be rejected.

3.1.8 Step 8: Checking Correctness (Code Consumer)

If we reach this point it is safe to assert the new function-defining axioms into

Athena’s assumption base. The consumer then checks the proofs supplied by the
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producer of the required correctness properties. If each such proof is accepted, the

next and final step of generating code from the axioms can be carried out.

Note that proving theorems (manually or by automated search) is generally

much harder and more time-consuming than checking a given proof. In CCT, gener-

ally the producer is responsible for providing the proofs whereas the code consumer

is only responsible for checking them. If the producer sends all the proofs as manual

proofs (Athena-only, with no use of an external automated prover), this reduces

the consumer’s workload. Also the trusted computing base is smaller since the con-

sumer relies on less software (no need for an automated theorem prover). On the

other hand, if the consumer has enough resources, some simple properties like CC

and TC can be proved automatically with an external automated prover like Spass

[33]. Our experience shows that proving correctness conditions is usually harder

than proving the termination or additional consistency conditions. Therefore, we

believe the producer should always provide manual proofs for the correctness con-

ditions; for TC’s and CC’s, we leave it as optional to use automation since their

proofs can be found fairly quickly anyway.

3.1.9 Step 9: Code Extraction (Code Consumer)

The consumer now knows that the new definitions are acceptable. The form of

the function-defining axioms is such that it is easy to extract executable code from

them. In general the axioms and theorems are in the form of universally quantified,

and possibly conditional, equations. Each axiom is used in extraction of one line of

code. The left hand side of each equation is an expression in which the function

is applied to arguments of a specific form. The code extractor generates cases by

checking how arguments are structured or if they have any symbolic patterns. The

right hand side of equations represents the expression to be returned. These expres-

sions may contain calls to other recursive functions. If there are any conditional

axioms, CodeGen first checks different argument patterns and creates cases. After

this step, conditions are translated into “if-then” expressions accordingly. When

there are two if-then expressions with opposite conditions, they are combined into

one “if-then-else” expression.
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The target language of CodeGen is currently Oz [31]. Many programming

languages support one particular paradigm while Oz is a multiparadigm language

that supports multiple programming paradigms, including object-oriented, func-

tional, logic, concurrent, and distributed programming. Once developers learn how

to program in Oz, they can decide what paradigm they want to use and build code

accordingly without worrying about different language syntax and semantics sup-

porting the paradigm in which they are interested. Oz is a higher-order language

which also distinguishes between stateful and stateless data. Variables are stateless

whereas cells are stateful. Explicit states can be defined through the use of cells

which are updatable. Lists are provided as a primitive data type. The empty list

is represented with nil. To cons (as in Lisp) a new element onto an existing list,

the | operator is used, as in 5|[6 7 8]. Pattern matching can be done with the

use of a case statement and by decomposing its expression according to the pat-

terns defined with | in the branches. In addition, Oz has an optimization called

tail-call optimization that enables it to execute tail-recursive functions in constant

stack size, so that tail-recursive functions are as memory-efficient as while-loops in

other languages. In CCT, if the producer writes axioms that can be used in the

extraction of tail-recursive functions, he obtains the benefit of this optimization.

Since the language supports concurrency and distributed programming in a highly

transparent way, in some cases it should be possible to execute extracted functions

as components of distributed systems with minor additions (but we have not verified

this possibility by any experiments to date).

It does not appear that it would be difficult to retarget CodeGen to another

language that supports tail-call optimization, such as Scheme; it would mainly re-

quire generating code to do the pattern matching for which Oz has native support.

Retargetting to a language lacking tail-call optimization, such as Common Lisp or

C, would require additional extensions to generate iterative loops rather than tail-

recursive functions. We discuss this issue further in relation to memory-updating

functions in Section 5.5.
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Figure 3.2: Code-Carrying Theory, Tampered-With But Checked and
Prevented from Acceptance (CC stands for Additional Consistency Con-
dition, TC is Termination Condition, CTC is Correctness Condition, and
FDA is Function Defining Axioms)

3.2 Ensuring correctness

In CCT, both the producer and the consumer have to run CCGen and TC-

Gen to get the same conditions. Therefore, there is no way of changing the verifi-

cation conditions (CC or TC). Nevertheless, an intruder might change their proofs

during transmission. Figure 3.2 shows this scenario where correctness is still guar-

anteed since either the proofs will not go through or are valid but not the proofs

of the verification conditions generated by CCGen or TCGen. Similarly, if an

intruder attempts to change the proof of a correctness condition, the axioms will be

rejected if the proof does not check or is not the proof of the required correctness

conditions (which are decided on beforehand by the consumer).

Figure 3.3 illustrates another scenario where an intruder changes the function-
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Figure 3.3: Code-Carrying Theory, Tampered-With But Checked and
Prevented from Acceptance (CC stands for Additional Consistency Con-
dition, TC is Termination Condition, CTC is Correctness Condition, and
FDA is Function Defining Axioms)

defining axioms. In this case, the original TC, CC, and correctness conditions

all have to be proved by the intruder. If any of them has not been proved, the

axioms will be rejected. If the proofs are provided, then there is no danger in

using the axioms introduced by the intruder, at least in terms of correctness.8 In

another scenario, an intruder might change the application-specific requirements

during their transmission from the consumer to the producer. Again, the producer

might be able to prove all verification conditions. But since the consumer has the

8One potential kind of attack is to degrade the computing-time or memory performance of the
delivered code through substitution of axioms that compute the same function but with a much
less efficient algorithm. To protect against such an attack, the set of requirements established by
the consumer would have to include some form of computing-time and memory bounds, but that
is an extension we leave for future work.
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Figure 3.4: Code-Carrying Theory, Tampered-With But Checked and ei-
ther Prevented from Acceptance or Guaranteed Correctness (CC stands
for Additional Consistency Condition, TC is Termination Condition,
CTC is Correctness Condition, and FDA is Function Defining Axioms)

original requirements, not the modified ones, the proofs of the modified requirements

will generally not serve to prove the requirements held by the consumer.

Figure 3.4 shows the last scenario. In this case, an intruder changes both the

axioms and the proofs. Since the axioms are different, CCGen and TCGen will

generate a TC and a CC that differ from the ones generated by the producer. If the

proofs are corrupted and do not prove the new CC and TC, the new axioms will be

rejected and will not be asserted by the consumer. If the changed proofs are valid,

however, and prove both the new TC and CC, the consumer can assert the changed

axioms safely (i.e., without fear of introducing an inconsistency in the assumption

base), and proceed to check the proof of the correctness condition. If this check is

successful too, correctness is guaranteed and the consumer can use the axioms in
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code extraction even if they are not the ones provided by the producer. Otherwise,

the changed axioms will be rejected.

We also have not formally verified our implementation of CCT (TCGen, CC-

Gen and CodeGen) but we note that the total amount of Athena code is less

than 1000 lines, a size much smaller than has been reported for the VCGen program

(23,000 lines) in type-specialized PCC [1], making it much more amenable to manual

inspection.



CHAPTER 4

Case Study: CCT Steps for a Nongeneric

Memory-Observing Function

For a first illustration of the CCT approach, we present in this chapter a case

study in which a small theory is developed from which a memory-observing func-

tion for summing natural numbers in a list is extracted. In the next chapter we

present an example involving a theory of sequence reversal from which an in-place

(memory-updating) reversal function is extracted. To simplify the discussion, we

are presenting in these chapters versions of these functions that are nongeneric. In

Section 6.1, we return to the summation example to show how it can be redeveloped

as a generic function, in that the list elements may belong to any type that models

a Monoid theory (i.e., having an associative binary operation and an identity ele-

ment). In the case of the reversal function, we will see in Section 6.2 that it can

be redeveloped as a generic function applicable even to different representations of

sequences, resulting in a version with the same level of genericity as one finds in the

C++ Standard Template Library.

Here we use lists which can be introduced with List-Of data type whose

definition in Athena is given as follows:

(datatype (List-Of T) Nil (Cons T (List-Of T)))

where T is a type variable that can be instantiated with any type. It has two con-

structors: Nil, which denotes an empty list, and Cons, which represents a function

that puts an element in the beginning of a list. Interested readers can find more

information about lists in Appendix B.

• Step 1: Defining Requirements: The consumer declares an operator

sum-list@ and defines it by axioms, as the specification of the function, and

sends them to the producer.9

9In this case, the specification itself is executable; i.e., code-extraction could be applied to it
though the function that would result would not be optimally efficient since it would use embedded

39
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(declare sum-list@ (-> ((List-Of Nat)) Nat))

(define sum-list-empty-axiom

(= (sum-list@ Nil) zero))

(define sum-list-nonempty-axiom

(forall ?L ?x

(= (sum-list@ (Cons ?x ?L))

(Plus ?x (sum-list@ ?L)))))

The consumer also declares the function to be defined by the producer and

states the correctness condition that this function must satisfy:

(declare sum-list (-> ((List-Of Nat)) Nat))

(define sum-list-correctness

(forall ?L

(= (sum-list ?L)

(sum-list@ ?L))))

• Step 2: Defining the New Function Axiomatically: The producer starts

with defining sum-list with the intension of using it to obtain a more efficient

way of computing the same function as sum-list@.

(define sum-list-empty

(= (sum-list Nil)

zero))

(define sum-list-nonempty

(forall ?L ?x

(= (sum-list (Cons ?x ?L))

(sum-list-compute ?L ?x))))

(define sum-list-axioms [sum-list-empty sum-list-nonempty])

recursion. In general, requirements specifications defined by the consumer do not need to be
executable, as illustrated by the example of Section 5.3.
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The producer constructs sum-list-nonempty axiom in a way that the sum-list

function makes a call to a tail-recursive function called sum-list-compute

which is first declared and then defined axiomatically as follows:

(declare sum-list-compute (-> ((List-Of Nat) Nat) Nat))

(define sum-list-compute-empty

(forall ?x

(= (sum-list-compute Nil ?x) ?x)))

(define sum-list-compute-nonempty

(forall ?L ?x ?y

(= (sum-list-compute (Cons ?y ?L) ?x)

(sum-list-compute ?L (Plus ?x ?y)))))

(define sum-list-compute-axioms

[sum-list-compute-empty sum-list-compute-nonempty])

• Step 3: Proving Termination: Termination must be proved for each of

the two implementing functions, sum-list and sum-list-compute. The code

producer first declares a new predicate function symbol, sum-list-compute t,

in order to express whether sum-list-compute terminates or not:

(declare sum-list-compute_t (-> ((List-of Nat) Nat) Boolean))

The termination condition (TC) produced by TCGen from sum-list-

compute-axioms is

(forall ?L ?x

(sum-list-compute_t ?L ?x)))

and the termination axioms, as produced by applying a function we call

termination-axiom to each member of sum-list-compute-axioms, are
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(forall ?x

(sum-list-compute_t Nil ?x))

(forall ?L ?x ?y

(if (sum-list-compute_t ?L (Plus ?x ?y))

(sum-list-compute_t (Cons ?y ?L) ?x)))

In computing these propositions, termination-axiom treats certain function

symbols, in this case Plus and Cons, as known to be terminating, as deter-

mined by entries in a predefined but augmentable table.

After asserting these termination axioms into the assumption base, the code

producer must then construct a proof of the termination condition, which in

this case is a simple induction proof based on cases defined by Athena from

the form of the List-Of datatype:

(by-induction

sum-list-compute-termination

(Nil

(pick-any x

(!uspec sum-list-compute_t-empty x)))

((Cons y L)

(dlet ((induction-hypothesis

(forall ?x (sum-list-compute_t L ?x))))

(pick-any x

(!mp (!uspec* sum-list-compute_t-nonempty [L x y])

(!uspec induction-hypothesis (Plus x y)))))))

Athena provides the built-in command by-induction which can be used if

the type of the first quantified variable of the predicate to be proved is defined

with datatype. There are two cases in the above example. For the basis case

the given predicate is implicitly instantiated with Nil, producing (forall ?x

(sum-list-compute t Nil ?x)). The proof of this case then consists simply

of using pick-any to name an arbitrarily chosen value x and instantiating the

first termination axiom with x using uspec (universal specialization).
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To prove the induction step, the predicate is instantiated with (Cons y L),

producing

(forall ?x (sum-list-compute_t (Cons y L) ?x)).

While this proof is in progress Athena automatically constructs and enters

into its assumption base the proposition

(forall ?x (sum-list-compute_t L ?x)).

This is the induction hypothesis, which we identify clearly in the proof by giv-

ing a name to it with dlet (which is Athena’s deductive-language counterpart

of traditional let constructs in functional languages). The proof continues

with another use of pick-any to choose an arbitrary value x (which, though it

has the same name as in the first pick-any, is independent under Athena’s

scope rules). There are two specializations here. For the first, we use the

method call

(uspec* P [t1 . . . tn])

which replaces the first n quantified variables in P with the terms t1, . . . , tn,

to specialize sum-list-compute t-nonempty. This produces an implication

(if (sum-list-compute_t L (Plus x y))

(sum-list-compute_t (Cons y L) x)),

which has the desired conclusion, so we only need to discharge the assumption

(sum-list-compute t L (Plus x y)). We do so with the second special-

ization and combine it with the implication to obtain the conclusion using

another of Athena’s primitive inferences, mp (modus ponens).

Similarly, for proving termination of sum-list itself, the termination axioms

are

(sum-list_t Nil))

(forall ?L ?x

(if (sum-list-compute_t ?L ?x)

(sum-list_t (Cons ?x ?L)))))
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and the termination condition and its proof are

(define sum-list-termination

(forall ?L

(sum-list_t ?L)))

(by-induction

sum-list-termination

(Nil (!claim sum-list_t-empty))

((Cons y L)

(!mp (!uspec* sum-list_t-nonempty [L y])

(!uspec* sum-list-compute-termination [L y]))))

where we use the already established sum-list-compute-termination prop-

erty in the proof of the inductive step.

• Step 4: Proving Consistency: For the proof of the (additional) consistency

condition for sum-list-compute, application of CCGen to the sum-list-

compute axioms produces

(forall ?y ?L ?x ?L2

(exists ?result

(and (if (= ?L2 (Cons ?y ?L))

(= ?result

(sum-list-compute ?L (Plus ?x ?y))))

(if (= ?L2 Nil)

(= ?result ?x)))))

This condition is easily proved with a call to the external automated prover

Spass.

(!prove-from (consistency-condition sum-list-compute-rules)

(datatype-axioms "List-Of"))

Spass carries out this proof using only the predefined axioms for the List-Of

data type.

Similarly, for sum-list the condition and its proof are as follows:
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(define sum-list-consistency

(forall ?y ?L ?x ?L2

(exists ?result

(and (if (= ?L2 (Cons ?y ?L))

(= ?result (sum-list-compute ?L ?x)))

(if (= ?L2 Nil)

(= ?result zero))))))

(!prove-from (consistency-condition sum-list-rules)

(datatype-axioms "List-Of"))

• Step 5: Proving Correctness: Having proved both termination and the ad-

ditional consistency condition for each of the implementation functions, their

axioms can now be asserted into the assumption base.

(assert sum-list-compute-axioms)

(assert sum-list-axioms)

These axioms are now available for proving the consumer’s required correctness

condition, as stated in Step 1.

(define sum-list-correctness

(forall ?L

(= (sum-list ?L)

(sum-list@ ?L))))

The proof can be programmed by the producer as follows.

(by-induction

sum-list-correctness

(Nil

(dseq

(!setup left (sum-list Nil))

(!setup right (sum-list@ Nil))

(!reduce left zero sum-list-empty)

(!reduce right zero sum-list@-empty)

(!combine left right)))
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((Cons x L)

(dseq

(!setup left (sum-list (Cons x L)))

(!setup right (sum-list@ (Cons x L)))

(!reduce left (sum-list-compute L x)

sum-list-nonempty)

(!reduce right (sum-list-compute L x)

sum-list-compute-relation)

(!combine left right))))))

This proof is done by a combination of induction and application of rewriting

steps. The sum-list-correctness property is a quantified equation, and in

this example each case of the inductive proof is an unquantified equation. The

main technique for proof of equational propositions is rewriting, in which one

performs a series of rewrites — applications of the substitution property of

equality — to the term on the left hand side of the equation and another

series of rewrites to the right hand side until obtaining two terms that are

syntactically identical. We implemented a simple form of rewriting by defining

in Athena’s method language the method setup for isolating the left and

right hand side terms of an equation, reduce and expand for performing a

single rewriting step, and combine for deducing the original equation once the

left and right terms have been rewritten to the same term. These methods

are described more fully in Appendix A.4, but we note here that they are

defined as compositions of Athena’s primitive inferences; they do not require

assuming any new axioms.

In the proof of the inductive step one of the rewriting steps applies a lemma,

(define sum-list-compute-relation

(forall ?L ?x

(= (sum-list@ (Cons ?x ?L))

(sum-list-compute ?L ?x))))))

whose proof (not shown) requires a separate inductive argument. As in com-

mon mathematical practice, we frequently break down and organize proofs
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with the aid of lemmas. Once a lemma’s proof has been constructed, it is

available for use whenever the lemma is needed in any other proof. Factoring

of proofs via lemmas is important in reducing the size of proofs that must be

transmitted between producer and consumer.

After completing this proof, the producer can send the consumer the axioms

defining sum-list and sum-list-compute, and the proofs of the termina-

tion, additional consistency, and correctness conditions, including proofs of

any lemmas used if they are not already in the consumer’s proof library.

• Step 6: Termination Checking: The consumer runs TCGen and generates

the same TCs and termination rules shown at Step 3. He first asserts the

termination rules. He then enters their proofs into Athena, and since the

proofs check the consumer will go on to the next step.

• Step 7: Consistency Checking: The consumer first runs CCGen and

generates the same CC shown at Step 4 after receiving the theorems and

proofs from the producer. As in the previous step he enters the proof of the

TC and Athena accepts it.

• Step 8: Proving Correctness: Since the termination and additional con-

sistency checks succeeded the consumer asserts the function-defining axioms

first. He then checks the proof of the correctness condition given in Step 5.

• Step 9: Code Extraction: The consumer passes each list of axioms defining

sum-list-compute and sum-list separately to CodeGen which generates

the following two Oz functions:
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fun {SumListCompute L X}

case L

of nil then X

[] Y|L then {SumListCompute L (X + Y)}

end

end

fun {SumList L}

case L

of nil then 0

[] X|L then {SumListCompute L X}

end

end

These functions are efficient, because the first is tail recursive and thus is

equivalent to a definition by a while loop rather than by embedded recursion.

The second function does not have any recursion at all. In the body of ex-

tracted functions we use a case statement to do pattern-matching. This Oz

statement has the form

case E

of Pattern1 then S1

[] Pattern2 then S2

[] ...

else S end

where E is an expression. If the result of evaluation of E matches one of the

patterns then the corresponding statement is executed. Both SumList and

SumListCompute have two case branches. L is a list which can be either nil

or a nonempty list, which can be decomposed as the head of the list and the

rest of it (tail). In the SumList function, case decomposes list L according to

the pattern X|L in the second branch, where X is the first element of L, and

the new L is a list that contains the rest of the elements in original L.

A code generation issue is whether recursion should be eliminated in favor of an

imperative style of loops with assignment statements. What we are relying on with
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the current extractor is that transformation to the imperative style will be done by

the target-language processor, at least for tail-recursive functions. This assumption

is true of all Scheme interpreters and compilers (since the Scheme standard man-

dates it), and really should be true of more mainstream language implementations.

Unfortunately it is not required by the C or C++ language standards, but Bailey

and Weston [7] have shown that transformation of tail-recursive C or C++ func-

tions to imperative style is both worthwhile and reasonably simple to carry out, so

perhaps it will someday be required by the languages’ standards. In the meantime,

if the extractor targets a language that does not require tail-recursion removal, it

should be extended to do that job itself.

We have developed a similar example in which the sequence of values to be

summed is accessed through a pair of STL-like iterators that form a valid range, i.e.,

(range i j) such that an n-fold application of the increment operation ++ to i is

equal to j, for some natural number n. It is assumed that a dereference operation,

(* i), yields a memory location, whose contents are then obtainable with an Access

operation: (Access M (* i)) where M represents the memory. We omit the details

of this sum-range example here, but the way in which iterators and ranges are used

is amply illustrated in the memory-updating example in the next chapter.



CHAPTER 5

Case Study: CCT Steps for a Nongeneric

Memory-Updating Function

In this chapter, we introduce reverse-range, an in-place reversal operation defined

on a valid range. Besides the introduction of memory-updating, this example also

shows the use of conditional equations, expressed with Athena logical implications

(if P Q).

We will first create a memory model in Athena before showing how the CCT

approach is applied to this nongeneric reverse-range function.

5.1 Nongeneric definition of memory

In CCT, the code consumer decides requirements and expresses them formally

in Athena. In most cases, these requirements contain specifications of memory

operations. Similarly the code producer may prove new theorems about some oper-

ational behavior of memory. In order for this to be possible, we defined a memory

model as follows:

• Memory is introduced as a new domain and is composed of cells whose loca-

tions are unique.

(domain Memory)

(domain (Loc T))

Note the type parameter T. We are actually doing things in this discussion

generically to the extent that we do have polymorphic types like Loc and

polymorphic functions like Access (and reverse-range for that matter), but

not in the full sense of genericity that is presented later in Chapter 6.

• (Access M i) returns the content of memory location i in memory M .

50
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• (Assign M i x) updates the content of memory location i in memory M

with value x and returns the updated memory. Note that Assign returns a

new memory.

• (Swap M i j) exchanges the content of memory location i in memory M

with the content of memory location j and returns the updated memory.

Here is how we define these operators in CCT:

(declare Access ((T) ->

(Memory (Loc T))

T))

(declare Assign ((T) ->

(Memory (Loc T) T)

Memory))

(declare Swap ((T) ->

(Memory (Loc T) (Loc T))

Memory))

In addition to these definitions, the following axioms are used in the model:

• Axiom 1: Accessing the content of a memory location i after updating its

content with some value x results in the same value.

(forall ?M ?i ?x

(= (Access (Assign ?M ?i ?x) ?i)

?x))

• Axiom 2: If i and j are two distinct memory locations, updating the content

of location i does not change the content of location j.

(forall ?M ?i ?j ?x

(if (not (= ?i ?j))

(= (Access (Assign ?M ?i ?x) ?j)

(Access ?M ?j))))
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• Axiom 3: The content of memory location i after exchanging its content with

some memory location j is the value previously held by j.

(forall ?M ?i ?j

(= (Access (Swap ?M ?i ?j) ?i)

(Access ?M ?j)))

• Axiom 4: The content of memory location j after exchanging its content with

some memory location i is the value previously held by i.

(forall ?M ?i ?j

(= (Access (Swap ?M ?i ?j) ?j)

(Access ?M ?i)))

• Axiom 5: If k is a location different from both i and j, exchanging the contents

of i and j does not change the content of k.

(forall ?M ?i ?j ?k

(if (and (not (= ?k ?i))

(not (= ?k ?j)))

(= (Access (Swap ?M ?i ?j) ?k)

(Access ?M ?k))))

Moreover, we grouped these axioms and developed a Memory-theory and elab-

orated this theory by adding new theorems whose proofs are constructed in Athena

manually. It is enough to use only this theory whenever a code consumer or a re-

ceiver needs to prove a new theorem based on any memory rules and even refine the

theory with the new theorem. We also provide generic declarations and axiomatic

definitions of these operators in Chapter 6.1.2.

5.2 Memory-range theory

There are two operations we defined for accessing and updating a range of

elements pointed to by iterators, much as in the STL style.

• (Access-range M (range i j)) returns a list of the contents of memory

locations in memory M in the range from i to j.
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• (Assign-range M i L) updates the contents of memory locations starting

from i in memory M with the members of list L and returns the updated

memory. The number of locations being updated after (and including) i is

limited to the size of L. Note that Assign-range returns a new memory.

(declare Access-range ((T) ->

(Memory (Range (Iterator T)))

(List-Of T)))

(declare Assign-range ((T) ->

(Memory (Iterator T) (List-Of T))

Memory))

The axioms we assume for these functions are as follows:

• Access empty range axiom: Accessing the content of an empty range produces

Nil.

(forall ?M ?i

(= (Access-range ?M (range ?i ?i))

Nil))

• Access nonempty range axiom: The result of accessing a nonempty (range

?i ?j) in memory ?M is equal to the list constructed by prefixing the content

of the memory location pointed to by iterator ?i to the list produced from the

contents of the memory locations pointed to by the iterators in (range (++

?i) ?j).

(forall ?M ?i ?j

(if (not (= ?i ?j))

(= (Access-range ?M (range ?i ?j))

(Cons (Access ?M (* ?i))

(Access-range ?M (range (++ ?i) ?j))))))

• Assign empty range axiom: Updating the content of memory locations starting

from ?i with Nil results in the same memory.

(forall ?M ?i

(= (Assign-range ?M ?i Nil)

?M)))
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• Assign nonempty range axiom: Updating the content of memory locations

starting from ?i with a nonempty list is equal to assigning the first element

of the list to the memory location pointed to by ?i and assigning the rest of

the elements to the memory locations that start from the address pointed to

by (++ ?i).

(forall ?M ?i ?L ?x

(= (Assign-range ?M ?i (Cons ?x ?L))

(Assign-range (Assign ?M (* ?i) ?x) (++ ?i) ?L)))

5.3 Memory-updating operations and nongeneric reverse-

range

The main property to be proved—the correctness condition—of reverse-range

is the following relation to reverse (which operates on lists):

(define reverse-range-correctness

(forall ?i ?j

(if (valid (range ?i ?j))

(forall ?M

(= (Access-range (reverse-range M (range i j))

(range i j))

(reverse (Access-range M (range i j))))))))

This reverse-range-correctness property states that accessing the memory loca-

tions in a given range after reversing the content of memory locations in this range

will return the same list of elements as if we first accessed the content of this range

and applied reverse to the resulting list.

In fact, this property serves as the specification of the function to be expected

from the producer. For this example, the consumer does not provide any new axioms

like those used to define sum-list@ in the sum-list example. Note that reverse

has already been defined and is part of the “general requirements” which should

exist both at the producer and at the consumer. It takes a list and produces a new

list with the same elements but with their order reversed. Appendix B contains

more information on reverse.

Here is an axiomatic definition of this function constructed by the producer:
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(define reverse-empty-range-axiom

(forall ?i ?M

(= (reverse-range ?M (range ?i ?i))

?M)))

(define reverse-nonempty-range-axiom1

(forall ?i ?j ?M

(if (and (not (= ?i ?j))

(= (++ ?i) ?j))

(= (reverse-range ?M (range ?i ?j))

?M))))

(define reverse-nonempty-range-axiom2

(forall ?i ?j ?M

(if (and (valid (range ?i ?j))

(and (not (= ?i ?j))

(not (= (++ ?i) ?j))))

(= (reverse-range ?M (range ?i ?j))

(reverse-range (swap ?M (* ?i) (* (-- ?j)))

(range (++ ?i) (-- ?j))))))))))

These axioms assume that Access and Swap return an entire memory as a value

distinct from their memory argument. This semantics is the correct one for the

classical first-order logic in which our proofs are done, where all functions are con-

sidered to be pure; we are not resorting to a dynamic logic. On the other hand, it is

certainly not the semantics we want for the extracted code, where we want Assign

and Swap to update a single memory. In section 5.5 we discuss how we deal with

this semantic difference.

In the proof of reverse-range-correctness we needed and first proved the

following lemma: that reverse-range has no effect on memory outside of the range

to which it is applied:

(define reverse-range-has-no-effect-outside

(forall ?i ?j

(if (valid (range ?i ?j))

(forall ?k ?M
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(if (not (in ?k (range ?i ?j)))

(= (Access (reverse-range ?M (range ?i ?j))

(* ?k))

(Access ?M (* ?k))))))))

The proof here is by range2-induction, a specialized induction schema we defined

and proved within Athena, by a translation to applications of its by-induction

method on the natural number data type. It has two basis cases, for an empty range

and a range of one element, and an induction step from (range (++ i) (-- j))

to (range i j).10 Aside from making the proofs simpler and more readable, using

range induction also helps in reducing the size of the proofs.

Extraction of Oz code from the axioms for reverse-range produces:

fun {ReverseRange M R }

case R

of range(I I) then M

[] range(I J) then

if {Not (I == J)} then

if ({‘++‘ I} == J) then M

else {ReverseRange {Swap M {‘*‘ I} {‘*‘ {‘--‘ J}}}

range({‘++‘ I} {‘--‘ J})} end

end

end

end

CodeGen provides a method called extract-code, which is used for code genera-

tion. We show below how to extract ReverseRange using extract-code.

10We also developed a simpler range-induction method, with one basis case for an empty range
and an induction step from (range (++ i) j) to (range i j). It is used in proofs about the
sum-range function mentioned in Chapter 4 and about the find-if function in Section 7.2. Its
definition is given in Appendix C.
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(define reverse-range-axioms

[reverse-empty-range-axiom

reverse-nonempty-range-axiom1

reverse-nonempty-range-axiom2])

(extract-code

(reverse-range ?M ?r)

reverse-range-axioms

(valid (range ?i ?j))

"reverse-range.oz")

extract-code prototype A P fname

extracts a function in Oz whose header is constructed from the term given

with prototype and body is constructed from a list of axioms, A, which

define the function to be extracted. P is a precondition that must be

satisfied whenever the function is called and which is used in eliminating

checks of the condition from the extracted code. It is the predicate

defining a restricted domain on which the function is defined (simply

true for total functions). The function name and parameters given

with prototype will be translated, if necessary, into proper Oz identifiers.

Extracted code is written to the file specified with fname.

For the reverse-range example, the precondition is (valid (range ?i ?j)),

which eliminates the valid range check from the last branch of the case statement. If

the consumer passed true instead, CodeGen would produce (Valid range(I J))

additionally combined with the other conditions given after the elseif part. Here

this would cause a problem since there is no practical implementation of Valid.

Elimination of the check in the generated code is safe as long as the code is only

called in contexts where the precondition is satisfied.

5.4 Note on safety properties

Although we have not given special attention to safety properties, the the-

ory of memory ranges, as local sections of a global memory delimited by iterators,
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provides a basis for simple cases of proving memory safety properties. In fact, the

astute reader may have noticed that the lemma proved in the previous section,

reverse-range-has-no-effect-outside, is such a property (although our orig-

inal motivation for stating and proving it was its essential role in establishing a

functional correctness property).

5.5 Dealing with memory updates

Another important issue is how we deal with memory-updating. In order to

generate efficient code from the reverse-range axioms (and for memory-updating

functions in general), our original design for the code extractor called for it to carry

out the conversion of tail-recursion into while loops with assignments, so that passing

of a parameter like (assign M i x) for memory M would become explicit as an

assignment statement M ← (assign M i x), which could then be converted to a

more efficient assignment statement M [i] ← x. In fact, however, the extractor can

simply leave functions in tail-recursive form, even when memory-updating functions

are involved. The key idea that makes things work out is that memory arguments

can be passed by reference, thus not requiring expensive copying operations: when

(assign M i x) is passed for M , the assignment M ← (assign M i x) is actually

done, but it is just assigning to M a reference returned by the assign function, not

a copy of the memory. The only real work that is done to update a memory location,

M [i] ← x, is carried out within the assign operation itself. This idea works out

readily in Oz where one can represent memory by an array and take advantage

of the fact that arrays are passed (to functions like Array.put and Array.get)

by reference.11 The same technique can be used to implement efficient memory

updating, without the need for explicit array or vector assignment statements, in

recursive functions in C or C++. (See, for example, the way that quicksort is

implemented with tail-recursion by Bailey and Weston [7].)

Of course, this pass-by-reference semantics in the target programming lan-

guage differs fundamentally from the pass-by-value semantics assumed in first or-

11Similarly, in Scheme one can represent memory by a vector and pass vectors (to functions
like vector-assign! and vector-ref) by reference. Though vector-assign! does not return
the reference, one can encapsulate it in an assign! function that does.
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der logic with equality (as reflected in its equality substitution proof rules), so we

have to be careful to limit the contexts in which pass-by-reference is used to those

where the difference cannot be detected by subsequent operations. Principally this

means that a memory variable should not appear more than once in a term if

it occurs as argument to an assign or swap call within the term. For example,

(f (Assign M i x) (Access M)) is ruled out since in the copy-semantics of the

logic, the change in memory effected by the first argument (assuming it is evaluated

first) is not seen when the second argument is evaluated, but it is seen assuming

reference semantics.



CHAPTER 6

Generic Proof Writing

The sum-list function presented in Chapter 4 can only be used for summing natural

numbers in a list. With the way it is defined, the operands of the Plus operator

in the axiomatic definitions cannot have any domain types other than Nat. If one

intends to use the same operator with another numeric type such as integers, another

operator has to be defined since Athena does not support operator overloading.

Similarly one may want to assign a completely different meaning like concatenation

of strings to the Plus operator. In all these cases we need different operators and

have to define the sum-list function with different axioms. Most importantly,

similar proofs have to be redeveloped each time, which requires more space to store

them and is a time-consuming process.

The key to avoiding such a proliferation of functions and proofs is to define and

use them in their most abstract, or generic, form; that is, in terms of operations

and constants that satisfy minimal requirements for correctness. For sum-list,

the minimal requirements are that Plus is an associative operator and there is a

constant Zero that serves as its identity element, which are exactly the requirements

of the familiar algebraic structure, or theory, monoid. The natural numbers form

a monoid under addition with the identity element 0. Similarly, multiplication of

natural numbers with the identity element 1 models a monoid. The integers with

addition or multiplication as the binary operation is another example. In the case

of strings, concatenation is associative and the empty string serves as the identity

element.

We are motivated, therefore, to parameterize functions like sum-list with a

type parameter M and to require that any type instantiating M model a monoid. In

some programming languages, such parameterization can be partially achieved with

constructs such as function templates (as in C++) or generics (as in Ada or Java),

and these constructs are of central importance in implementing generic libraries like

the Standard Template Library. In current versions of these languages, however,
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there is too little support for expressing requirements on type parameters; in partic-

ular there is no support for semantic requirements like the associativity property of

Plus.12 Athena’s programming and proof languages lack type parameterization; in

fact they are untyped (although Athena’s proposition language is strongly typed),

which might give the impression that they are totally unsuited for programming

generic components. On the other hand, Athena’s languages are higher order:

functions and methods take other functions or methods as parameters and return

functions or methods, and it is this facility that we can take advantage of to express

generic functions and proofs.

For example, we can parameterize the sum-list function with an operator

mapping, the domain of which includes Plus and Zero, to obtain a generic function

that can be instantiated with different operator mappings to produce the different

instances already mentioned and many other instances. But we must also param-

eterize proofs about sum-list with the same operator mapping, and moreover, we

must write the proofs in terms of the minimal properties upon which their inference

steps depend.

In our design, generic property definitions and proofs are constructed in the

form of programs that are parameterized with operator mappings. We use functions

to pack together related axioms whereas proofs need to be defined with Athena

methods which must contain a series of proper deductions. In both cases, func-

tions which perform operator mappings must also be provided. If an execution of a

proof method fails, an error condition results and nothing is asserted into Athena’s

assumption base. Otherwise, the result is a theorem, the specialized result of instan-

tiating the generic proof with a particular operator mapping, and Athena enters

this theorem, like any other, into its assumption base.

More formally, we define a generic property function to be a function that

contains a sequence of name/property pairs (n1 p1) . . . (nk pk), where a name is a

quoted identifier and a property is a proposition that is parameterized by an operator

map. The function takes as inputs a name n and an operator map m and returns

12Java generics have limited support for expressing syntactic requirements via interface inher-
itance. For C++, a proposal [16] for adding concepts is under consideration, which would allow
requirements on template parameters to be expressed, but only syntactic requirements.
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the proposition pi for which n = ni, instantiated with m. An error condition results

if n is not equal to any of the ni or if the instantiation fails (as may happen, for

example, if m does not have a symbol required by pi in its domain).

A generic theorem can then be defined as a generic property function that

contains a single property, and for which there is an associated generic proof. A

generic proof for a generic theorem T is a proof method M that contains a proof

P , such that M takes as inputs a name n and an operator map m and returns the

proposition p = (T n m), provided the instantiation of P with m proves p. An error

condition results if n is not the name held by T , or if instantiation or execution

of the proof fails, or if the proof succeeds but proves a proposition different from

(T n m).

6.1 Case study: CCT steps for a generic memory-observing

function

6.1.1 Definition of axioms with Athena functions

Figure 6.1 shows the structure of generic property definitions in CCT. There

are three parts. The first part is the function header with two parameters, a prop-

erty name and operator mapping. The second part is the place where the local

declarations, if any, are done. Operator mappings, and some other bindings that

will increase the readability of the definition and reduce its size, are all done in this

part. And finally the last part is where we write the generic axioms or theorems

with a match special form, described below.

We now show how to define a generic version of the sum-list@ example and

again step through the CCT protocol in this more general setting. The consumer

starts with defining sum-list@ with a generic property function as follows:
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Figure 6.1: Generic Axiom or Theorem Definitions in CCT

(define (sum-list@-definition name ops)

(let ((Plus (ops ’Plus))

(Zero (ops ’Zero)))

(match name

(’sum-list@-empty

(= (sum-list@ Nil)

Zero))

(’sum-list@-nonempty

(forall ?L ?y

(= (sum-list@ (Cons ?y ?L))

(Plus ?y (sum-list@ ?L))))))))

As an example of an operator mapping that could be passed for the ops parameter,

we could define
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(define (Monoid-ops op)

(match op

(’Plus Plus)

(’Zero zero)))

The match special form has the general structure

match E (π1 E1) . . . (πn En)

It matches the patterns π1, π2, . . . with the value of E until it finds a

match. If any πi matches then Ei is evaluated and its value is returned

as the result. Execution halts with an error if no match is found.

Thus if op is ’Plus then Monoid-ops returns Plus, and it returns zero if

op is ’Zero. Similarly we could define the following function to represent monoid

operation Times with the identity element one.

(define (Times-ops op)

(match op

(’Plus Times)

(’Zero one)))

The next part of the sum-list@-definition is

(let ((Plus (ops ’Plus))

(Zero (ops ’Zero)))

In Athena, let is used for local bindings as define is used for global ones. In

the first line ops returns an operator symbol and the result is stored in the local

variable Plus. The second activation of ops binds the identity element to Zero.

The next part matches the axiom name given with the name parameter. For

example, if the name ’sum-list@-empty is passed it is stored in variable name and

matched with the first axiom, resulting in

(= (sum-list@ Nil)

zero),

while

(sum-list@-definition ’sum-list@-nonempty Monoid-ops)

produces the second axiom
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(forall ?L ?y

(= (sum-list@ (Cons ?y ?L))

(Plus ?y (sum-list@ ?L)))).

Now suppose we want to produce axioms that define sum-list@ as a function to

compute the product of the natural numbers in a list. If the list is empty the result

is one. The instantiation

(sum-list@-definition ’sum-list@-empty Times-ops)

produces

(= (sum-list@ Nil)

one),

and

(sum-list@-definition ’sum-list@-nonempty Times-ops)

produces

(forall ?L ?y

(= (sum-list@ (Cons ?y ?L))

(Times ?y (sum-list@ ?L))))

The results of these instantiations are all propositions that can, for example, be

asserted into the assumption base and used in constructing proofs.

6.1.2 Organizing theorems and proofs

As we shall see, quite extensive theories (sets of axioms and theorems) and

proofs need to be developed and made available for use in CCT. While we should

generally strive to have only a relatively small number of axioms in the theories, we

should not feel constrained to keep the number of theorems small. As previously

noted, besides the “main theorems” in theory development, it is frequently useful

to introduce numerous lemmas for the purpose of simplifying proof structure and

sharing significant proof parts among many separate proofs. Thus, useful theories

can be quite large, numbering at least in the hundreds and eventually in the thou-

sands of propositions, most of which are theorems and thus must be accompanied

by proofs — at least in CCT where we want to avoid expensive proof search by

having available pre-programmed proofs that only need to be checked.
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As a consequence, while a theory can be considered abstractly as an unstruc-

tured set or list of propositions, it is essential to provide a more efficient represen-

tation for their storage and retrieval. For CCT, we must also be able to efficiently

retrieve the proof of any theorem we want to use.

The data structure we have developed, which we call a structured theory (but

often shorten to just theory), while certainly not optimal in efficiency, has been

adequate for the size of theories developed for CCT to date (a few hundred theorems

and proofs) and will probably suffice for theories that are at least one order of

magnitude larger.

We define a structured theory as an abstract data type with the following

functions and proof methods defined on it:

• A function theory for creating a structured theory from a generic property

function containing axioms;

• A function evolve for extending an existing structured theory with a new

generic theorem and its proof;

• A function refine for creating a new structured theory as a composition of

one or more existing structured theories and a generic property function.

• A function get-property for retrieving an instance of a generic property func-

tion.

• A method property for retrieving an instance of a generic property function,

which might be an axiom or a theorem; in the latter case it also retrieves the

theorem’s proof and executes it if the property instance is not already in the

assumption base.

• A method property-test, which is the same as property except that it does

not first check if the retrieved proposition p is already in the assumption base;

it requires that a generic proof be supplied and always executes it.

More details about these operations follow below, but first it may be useful to

point out a few features of the currently implemented representation of a structured
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theory. The representation is simply an Athena cell holding a list, each element of

which is either

• a two-element list [F P ], where F is a generic property function and P is

either a generic proof or the symbol Axiom, or

• (the representation of, recursively) a structured theory.

Cycles are not allowed, so that this representation is essentially an acyclic graph

structure that can be searched beginning at any node of the graph and continuing

along all paths from that node. Although a search must continue until a match is

found or all paths from the initial node are examined, nodes not on any of those

paths are not included in the search. This means that it is usually unnecessary to

search through more than a small fraction of the total number of nodes in the graph.

It is also essential to understand that the representation is not a fixed structure,

because an updatable cell holding a list is used rather than a pure list. Suppose

a structured theory T1 is an element of a structured theory T . If the list in T1

is updated (with evolve) to hold an additional element, then property retrievals

starting at T as well as T1 will include this element in their search. This means that

one does not have to construct a structured theory completely before beginning to

use it; it can be incrementally developed with additions of new theorems and proofs

at any time to any structured theory within it.

We now describe the structured theory operations in more detail and illustrate

them with small examples.

theory [D Axiom]

A function that creates a new theory whose only entry is [D Axiom],

where D is a generic property function holding definitions or axioms;

the keyword Axiom denotes that no generic proof is given with D; the

propositions instantiated from D must already be in the assumption base

when used in a proof (by having been previously asserted or proved).

A typical usage of this function is
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(define Memory-theory (theory [Memory Axiom]))

where we define a new structured theory called Memory-theory. Here, Memory is a

generic property function that collects together and parameterizes with an operator

mapping all of the axioms we previously discussed in Chapter 5.1.

(define (Memory name ops)

(let ((access (ops ’access))

(assign (ops ’assign))

(swap (ops ’swap)))

(match name

(’assign-axiom1

(forall ?M ?a ?x

(= (access (assign ?M ?a ?x) ?a)

?x)))

(’assign-axiom2

(forall ?M ?a ?b ?x

(if (not (= ?a ?b))

(= (access (assign ?M ?a ?x) ?b)

(access ?M ?b)))))

(’swap-axiom1

(forall ?M ?a ?b

(= (access (swap ?M ?a ?b) ?a)

(access ?M ?b))))

(’swap-axiom2

(forall ?M ?a ?b

(= (access (swap ?M ?a ?b) ?b)

(access ?M ?a))))

(’swap-axiom3

(forall ?M ?a ?b ?c

(if (and (not (= ?c ?a))

(not (= ?c ?b)))

(= (access (swap ?M ?a ?b) ?c)

(access ?M ?c))))))))
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Semigroup is a mathematical structure which consists of a set that is closed under an

associative binary operation. Our second example shows how we define Semigroup

as a theory:

(define (Semigroup name ops)

(match name

(’Associative

(let ((Plus (ops ’Plus)))

(forall ?x ?y ?z

(= (Plus (Plus ?x ?y) ?z)

(Plus ?x (Plus ?y ?z))))))))

(define Semigroup-theory (theory [Semigroup Axiom]))

evolve T [D P ]

updates an existing structured theory T with a new entry [D P ], where

D is a generic theorem and P is its generic proof.

For an example, consider:

(evolve Memory-theory [Double-assign Double-assign-proof])

where Memory-theory is an existing theory, and Double-assign-proof proves the

Double-assign property.

refine [T1 . . . Tk] [D Axiom]

creates a new structured theory from the list of structured theories

[T1 . . . Tk] and the pair [D Axiom], where D is a generic property function.

As examples consider the following sequence of generic property functions and struc-

tured theory refinements:

(define (Right-Identity name ops)

(match name

(’Right-Identity
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(let ((Plus (ops ’Plus))

(Zero (ops ’Zero)))

(forall ?x

(= (Plus ?x Zero) ?x))))))

(define Monoid-theory

(refine [Semigroup-theory] [Right-Identity Axiom]))

(define (Right-Inverse name ops)

(match name

(’Right-Inverse

(let ((Plus (ops ’Plus))

(Zero (ops ’Zero))

(Negate (ops ’Negate)))

(forall ?x (= (Plus ?x (Negate ?x)) Zero))))))

(define Group-theory

(refine [Monoid-theory] [Right-Inverse Axiom]))

An example of refinement of more than one structured theory is the following:

(define Memory-range-theory

(refine [Memory-theory Range-theory] [Memory-range Axiom]))

where Memory-theory and Range-theory have already been defined. We inherit all

properties from these theories and add the set of axioms held in the generic property

function Memory-range.

get-property propname ops T

A function that retrieves the generic property named propname, instan-

tiated with operator map ops, from structured theory T . An error con-

dition results if the search for propname or the instantiation is unsuc-

cessful.
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Before showing an application of get-property we first create another theory by

using Monoid-theory and the generic definition of sum-list@ we discussed in the

previous section.

(define Sum-list-theory

(refine

[Monoid-theory]

[sum-list@-definition Axiom]))

If typed at Athena’s top level, the output of

(get-property ’sum-list@-nonempty Times-ops Sum-list-theory)

would be:

Proposition: (forall ?L

(forall ?y

(= (sum-list@ (Cons ?y ?L))

(Times ?y

(sum-list@ ?L)))))

Note that the result is labeled a proposition since get-property does not check

whether it is in the assumption base. The way that get-property is frequently

used is to assert a proposition into the assumption base:

(assert

(get-property ’sum-list@-nonempty Times-ops Sum-list-theory))

property propname ops T

A method that retrieves both the generic property named propname, in-

stantiated with operator map ops, and its proof, if any, from structured

theory T . Returns the resulting property instance p and furthermore

ensures that p is in the assumption base — if it is not there already,

it is placed there as a result of executing the retrieved proof. An error

condition results if the search for propname or the instantiation is un-

successful, or if p is not already in the assumption base and there is no

accompanying proof (i.e., if in place of a proof we only have the symbol

Axiom), or if the retrieved proof fails to prove p.
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property-test propname ops T

This method is the same as property except that it does not first check if

the retrieved proposition p is already in the assumption base; it requires

that a generic proof be supplied and always executes it.

For example:

(assert

(get-property ’sum-list@-empty Monoid-ops Sum-list-theory)

(get-property ’sum-list@-nonempty Monoid-ops Sum-list-theory))

(!property ’sum-list@-empty Monoid-ops Sum-list-theory)

This returns (= (sum-list@ Nil) zero), since this property instance is in the

assumption base as a result of the preceding assert command. Had it not been

asserted, an error condition would result, since there is no associated proof. (If

this method call is done at the top level in Athena, the output is actually labeled

“Theorem”:

Theorem: (= (sum-list@ Nil) zero)

Athena considers any proposition in its assumption base to be a theorem, whether

it got there as a result of having been asserted or having been proved.)

Similarly,

(!property ’sum-list@-nonempty Monoid-ops Sum-list-theory)

returns

(forall ?L ?y

(= (sum-list@ (Cons ?y ?L))

(Plus ?y (sum-list@ ?L))))

We provide a generic proof for a generic lemma called sum-list-compute-relation

in Appendix F. After adding this property and its proof to Sum-list-theory we

could use property as follows to test if the proof works as expected.

(!property ’sum-list-compute-relation Monoid-ops Sum-list-theory)
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6.1.3 Definitions of efficient generic sum-list

As in the nongeneric example the producer defines an efficient sum-list func-

tion that implements sum-list@. But this time the definitions are generic.

(define (sum-list-definition name ops)

(let ((Plus (ops ’Plus))

(Zero (ops ’Zero)))

(match name

(’sum-list-empty

(= (sum-list Nil)

Zero))

(’sum-list-nonempty

(forall ?L ?x

(= (sum-list (Cons ?x ?L))

(sum-list-compute ?L ?x)))))))

The logic is exactly the same. The sum-list function calls a helper function

sum-list-compute which makes a tail-recursive call.

(define (sum-list-compute-definition name ops)

(let ((Plus (ops ’Plus)))

(match name

(’sum-list-compute-empty

(forall ?x

(= (sum-list-compute Nil ?x)

?x)))

(’sum-list-compute-nonempty

(forall ?L ?x ?y

(= (sum-list-compute (Cons ?y ?L) ?x)

(sum-list-compute ?L (Plus ?x ?y))))))))

The definitions are now ready to be used in the proofs. We can add them to the

Sum-list-theory created in the previous section.

(evolve Sum-list-theory [sum-list-compute-definition Axiom])

(evolve Sum-list-theory [sum-list-definition Axiom])
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Figure 6.2: General Structures of Proof Methods in CCT

This theory will be updated and used by the producer while introducing new defi-

nitions and proving theorems.

6.1.4 Proof methods in CCT

Figure 6.2 shows the structure of our generic proof methods in CCT. There

are three parts. The first part is the method header containing its name and the

same two parameters as for generic property functions, a property name and an

operator mapping. The second part, which is optional, contains local declarations

of operator mappings, cells left and right (if the proof will be done with rewriting

steps), and some other bindings that will increase the readability of the code and

reduce its size. And, finally, the last part is the body of the method where we write

the steps of the proof.
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6.1.5 Correctness proof of generic sum-list

Our goal in this section is to explain the general structure of proof methods in

CCT with an example and illustrate how to write generic proofs. For this reason,

we defer the discussion of how to prove generic versions of the termination condition

(TC) and additional consistency condition (CC) to the generic reverse-range ex-

ample to be presented in the next section and concentrate on the correctness proof

of sum-list.

Suppose both the TC and CC have been proved, and now the producer must

prove the following correctness property (which the consumer has specified among

his requirements):

(define (sum-list-correctness name ops)

(forall ?L

(= (sum-list ?L)

(sum-list@ ?L))))

We will divide the proof into two parts and explain its differences from the concrete

sum-list-correctness presented in Chapter 4. The proof begins as follows:

(define (sum-list-correctness-proof name ops)

(dlet ((Zero (ops ’Zero))

(left (cell true))

(right (cell true))

(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Sum-list-theory)))

(theorem (sum-list-correctness name ops)))

There are two new local bindings in this first part: prop and theorem. In generic

proofs we frequently use the method property to find an axiom or a theorem in

a specific theory. As we will see shortly, this proof needs several axioms and a

theorem from the Sum-list-theory to do necessary reductions in rewriting steps.

What we only need to provide differently in each case to the property method is

an axiom or a theorem name; the theory name and operator mapping will be the

same. Therefore, we define a local method called prop with one parameter. In this

way we also increase the readability of the proof and reduce the proof size. We also

bind theorem as the proposition to be proved.
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Now follows the main part of the proof:

(by-induction

theorem

(Nil

(dseq

(!setup left (sum-list Nil))

(!setup right (sum-list@ Nil))

(!reduce left Zero (!prop ’sum-list-empty))

(!reduce right Zero (!prop ’sum-list@-empty))

(!combine left right)))

((Cons x L)

(dseq

(!setup left (sum-list (Cons x L)))

(!setup right (sum-list@ (Cons x L)))

(!reduce left (sum-list-compute L x)

(!prop ’sum-list-nonempty))

(!reduce right (sum-list-compute L x)

(!prop ’sum-list-compute-relation))

(!combine left right))))))

The proof is again by induction. It uses the same rewriting steps as in the non-

generic sum-list example. However, there are two differences. First, we use Zero,

representing a generic identity element, instead of zero, which only represents an

element of the natural numbers. The second difference is that we used concrete

axioms in the proof steps of nongeneric sum-list but here we use the prop method

with axiom names instead. Since it is possible to pass different ops functions, the

result of prop will be different in different instantiations.

This proof uses as a lemma a theorem called sum-list-compute-relation,

which defines a relation between the helper function and the specification given by

the consumer:
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(define (sum-list-compute-relation name ops)

(match name

(’sum-list-compute-relation

(forall ?L ?x

(= (sum-list@ (Cons ?x ?L))

(sum-list-compute ?L ?x))))))

For the proof of this lemma, see Appendix F. In the nongeneric example, this lemma

had to be proved before being used in the proof of the main theorem, but there is

more flexibility in ordering of proofs in the generic setting. If sum-list-

correctness-proof is executed before sum-list-compute-relation-proof then

the needed instance of sum-list-compute-relation will not be in the assumption

base, but the property method will retrieve its proof and execute it to put it there.

As a last note, since our main proof looks for sum-list-compute-relation

in Sum-list-theory, both the lemma and its proof are required to be added to

Sum-list-theory as follows:

(evolve Sum-list-theory [sum-list-compute-relation

sum-list-compute-relation-proof])

(evolve Sum-list-theory [sum-list-correctness

sum-list-correctness-proof])

6.1.6 Instantiating generic definitions and proofs of sum-list

We will show how beneficial it is to use generic definitions and proofs in CCT

instead of sending similar concrete definitions and proofs to the consumer. As we

have mentioned before, different instantiations of proofs of sum-list are possible.

The definitions and proofs are constructed in a way that passing a proper ops func-

tion will be sufficent to generate proofs for different operations on a list. We should

just make sure before each instantiation that we implement an operator mapping

function that defines a Monoid operation correctly, assert the right combinations of

axioms, and instantiate both functions and proofs with the right arguments.

Suppose now the consumer created Sum-list-theory with the generic speci-

fication of the sum-list function and correctness condition, and the producer up-

dated it with the generic definitions and proofs for sum-list and sum-list-compute.
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The consumer can now extract various different sum-list functions by instantiating

the same generic definitions and proofs in Sum-list-theory. Here we demonstrate

this capability with three example instantiations.

6.1.6.1 Addition of naturals in a list via generic sum-list

This example shows the construction of a sum-list function that does addition

of natural numbers with Plus and zero as the Monoid operations.

(define (Monoid-ops op)

(match op

(’Plus Plus )

(’Zero zero )))

(define sum-list@-axioms

(map (function (name)

(get-property name Monoid-ops Sum-list-theory))

[’sum-list@-empty ’sum-list@-nonempty]))

The consumer enters sum-list@-axioms as a specification of the function to be

defined by the consumer. Athena’s map function is used as a higher-order function

that applies a given function to a list of elements and produces a list of results. In

this definition the list elements are the names of the properties to be matched in

Sum-list-theory. If we typed sum-list@-axioms into Athena, we would see the

following output:

List: [(= (sum-list@ Nil) zero )

(forall ?L ?y

(= (sum-list@ (Cons ?y ?L))

( Plus ?y (sum-list@ ?L))))]

This list contains two concrete properties involving zero and Plus. Assuming the

corresponding termination and consistency conditions have been proved, which we

do not show here, the consumer can assert these properties as axioms.

(assert sum-list@-axioms)

The consumer next constructs the specialized axioms for the helper function,
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(define sum-list-compute-axioms

(map (function (name)

(get-property name Monoid-ops Sum-list-theory))

[’sum-list-compute-empty ’sum-list-compute-nonempty]))

and applies the termination and consistency checks. Again, we do not show these

checks here but they are successful, and it is safe to assert the sum-list-compute-

axioms:

List: [(forall ?x

(= (sum-list-compute Nil ?x) ?x))

(forall ?L ?x ?y

(= (sum-list-compute (Cons ?y ?L) ?x)

(sum-list-compute ?L ( Plus ?x ?y))))]

(assert sum-list-compute-axioms)

We can now instantiate the proof of sum-list-compute-relation:

(!property ’sum-list-compute-relation Monoid-ops Sum-list-theory)

which produces

Theorem: (forall ?L ?x

(= (sum-list@ (Cons ?x ?L))

(sum-list-compute ?L ?x)))

The consumer is done with the helper function and defines sum-list-axioms as

follows:

(define sum-list-axioms

(map (function (name)

(get-property name Monoid-ops Sum-list-theory))

[’sum-list-empty ’sum-list-nonempty]))

which stores the following list of properties:

List: [(= (sum-list Nil) zero)

(forall ?L ?x (= (sum-list (Cons ?x ?L))

(sum-list-compute ?L ?x)))]
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Once again, sum-list-axioms cannot be asserted unless the termination and con-

sistency checks succeed, but those checks are omitted here.

(assert sum-list-axioms)

Finally, we can instantiate the proof of sum-list-correctness.

(!property ’sum-list-correctness

Monoid-ops Sum-list-theory)

whose output is the correctness theorem for the sum-list function that computes

addition of natural numbers with Plus and zero.

Theorem: (forall ?L

(= (sum-list ?L)

(sum-list@ ?L)))

In the last step CodeGen is applied to sum-list-compute-axioms and sum-list-

axioms, producing the following Oz code:

fun {SumListCompute L X}

case [L X]

of [nil X] then X

[] [Y|L X] then {SumListCompute L (X + Y)}

end

fun {SumList L}

case L

of nil then 0

[] X|L then {SumListCompute L X}

end

end

6.1.6.2 Multiplication of naturals in a list via generic sum-list

Our second example shows how the consumer constructs the sum-list func-

tion that computes the product of natural numbers with Times and one as monoid

operations.
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(define (Monoid-ops op)

(match op

(’Plus Times)

(’Zero one)))

(define sum-list@-axioms

(map (function (name)

(get-property name Monoid-ops Sum-list-theory))

[’sum-list@-empty ’sum-list@-nonempty]))

(assert sum-list@-axioms)

In this case, sum-list@-axioms specifies axioms for computing the product of list

elements as follows:

List: [(= (sum-list@ Nil) one )

(forall ?L ?y

(= (sum-list@ (Cons ?y ?L))

( Times ?y (sum-list@ ?L))))]

This list contains two concrete properties where one and Times are used as operators.

The consumer asserts these properties as axioms and defines the helper function.

(define sum-list-compute-axioms

(map (function (name)

(get-property name Monoid-ops Sum-list-theory))

[’sum-list-compute-empty ’sum-list-compute-nonempty]))

where sum-list-compute-axioms contains the following two axioms:

(forall ?x

(= (sum-list-compute Nil ?x) ?x))

(forall ?L ?x ?y

(= (sum-list-compute (Cons ?y ?L) ?x)

(sum-list-compute ?L ( Times ?x ?y))))

After the termination and consistency checks, the consumer asserts the axioms defin-

ing the helper function and instantiates the generic proof as follows:
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(assert sum-list-compute-axioms)

(!property ’sum-list-compute-relation

Monoid-ops Sum-list-theory)

The correctness proof is instantiated in the same way for the multiplication of list

elements after the termination and consistency checks are done for the axioms re-

turned by the following definition:

(define sum-list-axioms

(map (function (name)

(get-property name Monoid-ops Sum-list-theory))

[’sum-list-empty ’sum-list-nonempty]))

which is a list that contains two properties:

List: [(= (sum-list Nil) one)

(forall ?L ?x (= (sum-list (Cons ?x ?L))

(sum-list-compute ?L ?x)))]

We assert them and instantiate the correctness proof as follows:

(assert sum-list-axioms)

(!property ’sum-list-correctness Monoid-ops Sum-list-theory)

Here is the Oz code that CodeGen then produces from these axioms.

fun {SumListCompute L X}

case [L X]

of [nil X] then X

[] [Y|L X] then {SumListCompute L {Times X Y}}

end

fun {SumList L}

case L

of nil then 1

[] X|L then {SumListCompute L X}

end

end
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6.1.6.3 Joining list elements via generic sum-list

Our last example of instantiation shows the construction of a sum-list function

that joins list elements (which are required to be lists) with Append and nil as the

monoid operations.

The consumer starts with defining the following Monoid-ops function.

(define (Monoid-ops op)

(match op

(’Plus Append)

(’Zero Nil)))

All the other steps, commands and functions being used in this example are identical

with the ones we used for the previous two examples. Therefore, we will only list

the result of executions without explaining the details.

(define sum-list@-axioms

(map (function (name)

(get-property name Monoid-ops Sum-list-theory))

[’sum-list@-empty ’sum-list@-nonempty]))

produces

(= (sum-list@ Nil) Nil )

(forall ?L ?y

(= (sum-list@ (Cons ?y ?L))

( Append ?y (sum-list@ ?L))))

Asserting them and defining the helper function:

(assert sum-list@-axioms)

(define sum-list-compute-axioms

(map (function (name)

(get-property name Monoid-ops Sum-list-theory))

[’sum-list-compute-empty ’sum-list-compute-nonempty]))

yields
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List: [(forall ?x

(= (sum-list-compute Nil ?x) ?x))

(forall ?L ?x ?y

(= (sum-list-compute (Cons ?y ?L) ?x)

(sum-list-compute ?L ( Append ?x ?y))))]

The consumer asserts them after the termination and consistency checks are done:

(assert sum-list-compute-axioms)

We again instantiate the proof of sum-list-compute-relation.

(!property-test ’sum-list-compute-relation

Monoid-ops Sum-list-theory)

The consumer defines sum-list-axioms, checks their termination and consistency

successfully, asserts them, and proves the required correctness condition.

(define sum-list-axioms

(map (function (name)

(get-property name Monoid-ops Sum-list-theory))

[’sum-list-empty ’sum-list-nonempty]))

(assert sum-list-axioms)

(!property ’sum-list-correctness Monoid-ops Sum-list-theory)

Finally, having successfully completed these steps, the consumer uses CodeGen to

generate the following two functions:
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fun {SumListCompute L X}

case [L X]

of [nil X] then X

[] [Y|L X] then {SumListCompute L {Append X Y}}

end

fun {SumList L}

case L

of nil then nil

[] X|L then {SumListCompute L X}

end

end

As can be seen from these three examples, the consumer did not need to send

separate specifications to the producer in each case. Similarly, the producer did

not have to provide separate axioms and proofs for each example. Transmission of

generic definitions and proofs are done only once. This is especially critical if the

definitions and proofs of complex applications are required to be transmitted.

6.1.7 Termination and consistency of generic sum-list

As in the nongeneric sum-list example, consistency and termination are re-

quired to be proved for both sum-list-compute and sum-list. After loading TC-

Gen a function called termination-axiom function can be used with a list of ax-

ioms to produce the corresponding termination axioms. Similarly, assuming that

CCGen is loaded, a consistency-condition function is used in order to generate

the additional consistency condition for a given list of axioms.

6.1.7.1 Proofs for sum-list-compute

• Termination of sum-list-compute:

The producer starts with declaring sum-list-compute t to express whether

sum-list-compute terminates or not:
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(declare sum-list-compute_t

((T) ->

((List-Of T) T)

Boolean))

As in defining generic specifications, the termination condition is defined with

a generic property function.

(define (sum-list-compute-termination name ops)

(match name

(’sum-list-compute-termination

(forall ?L ?x (sum-list-compute_t ?L ?x)))))

In the next step, the producer proves sum-list-compute-termination gener-

ically as follows:

(define (sum-list-compute-termination-proof name ops)

(dlet ((Plus (ops ’Plus))

(tprop

(method (name)

(!claim (termination-axiom

(get-property name ops Sum-list-theory)

ops))))

(theorem

(sum-list-compute-termination name ops)))

(by-induction

theorem

(Nil

(!tprop ’sum-list-compute-empty))

((Cons y L)

(dlet ((induction-hypothesis

(forall ?x

(sum-list-compute_t L ?x))))

(pick-any x

(!mp (!uspec* (!tprop ’sum-list-compute-nonempty) [L x y])

(!uspec induction-hypothesis (Plus x y)))))))))
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In the declarations section of this proof, we show how to use termination-axiom

to produce a termination axiom. Since the generic definitions and proofs are in

Sum-list-theory, this specific theory is used for property search. The termi-

nation condition to be proved, in this case, is theorem, which is computed by

the sum-list-compute-termination function. In addition, the Plus opera-

tor in this example is generic. A concrete operator can be either Plus, Times,

Append, or any other binary monoid operator to be decided in an instantia-

tion. Everything else in the body of the generic proof is almost identical to

the nongeneric one.

In the last step, we add the termination condition and its proof to the Sum-list-

theory for future property searches and instantiations.

(evolve Sum-list-theory [sum-list-compute-termination

sum-list-compute-termination-proof])

• Consistency of sum-list-compute:

In computing the consistency condition of sum-list-compute, the producer

passes both sum-list-compute-empty and sum-list-compute-nonempty to

the consistency-condition function. The generic CC is defined as follows:

(define (sum-list-compute-consistency name ops)

(match name

(’sum-list-compute-consistency

(consistency-condition

(map (function (name)

(get-property name ops Sum-list-theory))

[’sum-list-compute-empty

’sum-list-compute-nonempty])))))

The producer next defines the following generic proof procedure in which

theorem is the additional consistency condition to be proved and the external

resolution prover Spass is invoked via the prove-from method to prove it.
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(define (sum-list-compute-consistency-proof name ops)

(dlet ((theorem (sum-list-compute-consistency name ops)))

(!prove-from theorem (datatype-axioms "List-Of"))))

After completing the proof, the producer updates the Sum-list-theory with

the proof of consistency condition for future use.

(evolve Sum-list-theory [sum-list-compute-consistency

sum-list-compute-consistency-proof])

6.1.7.2 Proofs of sum-list

We showed that the generic sum-list-compute axioms do not produce any

inconsistencies and the function to be extracted from them will terminate. We now

do the same for the generic sum-list axioms.

• Termination of sum-list: The producer first declares sum-list t.

(declare sum-list_t ((T) ->

((List-Of T))

Boolean))

and the termination condition is defined in a generic property function:

(define (sum-list-termination name ops)

(match name

(’sum-list-termination

(forall ?L (sum-list_t ?L)))))

To prove this, we need to use the termination axioms produced for sum-list-

axioms. In addition, the termination proof of sum-list-compute which is

executed at the end of this proof has to be provided by the time the proof is

instantiated.
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(define (sum-list-termination-proof name ops)

(dlet ((tprop

(method (name)

(!claim (termination-axiom

(get-property name ops Sum-list-theory)

ops))))

(prop

(method (name)

(!property name ops Sum-list-theory)))

(theorem

(sum-list-termination name ops)))

(by-induction

theorem

(Nil

(!tprop ’sum-list-empty))

((Cons y L)

(!mp (!uspec* (!tprop ’sum-list-nonempty) [L y])

(!uspec* (!prop ’sum-list-compute-termination)

[L y]))))))

Sum-list-theory can now be updated with sum-list-termination and its

generic proof.

(evolve Sum-list-theory [sum-list-termination

sum-list-termination-proof])

• Consistency of sum-list:

The producer defines another generic property function for the consistency

condition of sum-list axioms, proves it, and adds it to the Sum-list-theory.

(define (sum-list-consistency name ops)

(match name

(’sum-list-consistency

(consistency-condition

(map (function (name)
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(get-property name ops Sum-list-theory))

[’sum-list-empty

’sum-list-nonempty])))))

(define (sum-list-consistency-proof name ops)

(dlet ((theorem (sum-list-consistency name ops)))

(!prove-from theorem (datatype-axioms "List-Of"))))

(evolve Sum-list-theory [sum-list-consistency

sum-list-consistency-proof])

6.2 Case study: CCT steps for a generic memory-updating

function

The reverse-range example has already been presented in its nongeneric

form in Chapter 5. In this section, we present how we carry out the CCT protocol

for a generic version of reverse-range.

• Step 1: Defining Requirements (Code Consumer)

The code consumer determines a correctness condition for generic reverse-range

and defines it with the following function:

(define (reverse-range-property name ops)

(let ((valid (ops ’valid))

(reverse-range (ops ’reverse-range))

(reverse (ops ’reverse))

(access-range (ops ’access-range)))

(match name

(’reverse-range-property

(forall

?i ?j

(if (valid (range ?i ?j))

(forall ?M

(= (access-range (reverse-range ?M (range ?i ?j))
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(range ?i ?j))

(reverse

(access-range ?M (range ?i ?j)))))))))))

A concrete correctness condition is produced with proper instantiation of

reverse-range-property, which serves as the specification of the generic

reverse-range function to be expected from the producer.

• Step 2: Defining generic reverse-range (Code Producer)

After receiving the specification and the correctness condition from the con-

sumer, the code producer defines the generic property function reverse-

range-definition:

(define (reverse-range-definition name ops)

(let ((* (ops ’*))

(++ (ops ’++))

(-- (ops ’--))

(reverse-range (ops ’reverse-range))

(swap (ops ’swap)))

(match name

(’reverse-empty-range-axiom

(forall ?i ?M

(= (reverse-range ?M (range ?i ?i))

?M)))

(’reverse-nonempty-range-axiom1

(forall ?i ?j ?M

(if (and (not (= ?i ?j))

(= (++ ?i) ?j))

(= (reverse-range ?M (range ?i ?j))

?M))))

(’reverse-nonempty-range-axiom2

(forall ?i ?j ?M

(if (and (valid (range ?i ?j))

(and (not (= ?i ?j))
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(not (= (++ ?i) ?j))))

(= (reverse-range ?M (range ?i ?j))

(reverse-range (swap ?M (* ?i) (* (-- ?j)))

(range (++ ?i) (-- ?j))))))))))

• Step 3: Proving Termination (Code Producer)

The code producer states and proves the generic termination condition:

(define (reverse-range-termination name ops)

(let ((reverse-range (ops ’reverse-range))

(reverse-range_t (ops reverse-range))

(valid (ops ’valid)))

(match name

(’reverse-range-termination

(forall ?i ?j

(if (valid (range ?i ?j))

(forall ?M

(reverse-range_t ?M (range ?i ?j)))))))))

This function produces a conditional termination condition. The reverse-

range function must terminate if the iterator pair of ?i and ?j comprise a

valid range.

• Step 4: Proving the Additional Consistency Condition (Code Producer)

The producer first implements the following function, reverse-range-

consistency, in order to define the generic consistency condition with the

help of CCGen.
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(define (reverse-range-consistency name ops)

(match name

(’reverse-range-consistency

(consistency-condition

(map (function (name)

(get-property name ops Memory-range-theory))

[’reverse-empty-range-axiom

’reverse-nonempty-range-axiom1

’reverse-nonempty-range-axiom2])))))

In the next step, the generic proof is constructed as follows:

(define (reverse-range-consistency-proof name ops)

(dlet ((theorem (reverse-range-consistency name ops))

(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Memory-range-theory))))

(!prove-from theorem

(join (datatype-axioms "List-Of")

[(!prop ’access-nonempty-range-axiom)

(!prop ’access-empty-range-axiom)]))))

and we add the theorem with its proof to the related theory, which is Memory-

range-theory.

(evolve Memory-range-theory [reverse-range-consistency

reverse-range-consistency-proof])

Memory-range-theory combines the theory of iterators, valid ranges, and

memory. In addition, we have defined some memory-range operators with

the following axioms, from which we also proved many other properties that

will not be listed here.

(define (Memory-range name ops)

(let ((* (ops ’*))

(++ (ops ’++))

(access (ops ’access))
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(assign (ops ’assign))

(access-range (ops ’access-range))

(assign-range (ops ’assign-range)))

(match name

(’access-empty-range-axiom

(forall ?M ?i

(= (access-range ?M (range ?i ?i))

Nil)))

(’access-nonempty-range-axiom

(forall ?M ?i ?j

(if (not (= ?i ?j))

(= (access-range ?M (range ?i ?j))

(Cons (access ?M (* ?i))

(access-range ?M (range (++ ?i) ?j))

)))))

(’assign-empty-range-axiom

(forall ?M ?i

(= (assign-range ?M ?i Nil)

?M)))

(’assign-nonempty-range-axiom

(forall ?M ?i ?L ?x

(= (assign-range ?M ?i (Cons ?x ?L))

(assign-range (assign ?M (* ?i) ?x) (++ ?i) ?L)

))))))

(define Memory-range-theory

(refine [Memory-theory Range-theory] [Memory-range Axiom]))

Since both the termination and the consistency conditions are proved, the

axioms defining generic reverse-range can be asserted and used in the proof

of the correctness condition.

• Step 5: Proving Correctness of Generic reverse-range (Code Producer)

The proof of correctness condition—reverse-range-property, which was
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given at Step 1—requires the following lemma.

(define (reverse-range-has-no-effect-outside name ops)

(let ((valid (ops ’valid))

(in (ops ’in))

(reverse-range (ops ’reverse-range))

(* (ops ’*))

(access (ops ’access)))

(match name

(’reverse-range-has-no-effect-outside

(forall ?i ?j

(if (valid (range ?i ?j))

(forall

?k ?M

(if (not (in ?k (range ?i ?j)))

(= (access (reverse-range

?M (range ?i ?j))

(* ?k))

(access ?M (* ?k)))))))))))

The proofs of the lemma and correctness condition are generic versions of the

proofs discussed in Section 5.3 using our range2-induction method. These

generic theorems and proofs are added to Memory-range-theory.

• Step 6: Termination Checking (Code Consumer)

The code consumer should first declare the reverse-range operator.

(declare reverse-range ((T) ->

(Memory (Range (Iterator T)))

Memory))

Operator mapping is done with the following function.

(define rev-ops

(function (op)

(match op
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(’access Access)

(’assign Assign)

(’swap Swap)

(’access-range Access-range)

(’assign-range Assign-range)

(’++ ++)

(’-- --)

(’* *)

(’I+ I+)

(’I- I-)

(’I-I I-I)

(’in in)

(’* *)

(’reverse-range reverse-range)

(’reverse reverse)

(’append append)

(’valid valid))))

The consumer constructs reverse-range-axioms by instantiating the generic

axioms that define reverse-range.

(define reverse-range-axioms

(map (function (name)

(get-property name rev-ops

Memory-range-theory))

[’reverse-empty-range-axiom

’reverse-nonempty-range-axiom1

’reverse-nonempty-range-axiom2]))

The reverse-range t symbol has been used to express the termination of

reverse-range. It has to be declared by the consumer so that the termination

proof can be checked.

(declare reverse-range_t ((T) ->

(Memory (Range (Iterator T)))

Boolean))
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The termination axioms for reverse-range are generated with TCGen and

asserted into the assumption base.

(define reverse-range-termination-axioms

(map (function (axiom)

(termination-axiom axiom

reverse-range_t-opmap))

reverse-range-axioms))

(assert reverse-range-termination-axioms)

The consumer enters the following command to instantiate the termination

proof of reverse-range.

(!property ’reverse-range-termination

(join-maps rev-ops reverse-range_t-opmap)

Memory-range-theory)

• Step 7: Additional Consistency Checking (Code Consumer)

The proof of the additional consistency condition of reverse-range is checked

as follows:

(!(conclude

(consistency-condition reverse-range-axioms))

(!property ’reverse-range-consistency

rev-ops Memory-range-theory))

• Step 8: Checking Correctness (Code Consumer)

The termination and consistency checks having succeeded, the consumer can

assert the axioms defining reverse-range function and check the proof of the

correctness condition.

(assert reverse-range-axioms)

(!property ’reverse-range-property rev-ops Memory-range-theory)
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Note that during this proof, the proof of the lemma reverse-range-has-no-

effect-outside will be retrieved and executed also, so success in proving it

is required for success in completing the proof of reverse-range-property.

• Step 9: Code Extraction (Code Consumer)

CodeGen extracts the following function from the axioms defining reverse-

range.

fun {ReverseRange M R }

case R

of range(I I) then M

[] range(I J) then

if {Not (I == J)} then

if ({‘++‘ I} == J) then M

else {ReverseRange {Swap M {‘*‘ I} {‘*‘ {‘--‘ J}}}

range({‘++‘ I} {‘--‘ J})} end

end

end

end



CHAPTER 7

A Larger Example of the CCT Approach

Although the CCT examples presented in this thesis are very small in terms of the

size of the code produced, the examples that are based on STL components have a

much larger significance because of their nature as generic library components. Their

parameterization over different sequence representations (through iterator ranges)

and other interface design characteristics borrowed from the STL make them highly

versatile building blocks for composition into larger, more complex components. In

this section we demonstrate this point with an example that takes three generic

functions that have been subjected to the CCT approach and composes them into a

new and useful function. Though still of only very modest size and complexity, this

new component, called PartialPartition, performs a function that could be useful

in a real-time operating system. Its arguments are a memory M , a range [i, j), and

a predicate P . It updates the memory so that the first group of elements of the

range that satisfy P occur at the beginning of the range, followed by the rest of

the original range except for those moved to the beginning. In an operating system

the range could be a task queue and the predicate could be “has priority higher

than 10,” for example.13 By repeated use of this PartialPartition operation,

one could achieve a complete partitioning of the range, resulting in all elements

satisfying P coming first, followed by all elements not satisfying P . While there are

more efficient algorithms for complete partitioning, doing it incrementally might be

advantageous in some situations; e.g., in a real-time operating system so that high

priority tasks could be serviced between successive calls of PartialPartition (such

as those moved to the beginning of the task queue).

This function can be programmed in Oz as follows:

13 For an analogous situation in a real world scenario think of people waiting in line (the range)
at an airline ticket counter, and a plane for Detroit is about to close boarding, so the ticket agent
wants to process Detroit passengers first. The agent begins by moving the first group of Detroit
passengers in the line (the predicate is “is going to Detroit”) to the head of the line.

99
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fun {PartialPartition M range(I J) P}

if I == J then M

else local K1 = {FindIf M range(I J) P} in

if K1 == J then M

else K2 = {FindIf M range(K1 J) {Negate P}} in

{Rotate M range(I K2) K1}

end

end

end

end

It uses two functions: Rotate, which swaps the contents of two subranges on either

side of an iterator pointing within the range; and FindIf, which finds the first posi-

tion within a range satisfying a given predicate. The two calls of FindIf determine

iterators K1 and K2 delimiting the subrange that is brought to the beginning of the

range from I to J by the Rotate call.

The CCT development of these two functions is presented in Sections 7.1 and

7.2. A third CCT-developed function that we have already seen, ReverseRange,

is also involved since Rotate is programmed in terms of (in fact, three calls of)

ReverseRange.

Even though PartialPartition as presented here is hand-coded in Oz and

has itself not (as yet) been developed via CCT, it would be useful to have the

components that a more complex function like PartialPartition is composed of

be securely delivered by the producer even when the composed function is itself

not done that way. For example, a more efficient version of FindIf in which loop

unrolling is done might be delivered and, if accepted according to the CCT protocol,

installed in place of the original version, thereby speeding up PartialPartition and

any other functions that use FindIf.

7.1 A generic rotate function

The rotate function specified, correctly implemented, and tested in this sec-

tion is very similar to the STL’s rotate function. It takes three parameters: a

memory, a range, and an iterator pointing to a location in the range. It returns an
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updated memory in which the subranges on either side of the iterator are swapped.

In this chapter, rather than stepping through the CCT protocol as before,

we divide the presentation according to contents of specification, implementation,

and unit test files. The relation to the CCT protocol is that the consumer could

construct and send the specification file to the producer, who responds with the

implementation file, upon which the consumer loads the unit test file. The latter

file in turn loads the implementation file and puts it through tests to check that

all of the required proofs go through. Note that if any of these proof tests fails,

the error condition that results causes processing of the file to cease, so that one

would not get to the code generation step at the end of the unit test file. Thus, this

division into files provides a fairly realistic simulation of the CCT protocol.

7.1.1 Specification file: rotate-specification.ath

# Correctness property of rotate, a memory-updating function based

# on the STL rotate function, defined on a valid range.

(load-file "memory.ath")

(load-file "iterator.ath")

(load-file "range.ath")

(load-file "memory-range.ath")

(load-file "reverse-range.ath")

(load-file "consistency.ath")

(load-file "termination-axiom.ath")

# Correctness condition: accessing the range [i, j) in the updated

# memory is the same as appending the results of accessing the ranges

# [k, j) and [i, k) in the original memory.

(define (rotate-property name ops)

(let ((valid (ops ’valid))

(rotate (ops ’rotate))

(access-range (ops ’access-range))

(append (ops ’append)))
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(match name

(’rotate-property

(forall ?M ?i ?j ?k

(if (and (valid (range ?i ?k))

(valid (range ?k ?j)))

(= (access-range (rotate ?M (range ?i ?j) ?k)

(range ?i ?j))

(append (access-range ?M (range ?k ?j))

(access-range ?M (range ?i ?k))))))))))

7.1.2 Implementation file: rotate-implementation.ath

# Implementation of rotate, satisfying the specification

# given in rotate-specification.ath.

(load-file "rotate-specification.ath")

###################################################################

# This is the well-known "three reverses" implementation.

(define (rotate-definition name ops)

(let ((rotate (ops ’rotate))

(reverse-range (ops ’reverse-range)))

(match name

(’rotate-axiom

(forall ?M ?i ?j ?k

(= (rotate ?M (range ?i ?j) ?k)

(reverse-range

(reverse-range

(reverse-range ?M (range ?i ?k))

(range ?k ?j))

(range ?i ?j))))))))

(evolve Memory-range-theory [rotate-definition Axiom])
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###################################################################

# For consistency:

(define (rotate-consistency name ops)

(let ((rotate (ops ’rotate))

(reverse-range (ops ’reverse-range)))

(match name

(’rotate-consistency

(consistency-condition

[(get-property ’rotate-axiom ops Memory-range-theory)])))))

(define (rotate-consistency-proof name ops)

(dlet ((rotate (ops ’rotate))

(reverse-range (ops ’reverse-range))

(theorem (rotate-consistency name ops)))

(pick-any

M k r i j

(dlet ((term

(reverse-range

(reverse-range

(reverse-range M (range i k))

(range k j))

(range i j))))

(dseq

(assume (= r (range i j))

(!equality term term))

(!egen (exists ?result

(if (= r (range i j))

(= ?result term)))

term))))))

(evolve Memory-range-theory [rotate-consistency
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rotate-consistency-proof])

###################################################################

# For termination:

(define rotate_t-opdefs (cell []))

(define (rotate_t-opmap op)

(find op (ref rotate_t-opdefs)))

(define (rotate-termination name ops)

(let ((rotate (ops ’rotate))

(rotate_t (ops rotate))

(valid (ops ’valid)))

(match name

(’rotate-termination

(forall ?M ?i ?j ?k

(if (and (valid (range ?i ?j))

(and (valid (range ?i ?k))

(valid (range ?k ?j))))

(rotate_t ?M (range ?i ?j) ?k)))))))

(define (rotate-termination-proof name ops)

(dlet ((rotate (ops ’rotate))

(rotate_t (ops rotate))

(reverse-range (ops ’reverse-range))

(reverse-range_t (ops reverse-range))

(tprop

(method (name)

(!claim (termination-axiom

(get-property name ops Memory-range-theory)

ops))))

(theorem

(rotate-termination name ops)))
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(!(conclude theorem)

(dlet ((reverse-range-termination

(forall ?i ?j

(if (valid (range ?i ?j))

(forall ?M

(reverse-range_t ?M (range ?i ?j)))))))

(pick-any

M i j k

(assume-let (assumptions

(and (valid (range i j))

(and (valid (range i k))

(valid (range k j)))))

(dseq

(!left-and assumptions)

(!left-and (!right-and assumptions))

(!right-and (!right-and assumptions))

(!mp (!uspec* (!tprop ’rotate-axiom) [M i j k])

(!both

(!uspec (!mp (!uspec* reverse-range-termination

[i j])

(valid (range i j)))

(reverse-range

(reverse-range M (range i k))

(range k j)))

(!both (!uspec

(!mp (!uspec* reverse-range-termination

[k j])

(valid (range k j)))

(reverse-range M (range i k)))

(!uspec

(!mp (!uspec* reverse-range-termination

[i k])

(valid (range i k)))
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M)))))))))))

(evolve Memory-range-theory [rotate-termination

rotate-termination-proof])

#################################################################

# Proof of the correctness condition:

(define (rotate-property-proof name ops)

(dlet ((valid (ops ’valid))

(rotate (ops ’rotate))

(access-range (ops ’access-range))

(append (ops ’append))

(reverse (ops ’reverse))

(left (cell true))

(right (cell true))

(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Memory-range-theory)))

(theorem (rotate-property name ops)))

(!(conclude theorem)

(pick-any M i j k

(assume-let (assumptions (and (valid (range i k))

(valid (range k j))))

(dseq

(!left-and assumptions)

(!right-and assumptions)

(!both (valid (range k j))

(valid (range i k)))

(!(conclude (valid (range i j)))

(!instance (!prop ’Valid-Range-Transitive-property)

[i k j]))

(!setup left (access-range (rotate M (range i j) k)

(range i j)))
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(!setup right (append (access-range M (range k j))

(access-range M (range i k))))

(dlet ((M1 (reverse-range M (range i k)))

(M2 (reverse-range M1 (range k j))))

(dseq

(!reduce left (access-range

(reverse-range M2 (range i j))

(range i j))

(!prop ’rotate-axiom))

(!reduce left (reverse

(access-range M2 (range i j)))

(!instance (!prop ’reverse-range-property)

[i j]))

(!reduce left (reverse

(append (access-range M2 (range i k))

(access-range M2 (range k j))))

(!instance

(!instance

(!prop ’combined-memory-range-property)

[i j])

[M2 k]))

(!reduce left

(reverse

(append (access-range M1 (range i k))

(access-range M2 (range k j))))

(!prop

’reverse-range-has-no-effect-outside3))

(!reduce left

(reverse

(append

(reverse (access-range M (range i k)))

(access-range M2 (range k j))))

(!instance (!prop ’reverse-range-property)
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[i k]))

(!reduce left

(reverse

(append

(reverse (access-range M (range i k)))

(reverse (access-range M1 (range k j)))))

(!instance (!prop ’reverse-range-property)

[k j]))

(!reduce left

(append

(reverse

(reverse (access-range M1 (range k j))))

(reverse

(reverse (access-range M (range i k)))))

reverse-append-property)

(!reduce left

(append

(access-range M1 (range k j))

(reverse

(reverse (access-range M (range i k)))))

reverse-reverse-property)

(!reduce left

(append (access-range M1 (range k j))

(access-range M (range i k)))

reverse-reverse-property)

(!(conclude (= (access-range M1 (range k j))

(access-range M (range k j))))

(!instance

(!prop ’reverse-range-has-no-effect-outside2)

[k j M i]))

(!reduce left (append (access-range M (range k j))

(access-range M (range i k)))

(= (access-range M1 (range k j))
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(access-range M (range k j))))))))))))

(evolve Memory-range-theory [rotate-property rotate-property-proof])

7.1.3 Unit test file: rotate-implementation unittest.ath

### Test rotate-implementation.ath.

(load-file "test-memory.ath")

(load-file "test-iterator.ath")

(load-file "test-range.ath")

(load-file "test-memory-range.ath")

(load-file "test-reverse-range.ath")

(load-file "extractor2.ath")

(load-file "rotate-implementation.ath")

(declare rotate ((T) ->

(Memory (Range (Iterator T)) (Iterator T))

Memory))

(define (rotate-ops op)

(match op

(’rotate rotate)

(_ (rev-ops op))))

(define rotate-axioms

[(get-property ’rotate-axiom rotate-ops Memory-range-theory)])

#############################################################

# Consistency:

(!(conclude

(consistency-condition rotate-axioms))

(!property ’rotate-consistency rotate-ops Memory-range-theory))
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#############################################################

# Termination:

(declare rotate_t ((T) ->

(Memory (Range (Iterator T)) (Iterator T))

Boolean))

(declare reverse-range_t ((T) ->

(Memory (Range (Iterator T)))

Boolean))

(enter rotate_t-opdefs [reverse-range reverse-range_t])

(enter rotate_t-opdefs [rotate rotate_t])

(enter rotate_t-opdefs [range range])

(define rotate-termination-axioms

[(termination-axiom

(get-property ’rotate-axiom rotate-ops Memory-range-theory)

rotate_t-opmap)])

(assert rotate-termination-axioms)

(!property ’rotate-termination

(join-maps rotate-ops rotate_t-opmap)

Memory-range-theory)

###############################################################

# Consistency and termination proved, so assert the axioms

# and test the proof of the correctness property:

(assert rotate-axioms)
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(!property ’rotate-property rotate-ops Memory-range-theory)

###########################################################

# Correctness property proved, so proceed with code generation:

(define clause

(make-clause rotate-ops Memory-range-theory))

(enter sym-map ["rotate" "Rotate"])

(extract rotate [?M ?r ?k]

[(!clause ’rotate-axiom [?M ?i ?j ?k])]

true

"rotate.oz")

7.1.4 Generated Oz code: rotate.oz

declare

fun {Rotate M R K}

case R

of range(I J) then {ReverseRange

{ReverseRange

{ReverseRange M

range(I K)}

range(K J)}

range(I J)}

end

end

declare

fun {Rotate M R K }

case R

of range(I J ) then {ReverseRange {ReverseRange {ReverseRange M range(I K ) } range(K J ) } range(I J ) }
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end

end

7.1.5 Unit test file for generated code: rotate unittest.oz

declare

\insert ’basis.oz’

\insert ’testing.oz’

\insert ’reverse-range.oz’

\insert ’rotate.oz’

N = 10

M = {Array.new 0 N-1 0}

proc {Initialize}

for I in 0..N-1 do {Array.put M I 5*I} end

end

fun {RunRotate M I J K}

{Show {Rotate M range(I J) K}}

{AccessRange M range(I J)}

end

% Show what we’re initializing the array to.

{Initialize}

{Testing "{AccessRange M range(0 N)}"}

{Check

{AccessRange M range(0 N)}

expecting([0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45])}

% Rotate (left) by 3 elements.

{Testing "{RunRotate M 0 N 3}"}
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{Check {RunRotate M 0 N 3}

expecting([15 20 25 30 35 40 45 0 5 10])}

% Rotate (left) by 1 element.

{Testing "{RunRotate M 0 N 1}"}

{Check {RunRotate M 0 N 1}

expecting([20 25 30 35 40 45 0 5 10 15])}

% Rotate by 0 elements - M shouldn’t change.

{Testing "{RunRotate M 0 N 0}"}

{Check {RunRotate M 0 N 0}

expecting([20 25 30 35 40 45 0 5 10 15])}

% Rotate by N elements - M shouldn’t change.

{Testing "{RunRotate M 0 N N}"}

{Check {RunRotate M 0 N N}

expecting([20 25 30 35 40 45 0 5 10 15])}

% Restore M to original contents.

{Testing "{RunRotate M 0 N (N-1)-3}"}

{Check {RunRotate M 0 N (N-1)-3}

expecting([0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45])}

{ReportResults}

7.2 A generic find-if function

The find-if function specified, correctly implemented, and tested in this

section is very similar to the STL’s find-if function. It takes three parameters: a

memory, a range, and a predicate. It returns the first iterator in the given range

such that the value pointed to by the iterator satisfies the given predicate. If none

of the values in this range satisfies the predicate, the last iterator in the range is

returned.
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7.2.1 Specification file: find-if-specification.ath

# Correctness properties of find-if, a pure function based

# on the STL find_if function, defined on a valid range.

(load-file "iterator.ath")

(load-file "range.ath")

(load-file "memory-range.ath")

# Correctness conditions:

## 1. If k is returned, p isn’t true at any i in [i, k).

(define (find-if-property1 name ops)

(let ((valid (ops ’valid))

(find-if (ops ’find-if))

(in (ops ’in))

(apply (ops ’apply))

(access (ops ’access))

(* (ops ’*)))

(match name

(’find-if-property1

(forall ?i ?j

(if (valid (range ?i ?j))

(forall ?M ?p ?k

(if (= ?k (find-if ?M (range ?i ?j) ?p))

(not (exists ?u

(and (in ?u (range ?i ?k))

(apply ?p

(access ?M (* ?u)

)))))))))))))

## 2. If k is returned and k != j, p is true at k.

(define (find-if-property2 name ops)

(let ((valid (ops ’valid))

(find-if (ops ’find-if))
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(in (ops ’in))

(apply (ops ’apply))

(access (ops ’access))

(* (ops ’*)))

(match name

(’find-if-property2

(forall ?i ?j

(if (valid (range ?i ?j))

(forall ?M ?p ?k

(if (and

(= ?k (find-if

?M (range ?i ?j) ?p))

(not (= ?k ?j)))

(and (in ?k (range ?i ?j))

(apply ?p

(access ?M (* ?k)

)))))))))))

## 3. If there is a u in [i, j) for which p is true,

## j is not returned.

(define (find-if-property3 name ops)

(let ((valid (ops ’valid))

(find-if (ops ’find-if))

(in (ops ’in))

(apply (ops ’apply))

(access (ops ’access))

(* (ops ’*)))

(match name

(’find-if-property3

(forall ?i ?j

(if (valid (range ?i ?j))

(forall ?M ?p

(if (exists ?u
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(and (in ?u (range ?i ?j))

(apply ?p (access ?M (* ?u)))))

(not (= (find-if ?M (range ?i ?j) ?p)

?j))))))))))

7.2.2 Implementation file: find-if-implementation.ath

# Implementation of find-if, satisfying the specification

# given in find-if-specification.ath.

(load-file "find-if-specification.ath")

(define (find-if-definition name ops)

(let ((find-if (ops ’find-if))

(apply (ops ’apply))

(access (ops ’access)))

(match name

(’find-if-axiom1

(forall ?i ?j ?M ?p

(if (= ?i ?j)

(= (find-if ?M (range ?i ?j) ?p)

?i))))

(’find-if-axiom2

(forall ?i ?j ?M ?p

(if (and (valid (range ?i ?j))

(and (not (= ?i ?j))

(apply ?p (access ?M (* ?i)))))

(= (find-if ?M (range ?i ?j) ?p)

?i))))

(’find-if-axiom3

(forall ?i ?j ?M ?p

(if (and (valid (range ?i ?j))

(and (not (= ?i ?j))
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(not (apply ?p (access ?M (* ?i))))))

(= (find-if ?M (range ?i ?j) ?p)

(find-if ?M (range (++ ?i) ?j) ?p))))))))

(evolve Range-theory [find-if-definition Axiom])

##################################################################

# For consistency:

(define (find-if-consistency name ops)

(match name

(’find-if-consistency

(consistency-condition

(map (function (name)

(get-property name ops Range-theory))

[’find-if-axiom1 ’find-if-axiom2 ’find-if-axiom3])))))

(define (find-if-consistency-proof name ops)

(dlet ((theorem (find-if-consistency name ops)))

(!prove-from theorem [])))

(evolve Range-theory [find-if-consistency

find-if-consistency-proof])

##################################################################

# For termination:

(declare find-if_t ((T) ->

(Memory

(Range (Iterator T))

(Predicate T))

Boolean))
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(define find-if_t-opdefs (cell []))

(define (find-if_t-opmap op)

(find op (ref find-if_t-opdefs)))

(define (find-if-termination name ops)

(match name

(’find-if-termination

(let ((valid (ops ’valid)))

(forall ?i ?j ?M ?p

(if (valid (range ?i ?j))

(find-if_t ?M (range ?i ?j) ?p)))))))

(define (find-if-termination-induction-cases ops)

(dlet ((find-if (ops ’find-if))

(find-if_t (ops find-if))

(valid (ops ’valid))

(++ (ops ’++))

(* (ops ’*))

(access (ops ’access))

(apply (ops ’apply))

(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Memory-range-theory)))

(left (cell true))

(right (cell true))

(tprop

(method (name)

(!claim (termination-axiom

(get-property name ops Memory-range-theory)

ops))))

(P (function (i j)

(forall ?M ?p

(find-if_t ?M (range i j) ?p)))))

(!both
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(!(conclude (range-basis-case P ops))

(pick-any

i M p

(!mp (!uspec* (!tprop ’find-if-axiom1) [i i M p])

(!equality i i))))

(!(conclude (range-induction-step P ops))

(pick-any

i j

(assume-let (facts (and (not (= i j))

(and (valid (range i j))

(P (++ i) j))))

(!(conclude (P i j))

(pick-any

M p

(!cases

(assume (apply p (access M (* i)))

(dseq

(!both (!left-and (!right-and facts))

(!both (!left-and facts)

(apply p (access M (* i)))))

(!instance (!tprop ’find-if-axiom2)

[i j M p])))

(assume (not (apply p (access M (* i))))

(!mp (dseq

(!both (!left-and (!right-and facts))

(!both (!left-and facts)

(not (apply p

(access

M (* i))))))

(!instance (!tprop ’find-if-axiom3)

[i j M p]))

(!uspec* (!right-and (!right-and facts))

[M p]))))))))))))
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(define (find-if-termination-proof name ops)

(!range-induction

(!find-if-termination-induction-cases ops)

(symbol-definition

(add name (map ops [’find-if ’valid]))

Memory-range-symdefs)

ops))

(evolve Range-theory [find-if-termination

find-if-termination-proof])

##################################################################

# Proof of find-if-property1 by range-induction:

(define (find-if-property1-induction-cases ops)

(dlet ((++ (ops ’++))

(-- (ops ’--))

(* (ops ’*))

(I- (ops ’I-))

(I-I (ops ’I-I))

(find-if (ops ’find-if))

(apply (ops ’apply))

(access (ops ’access))

(valid (ops ’valid))

(P (function (a b)

(forall

?M ?p ?k

(if (= ?k (find-if ?M (range a b) ?p))

(not

(exists ?u

(and (in ?u (range a ?k))

(apply ?p (access ?M (* ?u))))))))))
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(left (cell true))

(right (cell true))

(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Memory-range-theory))))

(!both

(!(conclude (range-basis-case P ops))

(pick-any

i M p k

(assume-let

(assumption (= k (find-if M (range i i) p)))

(dseq

(!(conclude (= k i))

(dseq

(!mp (!uspec* (!prop ’find-if-axiom1) [i i M p])

(!equality i i))

(!substitute-equals (find-if M (range i i) p)

assumption i)))

(!by-contradiction

(assume-let (solution-found

(exists ?u

(and (in ?u (range i k))

(apply p (access M (* ?u))))))

(pick-witness u

solution-found

(dlet ((witnessed

(and (in u (range i k))

(apply p (access M (* u))))))

(!absurd

(!substitute-equals k (!left-and witnessed)

i)

(!instance (!prop ’not-in-empty-range)

[i u]))))))))))

(!(conclude (range-induction-step P ops))
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(pick-any

i j

(assume-let

(inductive

(and (not (= i j))

(and (valid (range i j))

(forall

?M ?p ?k

(if (= ?k

(find-if ?M (range (++ i) j)

?p))

(not

(exists ?u

(and (in ?u (range (++ i) ?k))

(apply ?p

(access ?M

(* ?u))))

)))))))

(pick-any

M p k

(assume-let (assumption

(= k (find-if M (range i j) p)))

(!by-contradiction

(assume-let

(solution-found

(exists ?u

(and (in ?u (range i k))

(apply p (access M (* ?u))))))

(pick-witness u

solution-found

(dlet ((witnessed

(and (in u (range i k))

(apply p (access M (* u))))))
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(!cases

(assume (apply p (access M (* i)))

(dseq

(!(conclude (= k i))

(dseq

(!setup left k)

(!reduce left

(find-if M (range i j) p)

assumption)

(!both (!left-and

(!right-and inductive))

(!both

(!left-and inductive)

(apply p

(access M (* i)))))

(!reduce left i

(!prop ’find-if-axiom2))))

(!absurd (!substitute-equals

k (!left-and witnessed) i)

(!instance

(!prop ’not-in-empty-range)

[i u]))))

(assume (not (apply p (access M (* i))))

(dseq

(!(conclude

(= k (find-if M (range (++ i) j)

p)))

(dseq

(!setup left k)

(!setup

right (find-if M (range (++ i) j)

p))

(!reduce left
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(find-if M (range i j) p)

assumption)

(!both

(!left-and

(!right-and inductive))

(!both

(!left-and inductive)

(not (apply p

(access M (* i))))))

(!reduce left

(find-if M (range (++ i) j)

p)

(!prop ’find-if-axiom3))))

(!absurd

(!(conclude

(exists ?u

(and (in ?u (range (++ i) k))

(apply p (access M

(* ?u))))))

(dseq

(!both

solution-found

(not (apply p

(access M (* i)))))

(!instance

(!prop ’true-in-smaller-range)

[i k M p])))

(!(conclude

(not (exists ?u

(and (in ?u

(range (++ i) k))

(apply p

(access M
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(* ?u)

))))))

(!instance

(!right-and

(!right-and inductive))

[M p k]))))))))))))))))))

(define (find-if-property1-proof name ops)

(!range-induction

(!find-if-property1-induction-cases ops)

(symbol-definition

(add name (map ops [’valid ’find-if ’in ’apply ’access ’*]))

Memory-range-symdefs)

ops))

(evolve Memory-range-theory [find-if-property1

find-if-property1-proof])

##################################################################

# Proof of find-if-property2 by range-induction:

(define (find-if-property2-induction-cases ops)

(dlet ((++ (ops ’++))

(-- (ops ’--))

(* (ops ’*))

(I- (ops ’I-))

(I-I (ops ’I-I))

(find-if (ops ’find-if))

(apply (ops ’apply))

(access (ops ’access))

(valid (ops ’valid))

(P (function (i j)

(forall
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?M ?p ?k

(if (and (= ?k (find-if ?M (range i j) ?p))

(not (= ?k j)))

(and (in ?k (range i j))

(apply ?p (access ?M (* ?k))))))))

(left (cell true))

(right (cell true))

(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Memory-range-theory))))

(!both

(!(conclude (range-basis-case P ops))

(pick-any

i M p k

(assume-let

(assumption

(and (= k (find-if M (range i i) p))

(not (= k i))))

(!by-contradiction

(assume (not (and (in k (range i i))

(apply p (access M (* k)))))

(!absurd (!(conclude (= k i))

(dseq

(!mp (!uspec*

(!prop ’find-if-axiom1)

[i i M p])

(!equality i i))

(!substitute-equals

(find-if M (range i i) p)

(!left-and assumption) i)))

(!right-and assumption)))))))

(!(conclude (range-induction-step P ops))

(pick-any

i j
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(assume-let

(inductive

(and (not (= i j))

(and (valid (range i j))

(P (++ i) j))))

(!(conclude (P i j))

(pick-any

M p k

(assume-let (assumption

(and (= k (find-if M (range i j) p))

(not (= k j))))

(!cases

(assume (apply p (access M (* i)))

(dseq

(!sym

(!(conclude (= k i))

(dseq

(!setup left k)

(!reduce left

(find-if M (range i j) p)

(!left-and assumption))

(!both (!left-and

(!right-and inductive))

(!both

(!left-and inductive)

(apply p (access M (* i)))))

(!reduce left i

(!prop ’find-if-axiom2)))))

(!both

(!(conclude (in k (range i j)))

(dseq

(!both (!left-and

(!right-and inductive))
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(!left-and inductive))

(!pos-substitute-equals

i (!instance

(!prop ’first-in-range-property)

[i j])

[1] k)))

(!(conclude (apply p (access M (* k))))

(!substitute-equals

i

(apply p (access M (* i))) k)))))

(assume (not (apply p (access M (* i))))

(dseq

(!both

(!(conclude

(= k (find-if M (range (++ i) j) p)))

(dseq

(!setup left k)

(!reduce left (find-if M (range i j) p)

(!left-and assumption))

(!both (!left-and

(!right-and inductive))

(!both (!left-and inductive)

(not

(apply p (access

M (* i))))))

(!reduce

left (find-if M (range (++ i) j) p)

(!prop ’find-if-axiom3))))

(!right-and assumption))

(dlet ((almost-done

(!(conclude

(and (in k (range (++ i) j))

(apply p
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(access M (* k)))))

(!instance

(!right-and

(!right-and inductive))

[M p k]))))

(!both

(!(conclude (in k (range i j)))

(!by-contradiction

(assume (not (in k (range i j)))

(dseq

(!both

(!left-and

(!right-and inductive))

(!both (!left-and inductive)

(not (in k (range i j)))))

(!absurd

(!left-and almost-done)

(!instance

(!prop ’not-in-smaller-range1)

[i j k]))))))

(!right-and almost-done)))))))))))))))

(define (find-if-property2-proof name ops)

(!range-induction

(!find-if-property2-induction-cases ops)

(symbol-definition

(add name (map ops [’valid ’find-if ’in ’apply ’access ’*]))

Memory-range-symdefs)

ops))

(evolve Memory-range-theory [find-if-property2

find-if-property2-proof])
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##################################################################

# Proof of find-if-property3 by range-induction:

(define (find-if-property3-induction-cases ops)

(dlet ((++ (ops ’++))

(-- (ops ’--))

(* (ops ’*))

(I- (ops ’I-))

(I-I (ops ’I-I))

(find-if (ops ’find-if))

(apply (ops ’apply))

(access (ops ’access))

(valid (ops ’valid))

(P (function (a b)

(forall ?M ?p

(if (exists ?u

(and (in ?u (range a b))

(apply ?p (access ?M (* ?u)))))

(not (= (find-if ?M (range a b) ?p)

b))))))

(left (cell true))

(right (cell true))

(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Memory-range-theory))))

(!both

(!(conclude (range-basis-case P ops))

(pick-any

i M p

(assume-let (assumption

(exists ?u

(and (in ?u (range i i))

(apply p (access M (* ?u))))))

(!by-contradiction
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(assume (= (find-if M (range i i) p)

i)

(pick-witness

u assumption

(dseq

(!(conclude (in u (range i i)))

(!left-and (and (in u (range i i))

(apply p (access M (* u))))))

(pick-witness n

(!(conclude (exists ?n

(and (and (not (= ?n zero))

(<= ?n (I-I i i)))

(= u (I- i ?n)))))

(!instance (!prop ’in-definition)

[i i u]))

(dlet ((witnessed

(and (and (not (= n zero))

(<= n (I-I i i)))

(= u (I- i n)))))

(dseq

(!(conclude (<= n zero))

(dseq

(!instance (!prop ’I-I-zero-property)

[i])

(!substitute-equals

(I-I i i)

(!right-and

(!left-and witnessed))

zero)))

(!cd

(!(conclude (or (< n zero) (= n zero)))

(!instance <=-definition [n zero]))

(assume (< n zero)
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(!absurd (< n zero)

(!instance <-not-zero-axiom

[n])))

(assume (= n zero)

(!absurd (= n zero)

(!left-and

(!left-and witnessed))))))))

)))))))

(!(conclude (range-induction-step P ops))

(pick-any

i j

(assume-let

(inductive

(and (not (= i j))

(and (valid (range i j))

(forall

?M ?p

(if (exists ?u

(and (in ?u (range (++ i) j))

(apply ?p

(access ?M

(* ?u)))))

(not

(= (find-if ?M (range (++ i) j)

?p)

j)))))))

(pick-any

M p

(assume-let (assumption

(exists ?u

(and (in ?u (range i j))

(apply p (access M (* ?u))))))

(!by-contradiction
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(assume (= (find-if M (range i j) p)

j)

(dseq

(!cases

(assume (apply p (access M (* i)))

(dseq

(!both

(!left-and (!right-and inductive))

(!both (!left-and inductive)

(apply p (access M (* i)))))

(!(conclude (= (find-if M (range i j) p)

i))

(!instance (!prop ’find-if-axiom2)

[i j M p]))

(!absurd (!(conclude (= i j))

(!tran

(!sym

(= (find-if M (range i j) p)

i))

(= (find-if M (range i j) p)

j)))

(!left-and inductive))))

(assume (not (apply p (access M (* i))))

(dseq

(!both (!left-and (!right-and inductive))

(!both

(!left-and inductive)

(not (apply p (access M

(* i))))))

(!(conclude

(= (find-if M (range i j) p)

(find-if M (range (++ i) j) p)))

(!instance (!prop ’find-if-axiom3)
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[i j M p]))

(!both assumption

(not (apply p (access M (* i)))))

(!(conclude

(exists ?u

(and (in ?u (range (++ i) j))

(apply p (access M (* ?u))))))

(!instance

(!prop ’true-in-smaller-range)

[i j M p]))

(!(conclude

(not (= (find-if M (range (++ i) j) p)

j)))

(!instance

(!right-and (!right-and inductive))

[M p]))

(!absurd

(!(conclude

(= (find-if M (range (++ i) j) p)

j))

(!tran

(!sym (= (find-if M (range i j) p)

(find-if M (range (++ i) j)

p)))

(= (find-if M (range i j) p)

j)))

(not (= (find-if M (range (++ i) j) p)

j)))))))))))))))))

(define (find-if-property3-proof name ops)

(!range-induction

(!find-if-property3-induction-cases ops)

(symbol-definition
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(add name (map ops [’valid ’find-if ’in ’apply ’access ’*]))

Memory-range-symdefs)

ops))

(evolve Memory-range-theory [find-if-property3

find-if-property3-proof])

7.2.3 Unit test file: find-if-implementation unittest.ath

### Test find-if-implementation.ath.

(load-file "test-memory.ath")

(load-file "test-iterator.ath")

(load-file "range-induction.ath")

(load-file "test-range.ath")

(load-file "test-memory-range.ath")

(load-file "consistency.ath")

(load-file "termination-axiom.ath")

(load-file "extractor2.ath")

(load-file "find-if-implementation.ath")

################################################################

(declare find-if ((T) ->

(Memory (Range (Iterator T)) (Predicate T))

(Iterator T)))

(define (find-if-ops op)

(match op

(’find-if find-if)

(_ (MR-ops op))))

(define find-if-axioms

(map (function (name)
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(get-property name find-if-ops Range-theory))

[’find-if-axiom1 ’find-if-axiom2 ’find-if-axiom3]))

################################################################

# Consistency:

(!(conclude (consistency-condition find-if-axioms))

(!property ’find-if-consistency find-if-ops Range-theory))

################################################################

# Termination:

(enter find-if_t-opdefs [find-if find-if_t])

(enter-pair find-if_t-opdefs valid)

(enter-pair find-if_t-opdefs apply)

(enter-pair find-if_t-opdefs Access)

(enter-pair find-if_t-opdefs *)

(enter-pair find-if_t-opdefs ++)

(enter-pair find-if_t-opdefs range)

(assert

(map (function (axiom)

(termination-axiom

axiom

(join-maps find-if-ops find-if_t-opmap)))

find-if-axioms))

(define-symbol

find-if-termination|find-if|valid

(forall

?i ?j

(iff

(find-if-termination|find-if|valid ?i ?j)
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(forall ?M ?p

(find-if_t ?M (range ?i ?j) ?p)))))

(enter Memory-range-symdefs

[(add ’find-if-termination

[find-if valid])

(head (ab))])

(!property-test ’find-if-termination

(join-maps find-if-ops find-if_t-opmap)

Range-theory)

################################################################

# Consistency and termination proved, so assert the axioms

# and test the proofs of the correctness properties:

(assert find-if-axioms)

# Property 1:

(define-symbol

find-property1|valid|find-if|in|apply|Access|*

(forall ?i ?j

(iff (find-property1|valid|find-if|in|apply|Access|* ?i ?j)

(forall ?M ?p ?k

(if (= ?k (find-if ?M (range ?i ?j) ?p))

(not (exists ?u

(and (in ?u (range ?i ?k))

(apply ?p

(Access ?M (* ?u)))))))))))

(enter

Memory-range-symdefs
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[(add ’find-if-property1

(map find-if-ops [’valid ’find-if ’in ’apply ’access ’*]))

(head (ab))])

(!property-test ’find-if-property1 find-if-ops Memory-range-theory)

# Property 2:

(define-symbol

find-if-property2|valid|find-if|in|apply|Access|*

(forall ?i ?j

(iff (find-if-property2|valid|find-if|in|apply|Access|* ?i ?j)

(forall ?M ?p ?k

(if (and (= ?k (find-if ?M (range ?i ?j) ?p))

(not (= ?k ?j)))

(and (in ?k (range ?i ?j))

(apply ?p (Access ?M (* ?k)))))))))

(enter

Memory-range-symdefs

[(add ’find-if-property2

(map find-if-ops [’valid ’find-if ’in ’apply ’access ’*]))

(head (ab))])

(!property-test ’find-if-property2 find-if-ops Memory-range-theory)

# Property 3:

(define-symbol

find-if-property3|valid|find-if|in|apply|Access|*

(forall

?i ?j

(iff (find-if-property3|valid|find-if|in|apply|Access|* ?i ?j)

(forall ?M ?p

(if (exists ?u
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(and (in ?u (range ?i ?j))

(apply ?p (Access ?M (* ?u)))))

(not (= (find-if ?M (range ?i ?j) ?p)

?j)))))))

(enter

Memory-range-symdefs

[(add ’find-if-property3

(map find-if-ops [’valid ’find-if ’in ’apply ’access ’*]))

(head (ab))])

(!property-test ’find-if-property3 find-if-ops Memory-range-theory)

###################################################################

# Correctness properties proved, so proceed with code generation:

(enter sym-map ["find-if" "FindIf"])

(enter sym-map ["apply" "Apply"])

(extract-code (find-if ?M ?r ?p) (rev find-if-axioms)

(valid (range ?i ?j))

"find-if.oz")

7.2.4 Generated Oz code: find-if.oz

declare

fun {FindIf M R P}

case R

of range(I J) then if (I == J) then I

elseif {Apply P {Access M {‘*‘ I}}} then I

else {FindIf M range({‘++‘ I} J) P}

end

end

end
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7.2.5 Unit test file for generated code: find-if unittest.oz

declare

\insert ’basis.oz’

\insert ’testing.oz’

\insert ’find-if.oz’

N = 10

M = {NewArray 0 N-1 0}

proc {Initialize}

for I in 0..N-1 do {Array.put M I 3*I} end

end

fun {Greater20 X}

X > 20

end

fun {Less20 X}

X < 20

end

% Show what we’re initializing the array to.

{Initialize}

{Testing "{AccessRange M range(0 N)}"}

{Check

{AccessRange M range(0 N)}

expecting([0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27])}

{Testing "{FindIf M range(0 N) Even}"}
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{Check

{FindIf M range(0 N) Even}

expecting(0)}

{Testing "{FindIf M range(1 N) Even}"}

{Check

{FindIf M range(1 N) Even}

expecting(2)}

{Testing "{FindIf M range(0 N) {Negate Even}}"}

{Check

{FindIf M range(0 N) {Negate Even}}

expecting(1)}

{Testing "{FindIf M range(0 N) Greater20}"}

{Check

{FindIf M range(0 N) Greater20}

expecting(7)}

{Testing "{FindIf M range(0 N) {Negate Greater20}}"}

{Check

{FindIf M range(0 N) {Negate Greater20}}

expecting(0)}

{Testing "{FindIf M range(0 N) Less20}"}

{Check

{FindIf M range(0 N) Less20}

expecting(0)}

{Testing "{FindIf M range(0 N) {Negate Less20}}"}

{Check

{FindIf M range(0 N) {Negate Less20}}

expecting(7)}
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{ReportResults}

7.3 Testing the PartialPartition function

We have not carried out a CCT development of PartialPartition and only

have the handwritten code given at the beginning of the chapter. Here we close the

example with a small set of unit tests of this function.

declare

\insert ’basis.oz’

\insert ’testing.oz’

\insert ’find-if.oz’

\insert ’reverse-range.oz’

\insert ’rotate.oz’

\insert ’partial-partition.oz’

N = 10

M = {Array.new 0 N-1 0}

proc {Initialize}

{Array.put M 0 2} {Array.put M 1 4} {Array.put M 2 5}

{Array.put M 3 7} {Array.put M 4 4} {Array.put M 5 0}

{Array.put M 6 8} {Array.put M 7 11} {Array.put M 8 1}

{Array.put M 9 6}

end

fun {RunPP M I J P}

{Show {PartialPartition M range(I J) P}}

{AccessRange M range(I J)}

end

% Show what we’re initializing the array to.

{Initialize}
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{Testing "{AccessRange M range(0 N)}"}

{Check {AccessRange M range(0 N)}

expecting([2 4 5 7 4 0 8 11 1 6])}

{Testing "{PartialPartition M range(0 N) {Negate Even}}"}

{Check {RunPP M 0 N {Negate Even}}

expecting([5 7 2 4 4 0 8 11 1 6])}

{Testing "{PartialPartition M range(2 N) {Negate Even}}"}

{Check {RunPP M 2 N {Negate Even}}

expecting([11 1 2 4 4 0 8 6])}

{Testing "{AccessRange M range(0 N)}"}

{Check {AccessRange M range(0 N)}

expecting([5 7 11 1 2 4 4 0 8 6])}



CHAPTER 8

Conclusions

In this dissertation, we first categorized the potential problems of mobile code during

delivery as security, safety, and correctness problems. With CCT, we have explored

solutions for correctness and, to a limited extent, safety issues. Our main concern

was to solve correctness problems, which are often harder than safety problems.

CCT provides strong assurance with the help of CCGen, TCGen, and Code-

Gen. Both code producers and consumers have CCGen and TCGen to produce

verification conditions and termination axioms. Producers do the hard work and

prove the termination, consistency, and correctness properties. After the definitions

and proofs are received from the producer, the consumer first generates the termi-

nation and consistency properties. The next step is to check their proofs with a fast

and a simple process. If the correctness proof is valid too, CodeGen is applied to

the function-defining axioms sent by the producer in order to produce code.

CCT is flexible and general. Constructing specifications and requirements is

a very easy task and does not require any fancy knowledge of hardware or machine

instructions. One can define functions with basic mathematics and first-order logic.

Consumers do not need to know the identity of the producers. With its small

computing base, CCT is more trustable than PCC and it can provide solutions for

small computers too.

One of the building blocks of our research was writing readable, easily main-

tainable, and machine-checkable proofs. In addition, we went a step further, de-

signing and implementing a set of functions and methods to make it easier to write

generic proofs. We developed a mechanism to organize theorems and proofs. Related

theorems and proofs can be added dynamically to existing theories, enabling proof

and theorem libraries to be easily extended. We tested CCT with thousands of lines

of generic definitions and generic proofs, which also helped us to reduce proof sizes.

In many cases, producers do not need to send similar definitions repeatedly since

instantiation of existing generic theorems and proofs is sufficient for consumers. In
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PCC, a methodology called “lemma extraction” is used for the same purpose, but

to be able to do this, automatically generated proofs should be processed, requiring

more computation power.



CHAPTER 9

Future Work

Proofs about the properties of programs are often large compared to the amount

of code to be extracted. In CCT, we showed that proving generic lemmas, adding

them to the theories, using them in the proofs of main theorems, and properly

instantiating them at the consumer’s site can significantly reduce the amount of

information that needs to be transferred to the consumer. However, it would be

helpful to compare the amount of information transferred in both nongeneric and

generic cases. We have already tested our ideas with many examples in CCT. For

most of them, we have produced both nongeneric and generic proofs which can be

used to give a ratio.

In Chapter 7, we presented one of our larger examples of the CCT approach.

We also proved properties of several generic STL functions that can be used to

compose complex applications. Even though the CCT approach worked successfully

for these examples, it should be applied to other programs, including ones that are

larger and more complex.

The current version of CodeGen does not extract generic code. If the pro-

ducer sends generic definitions and proofs that satisfy the requirements, CodeGen

is applied to an instantiated set of generic axioms or theorems. Instead, CodeGen

could be updated to process more generic axioms and theorems and produce generic

Oz code by using higher-order functions. While not having this capability is not a

problem in CCT, improving CodeGen along this line would save consumers from

having to extract similar code many times. Once the generic function is available,

the same code can be used with different instantiations.

While executing CodeGen, we provide a precondition in addition to the

function-defining axioms to eliminate some checks from the extracted code. An

intruder could change the precondition during transmission. Even if the other def-

initions and proofs satisfy the requirements, there is currently no way that the

consumer can detect this problem, which may cause CodeGen to extract in-
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efficient or even non-executable code. For example, if we pass true instead of

(valid (range ?i ?j)) to the code extractor with the reverse-range axioms,

it will not eliminate the valid-range check from the resultant code. But in most

contexts there is no practical way to implement the valid-range check (the obvious

way would be nonterminating when the range is invalid).

CCT can provide assurance for both correctness and safety of programs. Nev-

ertheless, we have mainly considered correctness requirements and concentrated on

proving correctness of functions defined by the code producers. Even though it is

harder to solve correctness issues, we presented many examples where CCT was

successful. A direction for future research is to define various safety policies and

prove safety of programs delivered to consumers.

One of Tony Hoare’s grand challenge problems is a verifying compiler [18],

which can check the correctness of the programs that it compiles. Current compilers

cannot return any helpful error messages if, for example, a sorting program compiles

but does not sort its input due to violation of semantic requirements. Adding

proof checking to compilers for semantic analysis could be a small step to solve

this problem. If we could define algorithms by axioms as in CCT, we could prove

termination and consistency properties, and show that the program extracted from

these axioms works correctly by providing and checking correctness proofs. CCT

already provides tools and a working mechanism for doing this, which could be used

in a compiler to give more meaningful error messages about the correctness of a

given code segment. In that case, CCGen and TCGen can be used as part of

the compiler for consistency and termination checking, though, of course, not in

all cases because of undecidability. If such checks succeed, then the proof checker

can be used to check the proof of correctness conditions. If the axioms pass this

last check too, a tool like CodeGen could be used within the compiler to extract

correct code.
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APPENDIX A

Athena

The Athena language and proof system developed at MIT by K. Arkoudas provides

a way to present and work with mathematical proofs. It provides a language both

for ordinary computation and for logical deduction. As a functional programming

language, it provides higher-order functions and is lexically scoped in the tradition of

Scheme and ML. As a deductive programming language, Athena makes it possible

to formulate and write proofs as function-like constructions called methods whose

executions either result in theorems if they properly apply rules of inference, or

stop with an error condition if they do not. It is an example of a denotational

proof language (DPL) [2] and has been proved sound and complete. A proof can

be expressed at a high-level of abstraction, allowing the user to call the functions

and methods defining it in many different ways. Therefore the same proof does not

have to be redeveloped for different parameters. A generic library of proofs can be

constructed with this ability.

Athena has an abstraction called the assumption base, an associative memory

maintained by the system as it applies deductive methods; it is basically a record of

what propositions have been asserted or proved since the beginning of the current

session (or since the most recent clear-assumption-base directive which removes

all of the propositions in the assumption base). All of Athena’s primitive methods

refer to the assumption base and most extend it with new propositions (none can

remove a proposition from it).

Athena has primitive functions for unification, matching, substitution and

mapping. ML-like pattern matching is provided for defining both functions and

methods. Athena also offers support for both forward and backward inference

steps, proofs by induction, proof by contradiction, and equational reasoning.

A cell is a value that contains another value. It acts as memory location into

which other values can be placed. When a cell is created it is given an initial value.

Cells (and only cells) can be updated (by set!). Note that this is the same as in
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ML but different from Scheme, which allows for unrestricted updating of the value

associated with any symbol. A cell can contain another cell, since cells are values.

A.1 Primitive deduction methods

Athena provides fifteen primitive deduction methods, which will be described

in this section.

claim P

succeeds if proposition P is in the assumption base, and fails (results in

an error) otherwise. If succeeds, it returns P as a theorem.

mp (if P Q) P

adds the proposition Q to the assumption base if both (if P Q) and P

are in the assumption base.

both P Q

adds the proposition (and P Q) to the assumption base when P and Q

are both in the assumption base. Note that the order in which the argu-

ments are given to the both method is important because (and P Q) and

(and Q P ) are considered to be distinct propositions — commutativity

of and is not automatically taken into account.

left-and (and P Q)

adds the proposition P to the assumption base when (and P Q) is in

the assumption base.

right-and (and P Q)
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adds the proposition Q to the assumption base when (and P Q) is in

the assumption base.

One can use a combination of left-and, right-and, and both to reorder

the arguments of and (which, as previously noted, may be occasionally necessary

because commutativity of and is not automatically taken into account)

equiv (if P Q) (if Q P )

adds the proposition (iff P Q) to the assumption base when both (if P

Q) and (if Q P ) are in the assumption base.

left-iff (iff P Q)

adds the proposition (if P Q) to the assumption base when (iff P Q) is

in the assumption base.

right-iff (iff P Q)

adds the proposition (if Q P ) to the assumption base when (iff P Q) is

in the assumption base.

Just as with left-and, right-and, and both, one can use a combination

of left-iff, right-iff, and equiv to reverse the order the arguments of an iff

expression.

either P Q

adds the proposition (or P Q) to the assumption base when either P or

Q is in the assumption base.

cd (or P Q) (if P R) (if Q R)

This method, called “constructive dilemma,”
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adds the proposition R to the assumption base when all three of the argument

propositions are in the assumption base;

cases (if P R) (if (not P ) R)

adds the proposition R to the assumption base when both of the argu-

ment propositions are in the assumption base.

absurd P (not P )

adds the proposition false to the assumption base when both P and

(not P ) are in the assumption base. It is meant to be used within a

by-contradiction deduction, as the last step of a proof by contradiction.

dn (not (not P ))

This method, called “double negation,” adds the proposition P to the

assumption base when (not (not P )) is in the assumption base. This

can be useful, for example, when a proof by contradiction is done using

by-contradiction with a proposition of form (not P ), producing, if it

succeeds, one of the form (not (not P )).

The following methods, unlike all the previously described primitive methods,

perform deductions that depend on their argument proposition having a (top-level)

forall or exists quantifier. For a proposition P , variable ?x, and term t, let

P{t/?x} denote the proposition that results from replacing all free occurrences of

?x in P with t. The type of t must be compatible with the type of ?x.

uspec (forall ?x P ) t

universal specialization adds the proposition Pt/?x to the assumption

base when (forall ?x P ) is in the assumption base and t is a term whose

type is compatible with the type of ?x.
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egen (exists ?x P ) t

existential generalization adds the proposition (exists ?x P ) to the as-

sumption base when the proposition Pt/?x is in the assumption base.

There is also a useful generalization of the uspec method:

uspec* P [t1 . . . tn]

replaces the first n quantified variables in P with the terms t1, . . . , tn

and adds the resulting proposition to the assumption base, provided P

is in the assumption base.

A.2 Some example proofs

In this section we illustrate how to write simple proofs in Athena with for-

malization of some properties of an order relation.

We first declare the arity of the < operator in terms of an arbitrary domain we

call D:

(domain D)

(declare < (-> (D D) Boolean))

which means that < is a function that takes two arguments from the domain D

and produces an element of the domain Boolean, which is a predefined domain in

Athena.

We now assert as axioms the irreflexive and transitive laws for <:
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(define Order-Irreflexive

(forall ?x

(not (< ?x ?x))))

(define Order-Transitive

(forall ?x ?y ?z

(if (and (< ?x ?y) (< ?y ?z))

(< ?x ?z))))

(assert Order-Irreflexive Order-Transitive)

The assert command is used for inserting propositions into the Athena’s assump-

tion base (without proof; it is up to the user to avoid introducing contradictory

assertions).

These axioms characterize < as a strict partial order relation. From these

axioms we can prove another law, asymmetry:

(define Order-Asymmetry

(forall ?x ?y

(if (< ?x ?y)

(not (< ?y ?x)))))

Before getting into the details, we first describe some of the Athena special deduc-

tive forms to be used in the proof.

assume P D

first adds the proposition P to the assumption base temporarily. Then

deduction D is evaluated. If this evaluation fails Athena the whole

deduction fails. Otherwise the proposition (if P R) is added to the

assumption base, where R is the proposition proved by D. In either

case, the proposition P is removed from the assumption base after this

evaluation.

P BY D
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adds the proposition P to the assumption base if it can be deduced

from the steps given in D. It is an error if deduction D fails or proves

a proposition different from P . (Deductions of this form could always

be shortened just to D, but including “P BY” serves to clarify for the

human reader what is the goal of the deduction.)

We have implemented a function called conclude that is a different form of

BY.

(!(conclude P ) D)

adds the proposition P to the assumption base if it can be deduced from

the steps given in D. It is an error if deduction D fails or proves a

proposition different from P .

Sometimes debugging of proofs is necessary. We have defined a variable called

tracing whose default value is false. It is mainly used as a flag for tracing proof

steps. If one wants to see what is produced after each deduction step, tracing should

be turned on with the following command:

(set! tracing true)

If the conclude function is used after the tracing is set to true, the results of proof

steps or an error message will be displayed with proper indentations and numbers

showing each level.

pick-any I D

provides variables via the identifier I. D is then evaluated by using these

variables.

In addition to these special deductive forms we define the following method:

by-contradiction (assume P D)
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temporarily adds to the assumption base proposition P by using an

assume and performs deduction D to show that false follows from P .

If this evaluation fails Athena the whole deduction fails. Otherwise the

proposition (not P) is added to the assumption base. In either case, the

proposition P is removed from the assumption base after this evaluation.

Now let’s return to the proof of Order-Asymmetry. The proof is by contradic-

tion. We use the assume special deductive form to put (< x y) is in the assumption

base temporarily, because the goal we are trying to prove is a conditional proposi-

tion. To be able to prove (not (< y x)) we use by-contradiction and add (< y

x) to the assumption base temporarily with an assume. Then we proceed to derive

a contradiction.

(Order-Asymmetry

BY

(pick-any x y

(assume (< x y)

((not (< y x))

BY (!by-contradiction

(assume (< y x)

(!absurd

((< x x)

BY (!mp (!uspec* Order-Transitive [x y x])

(!both (< x y)

(< y x))))

((not (< x x))

BY (!uspec Order-Irreflexive x)))))))))

The contradiction we get, expressed in the arguments to absurd, is (< x x) and

(not (< x x)).

Thus, we’ve shown that the asymmetry law is a theorem when one has a partial

order relation; one does not have to assert it as a separate axiom.

Now suppose we define a binary relation E as follows:
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(declare E (-> (D D) Boolean))

(define E-Definition

(forall ?x ?y

(iff (E ?x ?y)

(and (not (< ?x ?y))

(not (< ?y ?x))))))

The name E for this relation is motivated by fact that we can show that if E is

assumed to be transitive then in combination with the partial order axioms for <

we can prove that E is in fact an equivalence relation; i.e., that it also obeys the

other two axioms of an equivalence relation besides the transitive law, namely the

reflexive and symmetric laws.

(define E-Transitive

(forall ?x ?y ?z

(if (and (E ?x ?y) (E ?y ?z))

(E ?x ?z))))

(assert E-Definition E-Transitive)

(define E-Reflexive

(forall ?x

(E ?x ?x)))

(E-Reflexive

BY (pick-any x

(dseq

((not (< x x))

BY (!uspec Order-Irreflexive x))

((E x x)

BY (!mp (!right-iff (!uspec* E-Definition [x x]))

(!both (not (< x x))

(not (< x x))))))))
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(define E-Symmetric

(forall ?x ?y

(if (E ?x ?y)

(E ?y ?x))))

(E-Symmetric

BY (pick-any x y

(assume (E x y)

(dlet ((both-not

((and (not (< x y))

(not (< y x)))

BY (!mp (!left-iff (!uspec* E-Definition [x y]))

(E x y)))))

((E y x)

BY (!mp (!right-iff (!uspec* E-Definition [y x]))

(!both (!right-and both-not)

(!left-and both-not))))))))

(define E-Equivalent

(and E-Reflexive

(and E-Symmetric

E-Transitive)))

(E-Equivalent

BY (!both E-Reflexive

(!both E-Symmetric

E-Transitive)))

A.3 Inductive definitions of new types

In Athena one way of introducing a new type is to use a datatype declaration.

(datatype Nat zero (succ Nat))
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This declaration introduces two constructors that produce values of type Nat. The

first constructor, zero, is a nullary, or constant, constructor. The second construc-

tor, succ, is a unary constructor which takes a natural number as an input and

returns another natural number. In addition to saying that these constructors pro-

duce values of type Nat, it also implicitly states that the only values of type Nat

are those that can be constructed by some finite number of applications of these

constructors; there are no other Nat values. That is, the Nat type is exactly the

(infinite) set

{zero, succ(zero), succ(succ(zero)), . . .}

This inductive definition principle is the basis of the mathematical induction

proof method, implemented for each datatype-defined type in Athena with its

by-induction construct, as discussed below. First, however, we discuss another

important kind of proof method, term rewriting methods for proving equations.

The kind of equations we will be most concerned with are ones defining a new

function symbol on a type such as Nat.

Suppose, for example, we define a Plus function. We do so by specifying its

behavior axiomatically in terms of equations. This function takes two Nat values as

parameters and return their sum as a Nat value.

(declare Plus (-> (Nat Nat) Nat))

Here are the propositions we intend to use to define the meaning of Plus axiomati-

cally.

(define Plus-zero-axiom

(forall ?n (= (Plus ?n zero) ?n)))

(define Plus-succ-axiom

(forall ?n ?m

(= (Plus ?n (succ ?m))

(succ (Plus ?n ?m)))))

After defining these propositions, we add them as axioms to Athena’s assumption

base.

(assert Plus-zero-axiom Plus-succ-axiom)
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In the next two sections we will use these axioms first for a purely equational proof

and then in proofs involving both the equations and the principle of mathematical

induction.

A.4 Term rewriting methods

In many proofs, equations such as those defining Plus play an important

role. When working with equations, one often structures a proof as sequence of

rewriting steps, in which a term is shown to be equal to another term by means of a

substitution that is justified by an equational axiom (or other equational proposition

already proved as a theorem). Athena does not currently have such rewriting

methods built in, so we have created the following rewriting methods:

setup c t

initializes cell c to hold term t. Actually it internally holds the equation

(= t t), and the reduce and expand methods transform the right hand

side of this equation. There are two predefined cells named left and

right.

reduce c u E

attempts to transform the term t in cell c to be identical with the given

term u by using theorem E (or an appropriate specialization of it, if

it contains quantified variables) as a left-to-right rewriting rule. E can

be either an unconditional or a conditional equation, in which case, the

condition of E has to be in the assumption base.

expand c u E

attempts to transform the term u to the term t in cell c by using theorem

E (or an appropriate specialization of it, if it contains quantified vari-

ables) as a right-to-left rewriting rule. E can be either an unconditional
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or a conditional equation, in which case, the condition of E has to be in

the assumption base.

combine left right

attempts to combine the equation internally stored in cell left, say (=

t t′), with the equation internally stored in cell right, say (= u u′), to

deduce (= t u), succeeding if and only if t′ and u′ are identical terms).

All these rewriting methods are provided in a file called utilities.ath.

As a simple example consider the following deduction in which we prove an

equality by reducing both its left and its right hand side term to the same term,

(succ (succ (succ zero))).

((= (Plus zero (succ (succ (succ zero))))

(succ (succ (succ (Plus zero zero)))))

BY (dseq

(!setup left (Plus zero (succ (succ (succ zero)))))

(!setup right (succ (succ (succ (Plus zero zero)))))

(!reduce left (succ (Plus zero (succ (succ zero))))

Plus-succ-axiom)

(!reduce left (succ (succ (Plus zero (succ zero))))

Plus-succ-axiom)

(!reduce left (succ (succ (succ (Plus zero zero))))

Plus-succ-axiom)

(!reduce left (succ (succ (succ zero ))) Plus-zero-axiom)

(!reduce right (succ (succ (succ zero))) Plus-zero-axiom)

(!combine left right)))

It should be noted that these rewriting methods, although user-defined, are guar-

anteed to be logically sound because they are programmed in terms of Athena’s

primitive methods (assuming Athena’s methods are sound).

A.5 Proof by induction

Consider the following proposition about the Plus function:
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(define Plus-zero-property

(forall ?n (= (Plus zero ?n) ?n)))

Whereas the Plus-zero-axiom states that zero serves as a right-identity element

for the Plus operator, this proposition states that it is also a left-identity element.

The validity of this property is, however, not a consequence simply of the equational

axioms we’ve stated about Plus and zero; it depends on the fact that Nat is induc-

tively defined by the structure declaration (datatype Nat zero (succ Nat)).

There are two main steps in a proof by induction of a property of natural

numbers, as represented by type Nat:

• The basis case. This is a special case in which the proposition to be proved is

instantiated with zero.

• The induction step. We instantiate the proposition with (succ n) for a Nat

type. After the instantiation we attempt to prove it, assuming the proposition

is true for n.

If these steps are successful, we can combine their results using Athena’s by-induction

construct to conclude the proposition is true for all n.

An overview of the structure of the proof is as follows:

(Plus-property

BY (by-induction

?n

(= (Plus zero ?n) ?n)

(zero

( Basis-case for Plus-zero property

BY

( Proof of basis-case for Plus-zero property ))

((succ n)

(( Induction-step for Plus-zero property

BY

( Proof of induction-step for Plus-zero property ))))

In general,
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by-induction V P (V1 P1) . . . (Vn Pn)

adds the proposition P to the assumption base if for the induction vari-

able V whose sort is some structure S and for each individual pattern

Vi, Pi is the proof of P (Vi) for all possible cases that could be defined

with the constructors of S. Each Vi is built from one of the constructors

of the structure S. It is an error if any of the cases does not have a

successful proof or not all of the possible cases are considered.

A.5.1 Basis case proof

We first need to prove the basis case, which is:

Basis-case for Plus-zero property

(= (Plus zero zero) zero)

The proof for this case is simply

Proof of basis-case for Plus-zero property

(dseq

(!setup left (Plus zero zero))

(!reduce left zero Plus-zero-axiom))

In the proof itself, the with applications set up left and right to hold the left and

right hand sides of the equation to be proved. In this simple case only one application

of reduce, applied to left, is sufficient to produce the same term, zero, as we have

placed in right. Note that reduce has to specialize the quantified variable ?n in

Plus-zero-axiom to zero in order to use the result (= (Plus zero zero) zero)

to substitute zero for (Plus zero zero).

A.5.2 Induction step proof

The induction step proof requires a bit more machinery to set up, but again the

heart of the proof is reduction using equations. This time, however, the equations we

have available to use include not only the axioms but also the induction hypothesis.
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We have:

Induction-step for Plus-zero property

(= (Plus zero (succ n)) (succ n))

Proof of induction-step for Plus-zero property

(dlet ((induction-hypothesis

(= (Plus zero n) n)))

(dseq

(!setup left (Plus zero (succ n)))

(!setup right (succ n))

(!reduce left (succ (Plus zero n)) Plus-succ-axiom)

(!reduce left (succ n) induction-hypothesis)

(!combine left right)))

Note that by-induction automatically adds the induction hypothesis to the as-

sumption base according to the inductive structure of the type.
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Natural Numbers and Lists in Athena

According to the built-in semantics of datatype, the only values of type Nat are

those that can be expressed with syntactically-correct and type-correct combinations

of zero and succ terms:

zero

(succ zero)

(succ (succ zero))

(succ (succ (succ zero)))

...

For such inductively-defined types, we can prove propositions using the method

of proof by induction.

The next type we frequently use is List-Of which is a built-in structure in

Athena. The following usage of datatype directive introduces an additional prop-

erty. Athena’s type system allows polymorphism: we can declare polymorphic lists

as a structure:

(datatype (List-Of T) Nil (Cons T (List-Of T)))

Here T is a type variable that can be instantiated with any type, so that, for example,

• (Cons zero (Cons (succ zero) Nil)) is a term of type (List-Of Nat).

• (Cons true Nil) is a term of type (List-Of Boolean);

• however, (Cons zero (Cons true Nil)) is an error (“Ill-sorted term”) since

all elements of a List-Of must have the same type.

We introduce another unary constructor here. Cons is used for inserting a new

element in front of a given list. The List-Of type has an inductive structure which

will be used for doing proofs by induction on lists.

168
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After defining the structure Nat and List-Of they are ready to be used in

function declarations. For example, the following declaration of insert function

tells us that it takes a natural number and a list of natural numbers as an input

and returns another list of natural numbers as an output.

(declare insert (-> (Nat (List-Of Nat)) (List-Of Nat)))

Since we frequently use the natural numbers and lists in our implementations and

proofs we have already defined them. The file naturals.ath contains the declara-

tions of Nat and functions using natural numbers as well as some related Athena

theorems and their proofs. We will refer to this file as “natural-numbers-library.”

Similarly the file lists.ath provides functions using lists with related theorems

and their proofs. This file is called “lists-library” in this document. Athena’s load

directive can be used to load both of these files as shown below:

(load-file "lists.ath")

(load-file "naturals.ath")

Here is a list of theorems about natural numbers:

(define succ-not-zero-axiom

(forall ?n

(not (= (succ ?n) zero))))

(define Plus-zero-axiom

(forall ?n

(= (Plus ?n zero) ?n)))

(define Plus-succ-axiom

(forall ?n ?m

(= (Plus ?n (succ ?m))

(succ (Plus ?n ?m)))))

(define Plus-zero-property

(forall ?n
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(= (Plus zero ?n) ?n)))

(define Plus-succ-property

(forall ?n ?m

(= (Plus (succ ?m) ?n)

(succ (Plus ?m ?n)))))

(define Plus-Associativity

(forall ?n ?m ?p

(= (Plus (Plus ?m ?p) ?n)

(Plus ?m (Plus ?p ?n)))))

For lists, we define nongeneric append and reverse functions axiomatically as follows:

(declare append

((T) ->

((List-Of T) (List-Of T))

(List-Of T)))

(define append-Nil-axiom

(forall ?q (= (append Nil ?q) ?q)))

(define append-Cons-axiom

(forall ?x ?r ?q

(= (append (Cons ?x ?r) ?q)

(Cons ?x (append ?r ?q)))))

(declare reverse ((T) -> ((List-Of T)) (List-Of T)))

(define reverse-Nil-axiom

(= (reverse Nil) Nil))

(define reverse-Cons-axiom

(forall ?x ?r

(= (reverse (Cons ?x ?r))
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(append (reverse ?r) (Cons ?x Nil)))))

We can prove the following property of reverse-append combinations by using the

axioms given above.

(define reverse-append-property

(forall ?p ?q

(= (reverse (append ?p ?q))

(append (reverse ?q) (reverse ?p)))))

We will now show an example proof about lists, where reverse reverses itself. This

proof is nongeneric and is done by using induction on lists.

(define reverse-reverse-property

(forall ?p

(= (reverse (reverse ?p))

?p)))

(by-induction

reverse-reverse-property

(Nil

(!(conclude (= (reverse (reverse Nil))

Nil))

(dseq

(!setup left (reverse (reverse Nil)))

(!reduce left (reverse Nil)

reverse-Nil-axiom)

(!reduce left Nil

reverse-Nil-axiom))))

((Cons x p)

(!(conclude (= (reverse (reverse (Cons x p)))

(Cons x p)))

(dlet ((***induction-hypothesis***

(= (reverse (reverse p)) p)))

(dseq

(!setup left (reverse (reverse (Cons x p))))
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(!reduce left (reverse (append (reverse p)

(Cons x Nil)))

reverse-Cons-axiom)

(!reduce left (append (reverse (Cons x Nil))

(reverse (reverse p)))

reverse-append-property)

(!reduce left (append (reverse (Cons x Nil))

p)

***induction-hypothesis***)

(!reduce left (append (append (reverse Nil)

(Cons x Nil))

p)

reverse-Cons-axiom)

(!reduce left (append (append Nil

(Cons x Nil))

p)

reverse-Nil-axiom)

(!reduce left (append (Cons x Nil) p)

append-Nil-axiom)

(!reduce left (Cons x (append Nil p))

append-Cons-axiom)

(!reduce left (Cons x p)

append-Nil-axiom))))))
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Range Induction

The range-induction method, which transforms induction over iterator ranges

into induction over the natural numbers (and back-translates the resulting natural

number theorem into one directly about iterator ranges) is presented here.

Defining the cases and setting up the range induction:

(load-file "range.ath")

(define (range-basis-case Q ops)

(forall ?i

(Q ?i ?i)))

(define (range-induction-step Q ops)

(let ((++ (ops ’++))

(valid (ops ’valid)))

(forall ?i ?j

(if (and (not (= ?i ?j))

(and (valid (range ?i ?j))

(Q (++ ?i) ?j)))

(Q ?i ?j)))))

## Following is for internal use only

(define (setup-range-induction Q ops)

(dlet ((I- (ops ’I-)) (++ (ops ’++)) (valid (ops ’valid))

(prop (method (name) (!property name ops Range-theory)))

(left (cell true)) (right (cell true))

(P (function (n) (forall ?j (Q (I- ?j n) ?j)))))

(dseq

(by-induction

(forall ?n (P ?n))
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(zero

(!(conclude (P zero))

(pick-any j

(dseq

(!(conclude (Q j j))

(!uspec (range-basis-case Q ops) j))

(!sym (!(conclude (= (I- j zero) j))

(dseq

(!setup left (I- j zero))

(!reduce left j

(!prop ’iminus-zero-axiom)))))

(!(conclude (Q (I- j zero) j))

(!pos-substitute-equals j (Q j j) [1] (I- j zero)))))))

((succ n)

(!(conclude (P (succ n)))

(pick-any j

(!(conclude (Q (I- j (succ n)) j))

(dseq

(!equality (I- j (succ n)) (I- j (succ n)))

(!egen (exists ?k

(= (I- j (succ n))

(I- j ?k)))

(succ n))

(!right-instance (!prop ’Valid-Range-definition)

[(I- j (succ n)) j])

(!both (!(conclude (not (= (I- j (succ n)) j)))

(!by-contradiction

(assume (= (I- j (succ n)) j)

(dseq

(!(conclude (= j (I- j zero)))

(!sym

(!uspec (!prop ’iminus-zero-axiom) j)))

(!(conclude (= (I- j (succ n)) (I- j zero)))
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(!tran (= (I- j (succ n)) j)

(= j (I- j zero))))

(!absurd (!(conclude (= zero (succ n)))

(!sym (!instance (!prop ’iminus-equal-axiom)

[j (succ n) zero])))

(!(conclude (not (= zero (succ n))))

(!uspec (forall ?n (not (= zero (succ ?n))))

n)))))))

(!both (valid (range (I- j (succ n)) j))

(!(conclude (Q (++ (I- j (succ n))) j))

(dseq

(!(conclude (Q (I- j n) j))

(!uspec (P n) j)) ## use induction hypothesis

(!sym

(!(conclude (= (++ (I- j (succ n)))

(I- j n)))

(dseq

(!setup left (++ (I- j (succ n))))

(!reduce left (I- j n)

(!prop ’inc-iminus-property)))))

(!substitute-equals (I- j n) (Q (I- j n) j)

(++ (I- j (succ n))))))))

(!instance (range-induction-step Q ops) [(I- j (succ n)) j])))))))

(!(conclude (forall ?i ?j (if (valid (range ?i ?j))

(Q ?i ?j))))

(pick-any

i j

(assume (valid (range i j))

(dseq

(!(conclude (exists ?n (= i (I- j ?n))))

(!instance

(!prop ’Valid-Range-definition)

[i j]))
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(pick-witness n

(exists ?n (= i (I- j ?n)))

(dseq

(!(conclude (Q (I- j n) j))

(!uspec* (forall ?n ?j

(Q (I- ?j ?n) ?j))

[n j]))

(!(conclude (= (I- j n) i))

(dseq

(!setup left (I- j n))

(!setup right i)

(!reduce right (I- j n)

(= i (I- j n)))

(!combine left right)))

(!substitute-equals (I- j n) (Q (I- j n) j) i))))))))))

The following is the user-level method for performing range induction for a spe-

cific predicate R. Q-definition is a proposition in the assumption base defin-

ing some predicate symbol Q: it is is an equivalence (forall ?i ?j (iff (Q ?i

?j) (R ?i ?j))) for some predicate R. induction-cases is the conjunction of

(range-basis-case R ops) and (range-induction-step R ops); it must also be

in the assumption base. The result of the proof carried out by the method is the

theorem (forall ?i ?j (if (valid (range ?i ?j)) (R ?i ?j))).

(define (range-induction induction-cases Q-definition ops)

(dlet ((valid (ops ’valid)) (++ (ops ’++))

(Q (match (urep Q-definition [?i ?j])

((iff (Q0 a b) R) Q0)))

(R (function (i j)

(match (urep Q-definition [i j])

((iff Q R1) R1)))))

(dseq

(!(conclude (forall ?i ?j (if (valid (range ?i ?j))

(Q ?i ?j))))
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(dseq

(!(conclude (forall ?i (Q ?i ?i)))

(pick-any i

(!mp (!right-iff (!uspec* Q-definition [i i]))

(!uspec (!left-and induction-cases) i))))

(!(conclude (forall ?i ?j

(if (and (not (= ?i ?j))

(and (valid (range ?i ?j))

(Q (++ ?i) ?j)))

(Q ?i ?j))))

(pick-any

i j

(assume-let (assumptions

(and (not (= i j))

(and (valid (range i j))

(Q (++ i) j))))

(dseq

(!left-and (!right-and assumptions))

(!left-and assumptions)

(!right-and (!right-and assumptions))

(!(conclude (R (++ i) j))

(!instance Q-definition [(++ i) j]))

(!both (not (= i j))

(!both (valid (range i j))

(R (++ i) j)))

(!(conclude (R i j))

(!instance (!right-and induction-cases) [i j]))

(!right-instance Q-definition [i j])))))

(!setup-range-induction Q ops)))

(!(conclude (forall ?i ?j (if (valid (range ?i ?j))

(R ?i ?j))))

(pick-any

i j
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(assume (valid (range i j))

(dseq

(!instance (forall ?i ?j (if (valid (range ?i ?j))

(Q ?i ?j)))

[i j])

(!instance Q-definition [i j]))))))))

C.1 A proof by range induction
(define (I-I-++-property name ops)

(let ((valid (ops ’valid))

(++ (ops ’++))

(I-I (ops ’I-I)))

(match name

(’I-I-++-property

(forall ?i ?j

(if (valid (range ?i ?j))

(= (I-I (++ ?j) ?i)

(succ (I-I ?j ?i)))))))))

# Proof by range-induction:

(define (I-I-++-property-induction-cases ops)

(dlet ((++ (ops ’++))

(-- (ops ’--))

(I- (ops ’I-))

(I-I (ops ’I-I))

(valid (ops ’valid))

(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Range-theory)))

(left (cell true))

(right (cell true))

(left1 (cell true))

(right1 (cell true))

(P (function (i j)

(= (I-I (++ j) i)
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(succ (I-I j i))))))

(!both

(!(conclude (range-basis-case P ops))

(pick-any i

(dseq

(!setup left (I-I (++ i) i))

(!setup right (succ (I-I i i)))

(!(conclude (= i (I- (++ i) (succ zero))))

(dseq

(!setup left1 i)

(!setup right1 (I- (++ i) (succ zero)))

(!reduce right1 (-- (I- (++ i) zero))

(!prop ’iminus-succ-axiom))

(!reduce right1 (-- (++ i))

(!prop ’iminus-zero-axiom))

(!reduce right1 i (!prop ’dec-inc-axiom))

(!combine left1 right1)))

(!(conclude (valid (range i (++ i))))

(dseq

(!egen (exists ?n (= i (I- (++ i) ?n)))

(succ zero))

(!spec-right

(!prop ’Valid-Range-definition) [i (++ i)])))

(!uspec (!prop ’iplus-not-equal-property) i)

(!both (valid (range i (++ i)))

(not (= i (++ i))))

(!reduce left (succ (I-I (++ i) (++ i)))

(!spec (!prop ’Valid-Range-I-I-axiom) [i (++ i)]))

(!reduce left (succ zero) (!prop ’I-I-zero-property))

(!reduce right (succ zero) (!prop ’I-I-zero-property))

(!combine left right))))

(!(conclude (range-induction-step P ops))

(pick-any
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i j

(assume-let

(assumptions

(and (not (= i j))

(and (valid (range i j))

(= (I-I (++ j) (++ i))

(succ (I-I j (++ i)))))))

(dseq

(!left-and (!right-and assumptions))

(!left-and assumptions)

(!right-and (!right-and assumptions))

(!setup left (I-I (++ j) i))

(!setup right (succ (I-I j i)))

(!(conclude (exists ?n (= i (I- j (succ ?n)))))

(dseq

(!both (valid (range i j))

(not (= i j)))

(!spec (!prop ’Valid-Range-length-atleast-one-property) [i j])))

(pick-witness k

(exists ?n (= i (I- j (succ ?n))))

(dseq

(!(conclude (= i (I- (++ j) (succ (succ k)))))

(dseq

(!setup left1 i)

(!setup right1 (I- (++ j) (succ (succ k))))

(!reduce left1 (I- j (succ k))

(= i (I- j (succ k))))

(!reduce right1 (-- (I- (++ j) (succ k)))

(!prop ’iminus-succ-axiom))

(!reduce right1 (-- (++ (I- j (succ k))))

(!prop ’iminus-++-property))

(!reduce right1 (I- j (succ k))

(!prop ’dec-inc-axiom))
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(!combine left1 right1)))

(!(conclude (not (= i (++ j))))

(!by-contradiction

(assume (= i (++ j))

(!absurd

(dseq

(!(conclude (= (I- (++ j) (succ (succ k)))

(I- (++ j) zero)))

(dseq

(!setup left1 (I- (++ j)

(succ (succ k))))

(!setup right1 (I- (++ j) zero))

(!expand left1 i

(= i (I- (++ j)

(succ (succ k)))))

(!reduce right1 (++ j)

(!prop ’iminus-zero-axiom))

(!expand right1 i (= i (++ j)))

(!combine left1 right1)))

(!spec (!prop ’iminus-equal-axiom)

[(++ j) (succ (succ k)) zero]))

(!(conclude (not (= (succ (succ k)) zero)))

(!uspec succ-not-zero (succ k)))))))

(!egen (exists ?m (= i (I- (++ j) ?m)))

(succ (succ k)))

(!(conclude (valid (range i (++ j))))

(!spec-right (!prop ’Valid-Range-definition)

[i (++ j)]))

(!both (valid (range i (++ j)))

(not (= i (++ j))))

(!reduce left (succ (I-I (++ j) (++ i)))

(!spec (!prop ’Valid-Range-I-I-axiom)

[i (++ j)]))
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(!both (valid (range i j))

(not (= i j)))

(!reduce right (succ (succ (I-I j (++ i))))

(!spec (!prop ’Valid-Range-I-I-axiom)

[i j]))

(!expand right (succ (I-I (++ j) (++ i)))

(= (I-I (++ j) (++ i))

(succ (I-I j (++ i)))))

(!combine left right))))))))))

# A predicate symbol definition will be needed for the final

# range-induction application. It will be entered on the following

# list, with the name of the proposition as the key for lookup.

(define Range-symdefs (cell []))

(define (I-I-++-property-proof name ops)

(!range-induction (!I-I-++-property-induction-cases ops)

(symbol-definition

(add name (map ops [’valid ’++ ’I-I]))

Range-symdefs)

ops))

(evolve

Range-theory

[I-I-++-property

I-I-++-property-proof])



APPENDIX D

Formalization of Memory

D.1 Memory theory

D.1.1 Definition of Memory Concept in CCT

(load-file "rewriting.ath")

(load-file "property-management.ath")

(domain Memory)

(domain (Loc T))

# Memory axioms

(define (Memory name ops)

(let ((access (ops ’access))

(assign (ops ’assign))

(swap (ops ’swap)))

(match name

(’assign-axiom1

(forall ?M ?a ?x

(= (access (assign ?M ?a ?x) ?a)

?x)))

(’assign-axiom2

(forall ?M ?a ?b ?x

(if (not (= ?a ?b))

(= (access (assign ?M ?a ?x) ?b)

(access ?M ?b)))))

(’swap-axiom1

(forall ?M ?a ?b

183
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(= (access (swap ?M ?a ?b) ?a)

(access ?M ?b))))

(’swap-axiom2

(forall ?M ?a ?b

(= (access (swap ?M ?a ?b) ?b)

(access ?M ?a))))

(’swap-axiom3

(forall ?M ?a ?b ?c

(if (and (not (= ?c ?a))

(not (= ?c ?b)))

(= (access (swap ?M ?a ?b) ?c)

(access ?M ?c))))))))

(define Memory-theory

(theory [Memory Axiom]))

#################################################################

D.1.2 CCT theorems about memory and some selected proofs

(define (Double-assign name ops)

(let ((access (ops ’access))

(assign (ops ’assign)))

(match name

(’Double-assign

(forall ?b ?M ?a ?x ?y

(= (access (assign (assign ?M ?a ?x) ?a ?y) ?b)

(access (assign ?M ?a ?y) ?b)))))))

#################################################################

Another axiom:

(define (Memory-equality name ops)

(let ((access (ops ’access)))

(match name
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(’Memory-equality

(forall ?M1 ?M2

(iff (= ?M1 ?M2)

(forall ?a

(= (access ?M1 ?a)

(access ?M2 ?a)))))))))

(evolve

Memory-theory

[Memory-equality Axiom])

#################################################################

(define (Direct-double-assign name ops)

(let ((access (ops ’access))

(assign (ops ’assign)))

(match name

(’Direct-double-assign

(forall ?M ?a ?x ?y

(= (assign (assign ?M ?a ?x) ?a ?y)

(assign ?M ?a ?y)))))))

#################################################################

(define (Self-assign name ops)

(let ((access (ops ’access))

(assign (ops ’assign)))

(match name

(’Self-assign

(forall ?M ?a ?b

(= (access (assign ?M ?a (access ?M ?a)) ?b)

(access ?M ?b)))))))

(define (Self-assign-proof name ops)

(dlet ((theorem (Self-assign name ops))
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(assign (ops ’assign))

(access (ops ’access))

(prop (method (name) (!property name ops Memory-theory))))

(!(conclude theorem)

(pick-any

M a b

(dlet ((left (cell true))

(right (cell true)))

(dseq

(!cases

(assume (= a b)

(dseq

(!setup left (access (assign M a (access M a)) b))

(!setup right (access M b))

(!expand left (access (assign M a (access M a)) a)

(= a b))

(!reduce left (access M a)

(!prop ’assign-axiom1))

(!expand right (access M a)

(= a b))

(!combine left right)))

(assume (not (= a b))

(dseq

(!setup left (access (assign M a (access M a)) b))

(!setup right (access M b))

(!reduce left (access M b)

(!spec (!prop ’assign-axiom2)

[M a b (access M a)]))

(!combine left right))))))))))

(evolve

Memory-theory

[Self-assign
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Self-assign-proof])

#################################################################

(define (Direct-self-assign name ops)

(let ((access (ops ’access))

(assign (ops ’assign)))

(match name

(’Direct-self-assign

(forall ?M ?a

(= (assign ?M ?a (access ?M ?a))

?M))))))

(define (Direct-self-assign-proof name ops)

(dlet ((theorem (Direct-self-assign name ops))

(assign (ops ’assign))

(access (ops ’access))

(prop (method (name) (!property name ops Memory-theory))))

(!(conclude theorem)

(pick-any

M i

(dseq

(!(conclude (forall ?b

(= (access (assign M i (access M i)) ?b)

(access M ?b))))

(pick-any b

(!spec (!prop ’Self-assign) [M i b])))

(!spec-right (!prop ’Memory-equality)

[(assign M i (access M i)) M]))))))

(evolve

Memory-theory

[Direct-self-assign Direct-self-assign-proof])

#################################################################
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(define (Double-swap name ops)

(let ((access (ops ’access))

(swap (ops ’swap)))

(match name

(’Double-swap

(forall ?c ?M ?a ?b

(= (access (swap (swap ?M ?a ?b) ?b ?a) ?c)

(access ?M ?c)))))))

(define (Double-swap-proof name ops)

(dlet ((theorem (Double-swap name ops))

(assign (ops ’assign))

(access (ops ’access))

(swap (ops ’swap))

(prop (method (name) (!property name ops Memory-theory))))

(!(conclude theorem)

(pick-any

c M a b

(dlet ((left (cell true))

(right (cell true)))

(dseq

(!three-cases

(assume (= c a)

(dseq

(!setup left (access (swap (swap M a b) b a) c))

(!setup right (access M c))

(!reduce left (access (swap (swap M a b) b a) a)

(= c a))

(!reduce left (access (swap M a b) b)

(!prop ’swap-axiom2))

(!reduce left (access M a)

(!prop ’swap-axiom2))
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(!reduce right (access M a)

(= c a))

(!combine left right)))

(assume (= c b)

(dseq

(!setup left (access (swap (swap M a b) b a) c))

(!setup right (access M c))

(!reduce left (access (swap (swap M a b) b a) b)

(= c b))

(!reduce left (access (swap M a b) a)

(!prop ’swap-axiom1))

(!reduce left (access M b)

(!prop ’swap-axiom1))

(!reduce right (access M b)

(= c b))

(!combine left right)))

(assume (and (not (= c a))

(not (= c b)))

(dseq

(!setup left (access (swap (swap M a b) b a) c))

(!setup right (access M c))

(!reorder (and (not (= c a))

(not (= c b))))

(!reduce left (access (swap M a b) c)

(!spec (!prop ’swap-axiom3)

[(swap M a b) b a c]))

(!reduce left (access M c)

(!prop ’swap-axiom3))

(!combine left right))))))))))

(evolve

Memory-theory

[Double-swap Double-swap-proof])
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#################################################################

(define (Direct-double-swap name ops)

(let ((swap (ops ’swap)))

(match name

(’Direct-double-swap

(forall ?M ?a ?b

(= (swap (swap ?M ?a ?b) ?b ?a)

?M))))))

(define (Direct-double-swap-proof name ops)

(dlet ((theorem (Direct-double-swap name ops))

(access (ops ’access))

(swap (ops ’swap))

(prop (method (name) (!property name ops Memory-theory))))

(!(conclude theorem)

(pick-any

M a b

(dseq

(!(conclude (forall ?c

(= (access (swap (swap M a b) b a) ?c)

(access M ?c))))

(pick-any c

(!spec (!prop ’Double-swap)

[c M a b])))

(!spec-right (!prop ’Memory-equality)

[(swap (swap M a b) b a) M]))))))

(evolve

Memory-theory

[Direct-double-swap Direct-double-swap-proof])

#################################################################
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D.2 Memory-range Theory

D.2.1 Definition of memory range concept in CCT

(load-file "range-induction.ath")

(load-file "lists.ath")

(load-file "memory.ath")

(define (Memory-range name ops)

(let ((* (ops ’*))

(++ (ops ’++))

(access (ops ’access))

(assign (ops ’assign))

(access-range (ops ’access-range))

(assign-range (ops ’assign-range)))

(match name

(’access-empty-range-axiom

(forall ?M ?i

(= (access-range ?M (range ?i ?i))

Nil)))

(’access-nonempty-range-axiom

(forall ?M ?i ?j

(if (not (= ?i ?j))

(= (access-range ?M (range ?i ?j))

(Cons (access ?M (* ?i))

(access-range ?M (range (++ ?i) ?j)))))))

(’assign-empty-range-axiom

(forall ?M ?i

(= (assign-range ?M ?i Nil)

?M)))

(’assign-nonempty-range-axiom

(forall ?M ?i ?L ?x
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(= (assign-range ?M ?i (Cons ?x ?L))

(assign-range (assign ?M (* ?i) ?x) (++ ?i) ?L)))))))

(define Memory-range-theory

(refine

[Memory-theory Range-theory]

[Memory-range Axiom]))

#################################################################

D.2.2 CCT theorems about memory range and some selected proofs

(define (Self-assign-range-property name ops)

(let ((valid (ops ’valid))

(access-range (ops ’access-range))

(assign-range (ops ’assign-range)))

(match name

(’Self-assign-range-property

(forall ?i ?j

(if (valid (range ?i ?j))

(forall ?M

(= (assign-range ?M ?i

(access-range ?M (range ?i ?j)))

?M))))))))

# Proof by range-induction:

(define (Self-assign-range-property-induction-cases ops)

(dlet ((++ (ops ’++))

(* (ops ’*))

(valid (ops ’valid))

(access (ops ’access))

(assign (ops ’assign))

(access-range (ops ’access-range))

(assign-range (ops ’assign-range))
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(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Memory-range-theory)))

(left (cell true))

(right (cell true))

(P (function (i j)

(forall ?M

(= (assign-range ?M i

(access-range ?M (range i j)))

?M)))))

(!both

(!(conclude (range-basis-case P ops))

(pick-any

i M

(dseq

(!setup left (assign-range M i (access-range M (range i i))))

(!setup right M)

(!reduce left (assign-range M i Nil)

(!prop ’access-empty-range-axiom))

(!reduce left M

(!prop ’assign-empty-range-axiom))

(!combine left right))))

(!(conclude (range-induction-step P ops))

(pick-any

i j

(assume-let

(assumptions

(and (not (= i j))

(and (valid (range i j))

(forall ?M

(= (assign-range ?M (++ i)

(access-range ?M (range (++ i) j)))

?M)))))

(pick-any M
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(dseq

(!left-and (!right-and assumptions))

(!left-and assumptions)

(!uspec (!right-and (!right-and assumptions)) M)

(!setup left (assign-range M i (access-range M (range i j))))

(!setup right M)

(!reduce left (assign-range M i

(Cons (access M (* i))

(access-range M (range (++ i) j))))

(!prop ’access-nonempty-range-axiom))

(!reduce left (assign-range

(assign M (* i) (access M (* i)))

(++ i)

(access-range M (range (++ i) j)))

(!prop ’assign-nonempty-range-axiom))

(!reduce left (assign-range M (++ i)

(access-range M (range (++ i) j)))

(!prop ’Direct-self-assign))

(!reduce left M

(= (assign-range M (++ i)

(access-range M (range (++ i) j)))

M))

(!combine left right)))))))))

# A predicate symbol definition will be needed for the final

# range-induction application. It will be entered on the following

# list, with the name of the proposition as the key for lookup.

(define Memory-range-symdefs (cell []))

# The proof is completed by an application of range-induction:

(define (Self-assign-range-property-proof name ops)
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(!range-induction

(!Self-assign-range-property-induction-cases ops)

(symbol-definition

(add name (map ops [’valid ’access-range ’assign-range]))

Memory-range-symdefs)

ops))

(evolve

Memory-range-theory

[Self-assign-range-property

Self-assign-range-property-proof])

#################################################################

(define (memory-range-post-cons-property name ops)

(let ((valid (ops ’valid))

(++ (ops ’++))

(-- (ops ’--))

(* (ops ’*))

(access (ops ’access))

(access-range (ops ’access-range)))

(match name

(’memory-range-post-cons-property

(forall ?a ?b

(if (valid (range ?a ?b))

(forall ?M

(if (and (not (= ?a ?b))

(not (= (++ ?a) ?b)))

(= (access-range ?M (range ?a ?b))

(append (access-range ?M (range ?a (-- ?b)))

(Cons (access ?M (* (-- ?b))) Nil)))))))))))

#################################################################

(define (memory-range-property name ops)
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(let ((++ (ops ’++))

(-- (ops ’--))

(* (ops ’*))

(valid (ops ’valid))

(access (ops ’access))

(access-range (ops ’access-range)))

(match name

(’memory-range-property

(forall

?a ?b

(if (valid (range ?a ?b))

(forall ?M

(if (and (not (= ?a ?b))

(not (= (++ ?a) ?b)))

(= (access-range ?M (range ?a ?b))

(append

(Cons (access ?M (* ?a))

(access-range

?M

(range (++ ?a) (-- ?b))))

(Cons (access ?M (* (-- ?b)))

Nil)))))))))))

#################################################################

(define (memory-range-equal-property name ops)

(let ((in (ops ’in))

(* (ops ’*))

(access (ops ’access))

(access-range (ops ’access-range)))

(match name

(’memory-range-equal-property

(forall ?a ?b ?M1 ?M2

(iff (= (access-range ?M1 (range ?a ?b))
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(access-range ?M2 (range ?a ?b)))

(forall ?i

(if (in ?i (range ?a ?b))

(= (access ?M1 (* ?i))

(access ?M2 (* ?i)))))))))))

(evolve

Memory-range-theory

[memory-range-equal-property Axiom])

#################################################################

(define (swap-outside-has-no-effect-in-range name ops)

(let ((valid (ops ’valid))

(swap (ops ’swap))

(in (ops ’in))

(* (ops ’*))

(++ (ops ’++))

(-- (ops ’--))

(access-range (ops ’access-range)))

(match name

(’swap-outside-has-no-effect-in-range

(forall

?a ?b ?M

(if (and (valid (range ?a ?b))

(and (not (= ?a ?b))

(not (= (++ ?a) ?b))))

(= (access-range (swap ?M (* ?a) (* (-- ?b)))

(range (++ ?a) (-- ?b)))

(access-range ?M (range (++ ?a) (-- ?b))))))))))

#################################################################

(define (assign-outside-has-no-effect-in-range name ops)

(let ((valid (ops ’valid))
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(assign (ops ’assign))

(in (ops ’in))

(* (ops ’*))

(access-range (ops ’access-range)))

(match name

(’assign-outside-has-no-effect-in-range

(forall

?a ?b ?M ?r ?x

(if (and (valid (range ?a ?b))

(not (in ?r (range ?a ?b))))

(= (access-range (assign ?M (* ?r) ?x)

(range ?a ?b))

(access-range ?M (range ?a ?b)))))))))

#################################################################

(define (occurs-in-smaller-range-property name ops)

(let ((++ (ops ’++))

(in (ops ’in))

(access (ops ’access))

(* (ops ’*)))

(match name

(’occurs-in-smaller-range-property

(forall ?i ?j ?M ?x

(if (and (exists ?u

(and (in ?u (range ?i ?j))

(= (access ?M (* ?u)) ?x)))

(not (= (access ?M (* ?i)) ?x)))

(exists ?u (and (in ?u (range (++ ?i) ?j))

(= (access ?M (* ?u)) ?x)))))))))

#################################################################

(define (combined-memory-range-property name ops)

(let ((valid (ops ’valid))
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(access-range (ops ’access-range)))

(match name

(’combined-memory-range-property

(forall

?i ?j

(if (valid (range ?i ?j))

(forall

?M ?k

(if (and (valid (range ?i ?k))

(valid (range ?k ?j)))

(= (access-range ?M (range ?i ?j))

(append (access-range ?M (range ?i ?k))

(access-range ?M (range ?k ?j))))))))))))

#################################################################

(define (true-in-smaller-range name ops)

(let ((++ (ops ’++))

(in (ops ’in))

(apply (ops ’apply))

(access (ops ’access))

(* (ops ’*)))

(match name

(’true-in-smaller-range

(forall ?i ?j ?M ?p

(if (and (exists ?u

(and (in ?u (range ?i ?j))

(apply ?p (access ?M (* ?u)))))

(not (apply ?p (access ?M (* ?i)))))

(exists ?u (and (in ?u (range (++ ?i) ?j))

(apply ?p (access ?M (* ?u)))))))))))

#################################################################



APPENDIX E

Formalization of Iterators and Valid Range

The Standard Template Library (STL) [29, 22] is a C++ library of generic algo-

rithms, containers, and iterators which make it possible to write efficient generic

code. Some of the STL containers are vector, list, set, and map. The data in

the containers are accessed by C++ pointer-like objects called iterators. STL pro-

vides standard algorithms to solve many common problems like sorting, searching,

merging, copying, etc. The algorithms are adaptable and easy to use.

Accessing sequence elements through a pair of iterators is another important

operation used in STL-style generic code. A pair of iterators that points to the

beginning and end of a sequence is called range. For example, a range [i, j) refers to

the elements in the container starting with the one pointed to by i and up to but not

including the one pointed to by j. When accessing the elements, not just any pair

of iterators can be used, however; the pair must comprise a valid range. A pair of

iterators constitute valid range if and only if the first iterator will become equal to

the second after a (finite, possibly empty) sequence of applications of operator++.

This section contains some definitions, theorems, axioms, and proofs about

iterators, iterator ranges, and valid ranges. This is a preliminary attempt at formal-

izing STL iterator concepts.

E.1 Iterator theory: formalization of iterators in Athena

E.1.1 Definition of iterator theory in CCT

(domain (Iterator T))

(define (Iterator name ops)

(let ((++ (ops ’++))

(-- (ops ’--))

(* (ops ’*))

(I- (ops ’I-))

200
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(I+ (ops ’I+))

(I-I (ops ’I-I)))

(match name

(’iminus-zero-axiom

(forall ?i

(= (I- ?i zero) ?i)))

(’iminus-succ-axiom

(forall ?n ?i

(= (I- ?i (succ ?n))

(-- (I- ?i ?n)))))

(’iminus-equal-axiom

(forall ?i ?n ?m

(if (= (I- ?i ?n)

(I- ?i ?m))

(= ?n ?m))))

(’iplus-zero-axiom

(forall ?i

(= (I+ ?i zero)

?i)))

(’iplus-succ-axiom

(forall ?n ?i

(= (I+ ?i (succ ?n))

(++ (I+ ?i ?n)))))

(’dec-equal-axiom

(forall ?i ?j

(if (= (-- ?i) (-- ?j))

(= ?i ?j))))

(’dec-inc-axiom

(forall ?i

(= (-- (++ ?i))

?i)))

(’iterator-diff-axiom

(forall ?i ?j ?n
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(iff (= (I-I ?j ?i) ?n)

(= ?i (I- ?j ?n)))))

(’memory-loc-property

(forall ?i ?j

(if (not (= ?i ?j))

(not (= (* ?i) (* ?j)))))))))

(define Iterator-theory

(theory [Iterator Axiom]))

E.1.2 CCT theorems about iterators and some selected proofs

(define (iminus&--commute name ops)

(let ((-- (ops ’--))

(I- (ops ’I-)))

(match name

(’iminus&--commute

(forall ?n ?i

(= (I- (-- ?i) ?n)

(-- (I- ?i ?n))))))))

################################################################

(define (iminus-succ-property name ops)

(let ((-- (ops ’--))

(I- (ops ’I-)))

(match name

(’iminus-succ-property

(forall ?m ?n ?i

(= (I- (I- ?i (succ ?m)) ?n)

(I- (I- ?i ?m) (succ ?n))))))))

################################################################

(define (iminus-addition-property name ops)

(let ((I- (ops ’I-)))

(match name
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(’iminus-addition-property

(forall ?m ?n ?i

(= (I- (I- ?i ?m) ?n)

(I- ?i (Plus ?m ?n))))))))

################################################################

(define (inc-property name ops)

(let ((++ (ops ’++))

(I+ (ops ’I+)))

(match name

(’inc-property

(forall ?i

(= (++ ?i)

(I+ ?i (succ zero))))))))

################################################################

(define (dec-property name ops)

(let ((-- (ops ’--))

(I- (ops ’I-)))

(match name

(’dec-property

(forall ?i

(= (-- ?i)

(I- ?i (succ zero))))))))

################################################################

(define (iminus-iplus-cancellation name ops)

(let ((I+ (ops ’I+))

(I- (ops ’I-)))

(match name

(’iminus-iplus-cancellation

(forall ?n ?i

(= (I- (I+ ?i ?n) ?n)
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?i))))))

################################################################

(define (iminus-equal-property name ops)

(let ((I- (ops ’I-)))

(match name

(’iminus-equal-property

(forall ?n ?i ?j

(if (= (I- ?i ?n)

(I- ?j ?n))

(= ?i ?j)))))))

################################################################

(define (iplus-iminus-property name ops)

(let ((I+ (ops ’I+))

(I- (ops ’I-)))

(match name

(’iplus-iminus-property

(forall ?n ?i

(= (I+ (I- ?i ?n) ?n)

?i))))))

################################################################

(define (inc-dec-property name ops)

(let ((++ (ops ’++))

(-- (ops ’--)))

(match name

(’inc-dec-property

(forall ?i

(= (++ (-- ?i))

?i))))))

################################################################
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(define (inc-dec-property-proof name ops)

(dlet ((theorem (inc-dec-property name ops))

(I+ (ops ’I+))

(I- (ops ’I-))

(++ (ops ’++))

(-- (ops ’--))

(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Iterator-theory)))

(left (cell true))

(right (cell true)))

(!(conclude theorem)

(pick-any i

(dseq

(!setup left (++ (-- i)))

(!setup right i)

(!reduce left (I+ (-- i) (succ zero))

(!prop ’inc-property))

(!reduce left (I+ (I- i (succ zero)) (succ zero))

(!prop ’dec-property))

(!reduce left i

(!prop ’iplus-iminus-property)))))))

(evolve

Iterator-theory

[inc-dec-property

inc-dec-property-proof])

################################################################

(define (inc-iminus-property name ops)

(let ((++ (ops ’++))

(I- (ops ’I-)))

(match name

(’inc-iminus-property
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(forall ?i ?n

(= (++ (I- ?i (succ ?n)))

(I- ?i ?n)))))))

################################################################

(define (iterator-not-equal-property name ops)

(let ((++ (ops ’++))

(-- (ops ’--)))

(match name

(’iterator-not-equal-property

(forall ?i ?j

(if (and (not (= ?i ?j))

(not (= (++ ?i) ?j)))

(not (= ?i (-- ?j)))))))))

################################################################

(define (nonempty-range-property name ops)

(let ((I- (ops ’I-)))

(match name

(’nonempty-range-property

(forall ?n ?j

(not (= (I- ?j (succ ?n)) ?j)))))))

(define (nonempty-range-property-proof name ops)

(dlet ((theorem (nonempty-range-property name ops))

(I- (ops ’I-))

(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Iterator-theory)))

(left (cell true))

(right (cell true)))

(!(conclude theorem)

(pick-any

n j
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(suppose-absurd

(= (I- j (succ n)) j)

(dseq

((= (I- j (succ n)) (I- j zero))

BY (dseq

(!setup left (I- j (succ n)))

(!setup right (I- j zero))

(!reduce left j (= (I- j (succ n)) j))

(!reduce right j (!property ’iminus-zero-axiom

ops Iterator-theory))

(!combine left right)))

(!absurd

((= (succ n) zero)

BY (!spec (!property ’iminus-equal-axiom

ops Iterator-theory) [j (succ n) zero]))

((not (= (succ n) zero))

BY (!spec succ-not-zero [n])))))))))

(evolve

Iterator-theory

[nonempty-range-property

nonempty-range-property-proof])

################################################################

(define (iplus-not-equal-property name ops)

(let ((++ (ops ’++)))

(match name

(’iplus-not-equal-property

(forall ?i

(not (= ?i (++ ?i))))))))

(define (iplus-not-equal-property-proof name ops)

(dlet ((theorem (iplus-not-equal-property name ops))
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(++ (ops ’++))

(I- (ops ’I-))

(I+ (ops ’I+))

(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Iterator-theory)))

(left (cell true))

(right (cell true)))

(!(conclude theorem)

(pick-any i

(!by-contradiction

(assume (= i (++ i))

(!absurd

(!(conclude (= (I- i (succ zero)) i))

(dseq

(!setup left (I- i (succ zero)))

(!reduce left (I- (++ i) (succ zero))

(= i (++ i)))

(!reduce left (I- (I+ i (succ zero)) (succ zero))

(!prop ’inc-property))

(!reduce left i (!prop ’iminus-iplus-cancellation))))

(!(conclude (not (= (I- i (succ zero)) i)))

(!uspec* (!prop ’nonempty-range-property) [zero i])))))))))

(evolve

Iterator-theory

[iplus-not-equal-property

iplus-not-equal-property-proof])

################################################################

(define (I-I-zero-property name ops)

(let ((I-I (ops ’I-I)))

(match name

(’I-I-zero-property
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(forall ?i

(= (I-I ?i ?i) zero))))))

(define (I-I-zero-property-proof name ops)

(dlet ((theorem (I-I-zero-property name ops))

(I-I (ops ’I-I))

(I- (ops ’I-))

(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Iterator-theory)))

(left (cell true))

(right (cell true)))

(!(conclude theorem)

(pick-any i

(dseq

(!setup left i)

(!setup right (I- i zero))

(!reduce right i (!prop ’iminus-zero-axiom))

(!combine left right)

(!right-instance (!prop ’iterator-diff-axiom) [i i zero]))))))

(evolve

Iterator-theory

[I-I-zero-property

I-I-zero-property-proof])

################################################################

(define (iplus-left-cancellation name ops)

(let ((I+ (ops ’I+)))

(match name

(’iplus-left-cancellation

(forall ?i ?n

(if (= ?i (I+ ?i ?n))

(= ?n zero)))))))
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################################################################

(define (iminus-to-iplus-property name ops)

(let ((I+ (ops ’I+))

(I- (ops ’I-)))

(match name

(’iminus-to-iplus-property

(forall ?i ?j ?n

(if (= ?i (I- ?j ?n))

(= (I+ ?i ?n) ?j)))))))

(define (iminus-to-iplus-property-proof name ops)

(dlet ((theorem (iminus-to-iplus-property name ops))

(I- (ops ’I-))

(I+ (ops ’I+))

(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Iterator-theory)))

(left (cell true))

(right (cell true)))

(pick-any

i j n

(assume (= i (I- j n))

(dseq

(!setup left (I+ i n))

(!setup right j)

(!reduce left (I+ (I- j n) n) (= i (I- j n)))

(!reduce left j (!prop ’iplus-iminus-property))

(!combine left right))))))

(evolve

Iterator-theory

[iminus-to-iplus-property

iminus-to-iplus-property-proof])
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################################################################

(define (iplus-dec-property name ops)

(let ((-- (ops ’--))

(I+ (ops ’I+)))

(match name

(’iplus-dec-property

(forall ?n ?i

(= (I+ (-- ?i) ?n)

(-- (I+ ?i ?n))))))))

################################################################

(define (iplus-iminus-succ-property name ops)

(let ((I- (ops ’I-))

(I+ (ops ’I+)))

(match name

(’iplus-iminus-succ-property

(forall ?i ?n ?m

(= (I+ (I- ?i (succ ?n)) (succ ?m))

(I+ (I- ?i ?n) ?m)))))))

################################################################

(define (iminus-one-iplus-property name ops)

(let ((I- (ops ’I-))

(I+ (ops ’I+)))

(match name

(’iminus-one-iplus-property

(forall ?n ?i

(= (I- (I+ ?i (succ ?n)) (succ zero))

(I+ ?i ?n)))))))

################################################################

(define (iminus-++-property name ops)
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(let ((++ (ops ’++))

(I- (ops ’I-)))

(match name

(’iminus-++-property

(forall ?n ?i

(= (I- (++ ?i) ?n)

(++ (I- ?i ?n))))))))

################################################################

(define (not-inc-dec-property name ops)

(let ((++ (ops ’++))

(-- (ops ’--)))

(match name

(’not-inc-dec-property

(forall ?i ?j

(if (not (= (++ ?i) ?j))

(not (= ?i (-- ?j)))))))))

################################################################

(define (iminus-not-equal-property name ops)

(let ((-- (ops ’--)))

(match name

(’iminus-not-equal-property

(forall ?i

(not (= ?i (-- ?i))))))))

(define (iminus-not-equal-property-proof name ops)

(dlet ((theorem (iminus-not-equal-property name ops))

(++ (ops ’++))

(-- (ops ’--))

(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Iterator-theory)))

(left (cell true))
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(right (cell true)))

(!(conclude theorem)

(pick-any

i

(!by-contradiction

(assume (= i (-- i))

(!absurd

(dseq

(!setup left i)

(!setup right (++ i))

(!reduce right (++ (-- i)) (= i (-- i)))

(!reduce right i (!prop ’inc-dec-property))

(!combine left right))

(!uspec (!prop ’iplus-not-equal-property) i))))))))

(evolve

Iterator-theory

[iminus-not-equal-property

iminus-not-equal-property-proof])

################################################################

E.2 Range theory: formalization of valid range property in

Athena

E.2.1 Definition of range theory in CCT

## Range definitions and a simple theorem.

(load-file "rewriting.ath")

(load-file "property-management.ath")

(load-file "iterator.ath")
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(load-file "naturals-ordering.ath")

(datatype (Range T) (range T T))

(define (Range name ops)

(let ((I- (ops ’I-))

(I-I (ops ’I-I))

(++ (ops ’++))

(valid (ops ’valid))

(in (ops ’in)))

(match name

(’Valid-Range-definition

(forall ?i ?j

(iff (valid (range ?i ?j))

(exists ?n (= ?i (I- ?j ?n))))))

(’Valid-Range-I-I-axiom

(forall ?i ?j

(if (and (valid (range ?i ?j))

(not (= ?i ?j)))

(= (I-I ?j ?i)

(succ (I-I ?j (++ ?i)))))))

(’in-definition

(forall ?a ?b ?i

(iff (in ?i (range ?a ?b))

(exists ?n (and (and (not (= ?n zero))

(<= ?n (I-I ?b ?a)))

(= ?i (I- ?b ?n))))))))))

(define Range-theory

(refine

[Iterator-theory]

[Range Axiom]))
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E.2.2 CCT theorems about valid ranges and some selected proofs

(define (Valid-Range-property name ops)

(let ((I- (ops ’I-))

(valid (ops ’valid)))

(match name

(’Valid-Range-property

(forall ?n ?j

(valid (range (I- ?j ?n) ?j)))))))

################################################################

(define (Valid-Range-Reflexive-property name ops)

(let ((valid (ops ’valid)))

(match name

(’Valid-Range-Reflexive-property

(forall ?i

(valid (range ?i ?i)))))))

(define (Valid-Range-Reflexive-property-proof name ops)

(dlet ((theorem (Valid-Range-Reflexive-property name ops))

(I- (ops ’I-))

(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Range-theory)))

(left (cell true))

(right (cell true))

(valid (ops ’valid)))

(!(conclude theorem)

(pick-any i

(dseq

((exists ?n (= i (I- i ?n)))

BY (dseq

((= i (I- i zero))

BY (dseq

(!setup left i)
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(!setup right (I- i zero))

(!reduce right i (!prop ’iminus-zero-axiom))

(!combine left right)))

(!egen (exists ?n (= i (I- i ?n)))

zero)))

(!spec-right (!prop ’Valid-Range-definition)

[i i]))))))

(evolve

Range-theory

[Valid-Range-Reflexive-property

Valid-Range-Reflexive-property-proof])

################################################################

(define (Valid-Range-Transitive-property name ops)

(let ((valid (ops ’valid)))

(match name

(’Valid-Range-Transitive-property

(forall ?i ?k ?j

(if (and (valid (range ?i ?k))

(valid (range ?k ?j)))

(valid (range ?i ?j))))))))

(define (Valid-Range-Transitive-property-proof name ops)

(dlet ((valid (ops ’valid))

(I- (ops ’I-))

(left (cell true))

(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Range-theory)))

(theorem (Valid-Range-Transitive-property name ops)))

(!(conclude theorem)

(pick-any

i j k
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(assume-let (assumptions (and (valid (range i j))

(valid (range j k))))

(!(conclude (valid (range i k)))

(pick-witness m

(!(conclude (exists ?m (= i (I- j ?m))))

(dseq

(!left-and assumptions)

(!instance (!prop ’Valid-Range-definition)

[i j])))

(pick-witness p

(!(conclude (exists ?p (= j (I- k ?p))))

(dseq

(!right-and assumptions)

(!instance (!prop ’Valid-Range-definition)

[j k])))

(dseq

(!(conclude (= i (I- k (Plus p m))))

(dseq

(!setup left i)

(!reduce left (I- j m)

(= i (I- j m)))

(!reduce left (I- (I- k p) m)

(= j (I- k p)))

(!reduce left (I- k (Plus p m))

(!prop ’iminus-addition-property))))

(!egen (exists ?n (= i (I- k ?n)))

(Plus p m))

(!right-instance (!prop ’Valid-Range-definition)

[i k]))))))))))

(evolve

Range-theory

[Valid-Range-Transitive-property Valid-Range-Transitive-property-proof])
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################################################################

(define (Valid-Range-length-atleast-one-property name ops)

(let ((I- (ops ’I-))

(valid (ops ’valid)))

(match name

(’Valid-Range-length-atleast-one-property

(forall ?i ?j

(if (and (valid (range ?i ?j))

(not (= ?i ?j)))

(exists ?n (= ?i (I- ?j (succ ?n))))))))))

################################################################

(define (Valid-Range-smaller1-property name ops)

(let ((valid (ops ’valid))

(++ (ops ’++)))

(match name

(’Valid-Range-smaller1-property

(forall ?i ?j

(if (and (valid (range ?i ?j))

(not (= ?i ?j)))

(valid (range (++ ?i) ?j))))))))

(define (Valid-Range-smaller1-property-proof name ops)

(dlet ((theorem (Valid-Range-smaller1-property name ops))

(++ (ops ’++))

(I- (ops ’I-))

(left (cell true))

(right (cell true))

(valid (ops ’valid)))

(!(conclude theorem)

(pick-any
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i j

(assume (and (valid (range i j))

(not (= i j)))

((valid (range (++ i) j))

BY (dseq

((exists ?n (= i (I- j (succ ?n))))

BY (!spec (!property ’Valid-Range-length-atleast-one-property

ops Range-theory) [i j]))

(pick-witness n (exists ?n (= i (I- j (succ ?n))))

(dlet ((n-prop (= i (I- j (succ n)))))

(dseq

((= (++ i) (I- j n))

BY (dseq

(!setup left (++ i))

(!setup right (I- j n))

(!reduce left (++ (I- j (succ n)))

n-prop)

(!reduce left (I- j n)

(!property ’inc-iminus-property

ops Iterator-theory))

(!combine left right)))

(!egen (exists ?n (= (++ i) (I- j ?n)))

n))))

(!spec-right (!property ’Valid-Range-definition

ops Range-theory) [(++ i) j]))))))))

(evolve

Range-theory

[Valid-Range-smaller1-property

Valid-Range-smaller1-property-proof ])

################################################################

(define (Valid-Range-smaller2-property name ops)
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(let ((valid (ops ’valid))

(++ (ops ’++))

(-- (ops ’--)))

(match name

(’Valid-Range-smaller2-property

(forall ?a ?b

(if (and (valid (range ?a ?b))

(and (not (= ?a ?b))

(not (= (++ ?a) ?b))))

(valid (range (++ ?a) (-- ?b)))))))))

(define (Valid-Range-smaller2-property-proof name ops)

(dlet ((theorem (Valid-Range-smaller2-property name ops))

(++ (ops ’++))

(-- (ops ’--))

(I- (ops ’I-))

(left (cell true))

(right (cell true))

(valid (ops ’valid)))

(!(conclude theorem)

(pick-any

a b

(assume-let (assumptions (and (valid (range a b))

(and (not (= a b))

(not (= (++ a) b)))))

(dseq

(!left-and assumptions)

(!left-and (!right-and assumptions))

(!right-and (!right-and assumptions))

(!both (valid (range a b))

(not (= a b)))

(!(conclude (valid (range (++ a) b)))

(!spec (!property ’Valid-Range-smaller1-property
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ops Range-theory) [a b]))

(!(conclude (exists ?n (= (++ a) (I- b ?n))))

(!spec (!property ’Valid-Range-definition

ops Range-theory) [(++ a) b]))

(!both (valid (range (++ a) b))

(not (= (++ a) b)))

(!(conclude (exists ?n (= (++ a) (I- b (succ ?n)))))

(!spec (!property ’Valid-Range-length-atleast-one-property

ops Range-theory) [(++ a) b]))

(!(conclude (exists ?m (= (++ a) (I- (-- b) ?m))))

(pick-witness n

(exists ?n (= (++ a) (I- b (succ ?n))))

(dseq

((= (++ a) (I- (-- b) n))

BY (dseq

(!setup left (++ a))

(!setup right (I- (-- b) n))

(!reduce left (I- b (succ n))

(= (++ a) (I- b (succ n))))

(!expand left (I- (I- b zero) (succ n))

(!property ’iminus-zero-axiom

ops Iterator-theory))

(!reduce right (I- (I- b (succ zero)) n)

(!property ’dec-property

ops Iterator-theory))

(!reduce right (I- (I- b zero) (succ n))

(!property ’iminus-succ-property

ops Iterator-theory))

(!combine left right)))

(!egen (exists ?m (= (++ a) (I- (-- b) ?m)))

n))))

(!spec-right (!property ’Valid-Range-definition

ops Range-theory) [(++ a) (-- b)])))))))
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(evolve

Range-theory

[Valid-Range-smaller2-property

Valid-Range-smaller2-property-proof ])

################################################################

(define (Valid-Range-diff1-property name ops)

(let ((valid (ops ’valid))

(I-I (ops ’I-I)))

(match name

(’Valid-Range-diff1-property

(forall ?i ?j

(if (valid (range ?i ?j))

(exists ?n

(<= ?n (I-I ?j ?i)))))))))

################################################################

(define (Valid-in-property name ops)

(let ((++ (ops ’++))

(-- (ops ’--))

(in (ops ’in)))

(match name

(’Valid-in-property

(forall ?a ?b ?i

(if (in ?i (range (++ ?a) (-- ?b)))

(and (not (= ?i ?a))

(not (= ?i (-- ?b))))))))))

(define (Valid-in-property-proof name ops)

(dlet ((theorem (Valid-in-property name ops))

(++ (ops ’++))
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(-- (ops ’--))

(I- (ops ’I-))

(I-I (ops ’I-I))

(in (ops ’in))

(valid (ops ’valid))

(left (cell true))

(right (cell true))

(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Range-theory))))

(!(conclude theorem)

(pick-any

a b i

(assume (in i (range (++ a) (-- b)))

(dseq

(!(conclude

(exists ?nn (and (and (not (= ?nn zero))

(<= ?nn (I-I (-- b) (++ a))))

(= i (I- (-- b) ?nn)))))

(!spec (!prop ’in-definition) [(++ a) (-- b) i]))

(pick-witness n

(exists ?nn (and (and (not (= ?nn zero))

(<= ?nn (I-I (-- b) (++ a))))

(= i (I- (-- b) ?nn))))

(dlet ((n-props (and (and (not (= n zero))

(<= n (I-I (-- b) (++ a))))

(= i (I- (-- b) n)))))

(dseq

(!(conclude (not (= n zero)))

(!left-and (!left-and n-props)))

(!(conclude (exists ?m (= n (succ ?m))))

(!mp (!uspec nat-property n) (not (= n zero))))

(!right-and (!left-and n-props))

(!(conclude (not (= i a)))
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(pick-witness k

(exists ?m (= n (succ ?m)))

(!by-contradiction

(assume (= i a)

(!absurd

(dseq

(!(conclude (= i (I- (-- b) n)))

(!right-and n-props))

(!(conclude (= a (I- (-- b) n)))

(!tran (!sym (= i a)) (= i (I- (-- b) n))))

(!(conclude (= (I-I (-- b) a) n))

(!right-instance (!prop ’iterator-diff-axiom)

[a (-- b) n]))

(!(conclude (= (I-I (-- b) a) (succ k)))

(dseq

(!setup left (I-I (-- b) a))

(!setup right (succ k))

(!reduce left n (= (I-I (-- b) a) n))

(!expand right n (= n (succ k)))

(!combine left right)))

(!egen (exists ?h (= a (I- (-- b) ?h)))

n)

(!(conclude (valid (range a (-- b))))

(!spec-right (!prop ’Valid-Range-definition) [a (-- b)]))

(!(conclude (not (= a (-- b))))

(!by-contradiction

(assume (= a (-- b))

(!absurd

(!(conclude (= (succ k) zero))

(dseq

(!setup left (succ k))

(!expand left (I-I (-- b) a)

(= (I-I (-- b) a) (succ k)))
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(!expand left

(I-I a a) (= a (-- b)))

(!reduce left zero

(!prop ’I-I-zero-property))))

(!uspec succ-not-zero k)))))

(!both (valid (range a (-- b)))

(not (= a (-- b))))

(!(conclude (= (I-I (-- b) a)

(succ (I-I (-- b) (++ a)))))

(!spec (!prop ’Valid-Range-I-I-axiom) [a (-- b)]))

(!(conclude (= (succ k)

(succ (I-I (-- b) (++ a)))))

(!tran (!sym (= (I-I (-- b) a) (succ k)))

(= (I-I (-- b) a)

(succ (I-I (-- b) (++ a))))))

(!(conclude (= k (I-I (-- b) (++ a))))

(!mp (!uspec* succ-succ-property

[k (I-I (-- b) (++ a))])

(= (succ k)

(succ (I-I (-- b) (++ a)))))))

(dseq

(!equality (I-I (-- b) (++ a)) (I-I (-- b) (++ a)))

(!(conclude (<= (succ k) (I-I (-- b) (++ a))))

(!rel-cong-2 (<= n (I-I (-- b) (++ a)))

[(succ k) (I-I (-- b) (++ a))]))

(!(conclude (not (= k (I-I (-- b) (++ a)))))

(!spec <=-a-property

[k (I-I (-- b) (++ a))]))))))))

(!(conclude (not (= i (-- b))))

(!by-contradiction

(assume (= i (-- b))

(!absurd

(!(conclude (= n zero))
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(dseq

(!(conclude (= i (I- (-- b) n)))

(!right-and n-props))

(!(conclude (= (-- b) (I- (-- b) n)))

(!tran (!sym (= i (-- b)))

(= i (I- (-- b) n))))

(!(conclude (= (I-I (-- b) (-- b)) n))

(!right-instance (!prop ’iterator-diff-axiom)

[(-- b) (-- b) n]))

(!setup left n)

(!setup right zero)

(!expand left (I-I (-- b) (-- b))

(= (I-I (-- b) (-- b)) n))

(!expand right (I-I (-- b) (-- b))

(!uspec (!prop ’I-I-zero-property) (-- b)))

(!combine left right)))

(not (= n zero))))))

(!(conclude (and (not (= i a))

(not (= i (-- b)))))

(!both (not (= i a)) (not (= i (-- b))))))))))))))

(evolve

Range-theory

[Valid-in-property

Valid-in-property-proof])

################################################################

(define (Valid-not-in-range-property name ops)

(let ((valid (ops ’valid))

(-- (ops ’--))

(in (ops ’in)))

(match name

(’Valid-not-in-range-property
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(forall ?i ?j ?k

(if (and (valid (range ?i ?j))

(and (not (= ?i ?j))

(not (in ?k (range ?i ?j)))))

(and (not (= ?k ?i))

(not (= ?k (-- ?j))))))))))

################################################################

(define (not-in-property name ops)

(let ((++ (ops ’++))

(-- (ops ’--))

(in (ops ’in)))

(match name

(’not-in-property

(forall ?i ?j

(not (in ?i (range (++ ?i) (-- ?j)))))))))

(define (not-in-property-proof name ops)

(dlet ((++ (ops ’++))

(I+ (ops ’I+))

(theorem (not-in-property name ops))

(-- (ops ’--))

(in (ops ’in))

(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Range-theory))))

(!(conclude theorem)

(pick-any

i j

(!by-contradiction

(assume (in i (range (++ i) (-- j)))

(!absurd

(!equality i i)

(!(conclude (not (= i i)))
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(dseq

(!(conclude (and (not (= i i))

(not (= i (-- j)))))

(!spec (!prop ’Valid-in-property) [i j i]))

(!left-and (and (not (= i i))

(not (= i (-- j))))))))))))))

(evolve

Range-theory

[not-in-property

not-in-property-proof])

################################################################

(define (not-in-property2 name ops)

(let ((++ (ops ’++))

(-- (ops ’--))

(in (ops ’in)))

(match name

(’not-in-property2

(forall ?i ?j

(not (in (-- ?j) (range (++ ?i) (-- ?j)))))))))

################################################################

(define (not-in-smaller-range name ops)

(let ((++ (ops ’++))

(in (ops ’in))

(valid (ops ’valid)))

(match name

(’not-in-smaller-range

(forall ?i ?j ?r

(if (and (valid (range ?i ?j))

(and (not (= ?i ?j))

(not (in ?r (range ?i ?j)))))
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(not (in (++ ?r) (range (++ ?i) ?j)))))))))

################################################################

(define (not-in-smaller-range1 name ops)

(let ((++ (ops ’++))

(in (ops ’in))

(valid (ops ’valid)))

(match name

(’not-in-smaller-range1

(forall ?i ?j ?r

(if (and (valid (range ?i ?j))

(and (not (= ?i ?j))

(not (in ?r (range ?i ?j)))))

(not (in ?r (range (++ ?i) ?j)))))))))

################################################################

(define (Valid-Range-Converse-property name ops)

(let ((valid (ops ’valid))

(++ (ops ’++)))

(match name

(’Valid-Range-Converse-property

(forall ?i ?j

(if (valid (range (++ ?i) ?j))

(and (valid (range ?i ?j))

(not (= ?i ?j)))))))))

################################################################

(define (first-in-range-property name ops)

(let ((++ (ops ’++))

(in (ops ’in))

(valid (ops ’valid)))

(match name

(’first-in-range-property
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(forall ?i ?j

(if (and (valid (range ?i ?j))

(not (= ?i ?j)))

(in ?i (range ?i ?j))))))))

#################################################################

(define (first-not-in-rest-property name ops)

(let ((++ (ops ’++))

(in (ops ’in)))

(match name

(’first-not-in-rest-property

(forall ?a ?b ?i

(if (in ?i (range (++ ?a) ?b))

(not (= ?i ?a))))))))

#################################################################

(define (not-in-property0 name ops)

(let ((++ (ops ’++))

(in (ops ’in)))

(match name

(’not-in-property0

(forall ?i ?j

(not (in ?i (range (++ ?i) ?j))))))))

(define (not-in-property0-proof name ops)

(dlet ((++ (ops ’++))

(I+ (ops ’I+))

(in (ops ’in))

(theorem (not-in-property0 name ops))

(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Range-theory))))

(!(conclude theorem)

(pick-any
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i j

(!by-contradiction

(assume (in i (range (++ i) j))

(!absurd

(!equality i i)

(!(conclude (not (= i i)))

(!instance (!prop ’first-not-in-rest-property)

[i j i])))))))))

(evolve

Range-theory

[not-in-property0

not-in-property0-proof])

#################################################################

(define (in-smaller-range-property name ops)

(let ((in (ops ’in))

(++ (ops ’++)))

(match name

(’in-smaller-range-property

(forall ?i ?j ?u

(if (and (in ?u (range ?i ?j))

(not (= ?u ?i)))

(in ?u (range (++ ?i) ?j))))))))

#################################################################

(define (not-in-empty-range name ops)

(let ((in (ops ’in)))

(match name

(’not-in-empty-range

(forall ?i ?u

(not (in ?u (range ?i ?i))))))))
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(define (not-in-empty-range-proof name ops)

(dlet ((in (ops ’in))

(I- (ops ’I-))

(I-I (ops ’I-I))

(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Range-theory))))

(pick-any

i u

(!(conclude (not (in u (range i i))))

(!by-contradiction

(assume (in u (range i i))

(pick-witness n

(!(conclude

(exists ?n (and (and (not (= ?n zero))

(<= ?n (I-I i i)))

(= u (I- i ?n)))))

(!instance (!prop ’in-definition)

[i i u]))

(dlet ((witnessed

(and (and (not (= n zero))

(<= n (I-I i i)))

(= u (I- i n)))))

(dseq

(!(conclude (<= n zero))

(dseq

(!instance (!prop ’I-I-zero-property)

[i])

(!substitute-equals (I-I i i)

(!right-and

(!left-and witnessed))

zero)))

(!cd

(!(conclude (or (< n zero) (= n zero)))
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(!instance <=-definition [n zero]))

(assume (< n zero)

(!absurd (< n zero)

(!instance <-not-zero-axiom

[n])))

(assume (= n zero)

(!absurd (= n zero)

(!left-and

(!left-and witnessed))))))))))))))

(evolve

Range-theory

[not-in-empty-range

not-in-empty-range-proof])

#################################################################

(define (range-separation-property name ops)

(let ((valid (ops ’valid))

(in (ops ’in)))

(match name

(’range-separation-property

(forall ?i ?j ?p ?k

(if (valid (range ?i ?j))

(if (in ?k (range ?p ?i))

(not (in ?k (range ?i ?j))))))))))

#################################################################

(define (range-separation-property2 name ops)

(let ((valid (ops ’valid))

(in (ops ’in)))

(match name

(’range-separation-property2

(forall ?i ?j ?p ?k
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(if (valid (range ?p ?i))

(if (in ?k (range ?i ?j))

(not (in ?k (range ?p ?i))))))))))

#################################################################



APPENDIX F

Proof of sum-list-compute-relation

(define (sum-list-compute-relation name ops)

(match name

(’sum-list-compute-relation

(forall ?L ?x

(= (sum-list@ (Cons ?x ?L))

(sum-list-compute ?L ?x))))))

(define (sum-list-compute-relation-proof name ops)

(dlet ((Plus (ops ’Plus))

(Zero (ops ’Zero))

(theorem (sum-list-compute-relation name ops))

(prop (method (name)

(!property name ops Sum-list-theory)))

(left (cell true))

(right (cell true)))

(by-induction

theorem

(Nil

(!(conclude (forall ?x

(= (sum-list@ (Cons ?x Nil))

(sum-list-compute Nil ?x))))

(pick-any x

(dseq

(!setup left (sum-list@ (Cons x Nil)))

(!setup right (sum-list-compute Nil x))

(!reduce left (Plus x (sum-list@ Nil))

(!prop ’sum-list@-nonempty))

(!reduce left (Plus x Zero)

(!prop ’sum-list@-empty))

235
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(!reduce left x

(!prop ’Right-Identity))

(!reduce right x

(!prop ’sum-list-compute-empty))

(!combine left right)))))

((Cons y L)

(!(conclude (forall ?x

(= (sum-list@ (Cons ?x (Cons y L)))

(sum-list-compute (Cons y L) ?x))))

(dlet ((induction-hypothesis

(forall ?x

(= (sum-list@ (Cons ?x L))

(sum-list-compute L ?x)))))

(pick-any x

(dseq

(!setup left (sum-list@ (Cons x (Cons y L))))

(!setup right (sum-list-compute (Cons y L) x))

(!reduce left (Plus x (sum-list@ (Cons y L)))

(!prop ’sum-list@-nonempty))

(!reduce left (Plus x (Plus y (sum-list@ L)))

(!prop ’sum-list@-nonempty))

(!reduce right (sum-list-compute L (Plus x y))

(!prop ’sum-list-compute-nonempty))

(!expand right (sum-list@ (Cons (Plus x y) L))

induction-hypothesis)

(!reduce right (Plus (Plus x y) (sum-list@ L))

(!prop ’sum-list@-nonempty))

(!reduce right (Plus x (Plus y (sum-list@ L)))

(!prop ’Associative))

(!combine left right)))))))))

(evolve

Sum-list-theory
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[sum-list-compute-relation

sum-list-compute-relation-proof])
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